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COLLEGE CALENDAR

1946-1947
SUMMER SESSIONS
1946
Registration, First Sessio~------------•••'onday, June
Class work begi
Tuesday, June
Session end
riday, July
Registration, Second Sessio
Saturday, July
Oass work begin
onday, July
Session end
aturday, August

10,
11,
19,
20,
22,
24,

1946
1946
1946
1946
1946
1946

' FALL QUARTER

Registratio,,.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Tuesday, September 3, 1946
Oass work begin
Thanksgiving vacation begins 12:00 M
Quarter end

Wednesday, September 4, 1946
Wednesday, November 27, 1946
Wednesday, November 27, 1946

WINTER QUARTER
Registration of new students----------~·•onday, December 2,
Class work begins, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Tuesday, December 3,
Christmas vacation begins 4:00 P. M_ _ _ _ _ __ Friday, December 20,
Class work resume,~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ • • ·onday, January 6,
Quarter end~-- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - riday, March 7,

1946
1946
1946
1947
1947

SPRING QUARTER
Registration of new studen...,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~••onday, March 10,
Oass work begin
Tuesday, March 11,
Easter Vacation
Wednesday, April 2,
Oass work resume
Tuesday, April 8,
Quarter end
Wednesday, June 4,

1947
1947
1947
1947
1947

SUMMER SESSIONS
1947
Registration, First Sessio~------------~·••onday, June 9,
Oass work begin
Tuesday, June 10,
Session end
riday, July 18,
Registration, Second Sessio
aturday, July 19,
Oass work begin
onday, July 21,
Session end
Saturday, August 23,

1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE BOARD
WARREN

H. STEWART
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- - - Duluth

A. C. CLARK

- - - - Bemid;;

FACULTY
1946-1947
GEO. A. SELK..a:,E~-----------------~----tPresident
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B.A., College of Education,
University of Minnesota; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University;
Graduate Student, University of Minnesota and Columbia University,
Honorary Degree and Honorary Life Faculty Membership, University
of Vienna, Austria.
Teacher In Rural and Graded Schools; County and City Superintendent
of Schools, Minnesota; Assistant Director of Graded and High Schools,
Director of Rural and Consolidated Schools, State Department of Education, Instructor, Assistant Professor and Professorial Lecturer,
University of Minnesota; Professor of Education, Summer Session,
University of Missouri; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-1942;
Man Power Commission, 1942-1843; Major, A.U.S., 1943-1946; State
Teachers College, 1946-

DUDLEY S. BRAINARD_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Vice-President
B.A., Carleton College; M.A., University of Wisconsin; Graduate Student,
University of Minnesota, Columbia University, and University of Chicago.
Superintendent of Schools at Slayton, Redwood Falls and Fairmont,
Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-

JOHN E. TALBOT_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Director of Training
B.A., Nebraska Wesleyan University; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia
University; Graduate Student, University of Nebraska, University of
Chicago, and Columbia University.
Teacher In Rural Schools, Grades, and High Schools, and Superintendent
of Schools, Nebraska; Assistant Superintendent of United States GoTernment Schools, Canal Zone, Panama; Director of Training Department, State Normal College, Bowling Green, O.; Professor of Education,
Summer Session, Ohio State University; State Teachers Colleire,
St.Cloud, 1921-

GEORGE H. LYNC

Physical Education

Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B.S., M.S., University of Minnesota; Student, Harvard University; Notre Dame School for Coaches;
Graduate Student, University of Minnesota ; Student, School of Coaching, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1903-

CLIFFORD 0 . BEMIS, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____....athematics
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B.A., University of Minnesota,
M.A., Columbia University; Graduate Student, Columbia University.
Teacher and Principal, Public Schools, Minnesota: Instructor, Demonstration School, .Summer Session, Columbia University; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1914, 1917, 1919-

HELEN HIL,.1..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,.nglish
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B.A., University of Minnesota,
M.A., Colorado State College of Education; Graduate Student, Teachers
College, Columbia University; University of California; University of
Minnesota; Bread Loaf School of English, Vt.
St.Cloud High School; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1915-

EDITH E. H. GRANNIS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-J,.ibrarian
Student, Hamllne University; B.A., University of Wisconsin; Certificate,
New York State Library School; M.S., School of Library Service, Columbia University.
Assistant Librarian, State Teachers College, Mankato; Librarian, School
and Public Library, Buhl, Minn.; Librarian, State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, 1917-

ETHEL G. GRA.VES _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _~,~umni Secretary
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B.A., University of Minnesota; M.A., Colorado State College of Education; Graduate Student, University of Chicago.
Rural Schools of Minnesota; Elementary Schools, Warren, Minn.; Teacher
In High School, Sauk Centre, Minn.; Supervising Principal, Two Harbors, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1918-1945.

GEORGE W. FRIEDRICH

Biological Science

B.A., Ripon College; Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin; M.S.,
University of Chicago ; Poet-graduate Student, University of Chicago;
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
Science, High Schools of Illinois and W-lsconsln; Central High School,
Superlor6 Wis. ; University of Chicago High School; State Teachers College, St. loud, 1921-

MAMIE R. MARTIN---- - - - - -- ~ - - - -- - -- ~ibrarian
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University; Certificate, New York State Library
School; M.S., School of Library Service, Columbia University.
Teacher In High School, Alma, Wis. ; Librarian, Emerson High School
Branch, Gary, Ind.; Cataloger, Public Library, Aurora, Ind.; Librarian,
Public Library, Clinton, Ind. ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1922-

MABEL A. PAUii

Assisrant Director of Training

Graduate, Iowa State Teache rs College; Student, University of Colorado;
B.A., M.A., University of Iowa.
Teacher In Rural and Elementary Schools, Principal of High School, and
Superintendent of Schools, Iowa; Research Assistant, College of Education, University of Iowa ; Supervisor of Grades, Denison, Ia.; State
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1922-

NORA. J. SWAN_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ ___ Supervisor in Primary Grades
Graduate, State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Ia.; ·B.A., Washington University ; M.A., University of Minnesota; Student, Chicago University.
Elementary Schools, Iowa ; Everett and Seattle, Wash., and Minneapolis,
Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1922-

LESLIE DAY ZELENY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _~ociology
B .S., University of Minnesota; M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., University of Minnesota; Post-doctorate study, London School of Economics.
Social work, Minneapolis and New York; Recreational Instructor and
Principal of private vacation school, Minneapolis; Assistant Scout Executive, Minneapolis; Research Assistant, University of Minn e sota; Instructor, Summer Session, University of Minnesota ; State Teachers
College, St.Cloud, 1923-1942 ; Captain, Transport Command, Air Corps,
1942-1945 ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1 945-

L RUTH CADWEL....__ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ...,upervisor in Junior-High Grades
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College and Supervisor's Diploma; M.A., University of Minnesota; Post-Graduate Student, Iowa State Teachers
Coll ege ; Graduate Student, University of Chicago and University of
Minnesota.
Teacher in Rural, Elementary and High Schools In Iowa; Supervisor In
Iowa State Teachers College; Miami University, Oxford, O. ; State
Teachers Coliege, St.Cloud, 1924-

LILLIAN M. BUDG~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,_,·cerature
Graduate, State Normal School, Valley City, N. D.; B.A., University of
North Dakota; M.A., University of Chicago ; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota; Oxford University, England.
Elementary and High Schools and Americanization Work, Grand Forks,
N. D ., Minneapolis, and Panama Canal Zone ; Assistant, North Dakota
State Department of Education; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1924-

BETII PORTER GARVEY_ _ _ _ _ _ __ .......-rench and Director of Personnel
B.A., Carleton College; M.A., University of Minnesota; Graduate Student,
University of Minnesota; Stanford University, California.
High School Instructor, LeRoy, Austin, Faribault, Minneapolis; JuniorSenior High School Principal, Ortonville; Dean of High School Students, Albert Lea; Dean of Women, Rochester Junior College; State
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-

AGNES C. BROHAUGH_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.Assistant Director of Training
Graduate, State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minn.; B .S., University ot
Minnesota; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University; Graduat&
Student, University ot Chicago; University ot Minnesota.
Teacher In Elementary Schools, Principal of Elementary School, South
St.Paul; Instructor In High Schools, Minnesota; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-

DOR.A C. PERRY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Supervisor in Junior-High Grades
B.A., Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Ia.; M.S., Cornell University, Ithaca,
N. Y.; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Teacher In Rural Schools and High Schools; Supervisor, State Teacherl!<
College, Moorhead, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1925-

MYRL C.ARLSEN-~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ · ~ u s i c
B.A., Carleton College; Music Supervisor's Diploma, Carleton College;
Graduate, American Institute of Normal Methods, Lake Forest College,
Ill.; M.A., Columbia University; Student, College of Puget Sound, Wash.
Music Supervisor In City Schools, Iowa; Private Piano Teaching and Professional Accompanying; Instructor of Music, Summer Session, Iowa
State Teachers College; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-

HELEN BOTTU,....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Supervisor in Primary Grades
Graduate, Miss Wood's Primary Training School; B.S., M .A ., Teachers
College, Columbia Unlv<1rslty; Graduate Student, Northwestern Universlty, University of California.
Teacher In Kindergarten and Elementary Schools, South Dakota and
Idaho; Supervisor of First Grade, Michigan State Normal College,
Ypsilanti, Mich.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-

MARIE E. C.AS~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___._hysical Education
Graduate, Drake University, Des Moines, Ia.; B .A., Kansas State Teachers
Colle ge; M.A., Colorado State College of Education; Graduate Student,
University of Wisconsin ; Am erican Institute of Normal Methods.
Teacher in Elementary Schools; County Superintendent, Harrison County, Ia.; Instructor State Teachers College, Pittsburgh, Kans.; State
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-

JOHN C. COCHRANE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _History

B.A., M.A., University of Indiana; Post-Graduate Student, University of
Chicago.
T eacher in High Schools ot Indiana; Decatur, Ill.; Oak Park, Ill.; and
Davenport, Ia.; History Department, Lombard College, Galesburg, Ill.;
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-

EMMA S. LARSON_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ Supervisor in Junior-High Grades
Graduate, State Teachers College, Lacrosse, Wis.; B.S.~ Iowa State University; M.A., Columbia University; Student, University of Wisconsin;
Graduate Student, Iowa State University.
Teacher in Rural and Elementary Schools, Principal of High Schools,
Wisconsin; Junior High School, Winona, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-

1.EL.A STANLEY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Supervisor in Primary Grades
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; M .A ., Columbia University.
Teacher In Elementary Schools, Iowa and South Dakota; Principal ot Elementary School, Aberdeen; Supervisor of Primary Grades, Instructor
of Primary Methods, Northern State Teachers College, Aberdeen, S.D.;
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-

HELEN STEEN HULS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Voice
B.Mus., M.Mus., Northwestern University, Voice training under Walter
Allen Stults, Monica Graham Stults, William Stickles, Edmund J.
Myer, Katherine Hoffman.
Teacher ot Voice and Theory, Cottey Junior College, Nevada, Mo.; State
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1926-

H. BEATRICE WILLIAMS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Supervisor in Intermediate Grades
Student, Iowa State Teachers College; B.A., Penn College, Iowa; M.A.,
State University of Iowa; Graduate Student, University ot Minnesota.
Teacher in Rural and Elementary Schools, Iowa; Normal Training Supervisor and Principal ot High School, Iowa; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, 1926-

W. CLYDE CROXTON_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~iological Science
Graduate, State Teachers College, Macomb, Ill.; Student, University of
Chicago; B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of Illinois.
Teacher in Elementary and High Schools, South Dakota and Illinois;
Principal of Schools, Illinois and Colorado; Supervisor of Science, Rock
Island; Supervisor and Instructor of Science, University High School
and University of Illinois; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-

ANNA C. LARSON _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Geography
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College; M.S., University of Chicago
Teacher in Rural, Elementary, Junior and Senior High Schools, Iowa;
Instructor of Geography, Summer School, Iowa State Teachers College; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-

PAULINE PENNINGStudent, Northern State Normal School, DeKalb, Ill.; Graduate Academy
of Fine Arts, Chicago; Ph.B., University of Chicago; M.A., Columbia
University.
Teacher in Rural and Elementary Schools, illlnois; Supervisor of Art,
South Bend and Bloomington, Ind., and Wilkinsburg, Pa.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-

JOHN ]. WEISMANN_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Vocational Councelot
Graduate, State Teachers College, St.Cloud; B.A., St.Thomas College; M.S.,
University of Southern California; Graduate Student, University of
Minnesota.
Instructor, Industrial Arts, Appleton, Minn.; Assistant in Drafting,
St. Thomas College; Instructor, Industrial Arts, High School, Iowa
City; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1927-

B. M. PAULU_____________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,upervision, Research
Graduate, Teachers College, Oshkosh, Wis.; Fh.B., University of Wisconsin; M.A., University of Minnesota; Graduate Student, University of
Minnesota; Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colo.
Teacher, Rural and Elementary Schools, Wisconsin; Superintendent and
Principal, High Schools, Wisconsin ; Supervisor, Teachers Training,
Teachers College, Aberdeen, S.D.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud,
1928-1944, 1946

BERTHA CAMP________ ____

_ _ _ _ Supervisor in Intermediate Grades

B.S., North Dakota Agricultural College; M.A., Columbia University.
Superintendent, Felton, Minn., Estelline, S.D.; Supervisor, State Teachers
College, Moorhead, Minn . ; California State Teachers College, Calif.;
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-

FLORENCE DODD_________ _ _ ___ ______________ Children's and Reference Librarian
Stude nt, Milwaukee-Downer College ; B .A., UniTersity of Wisconsin;
Graduate of Library School, University of Wisconsin; M.S., School of
Library Service, Columbia University.
Assistant Librarian, State Teache rs College, Superior, Wis.; Librarian,
Ironwood High School, Ironwood, Mich. ; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, 1928-

0. ]. JERDE___ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _ _ _ __ _ ___r·olitical Science
B .A., Luther College, Decorah, Ia.; Graduate Student, University of
Minn esota.
Principal and Superintendent of Schools, Toronto and Brandt, S.D. ; Alta,
Ottumwa and Hedrick, Ia. ; Jackson, Minn.; Instructor, Summer Extension S chools, Iowa State Teachers College; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, 1928-1944-

'ELISE D. PREUS _________________________________________________Supervisor in Intermediate Grades
Graduate, State Normal School, Lacrosse, Wis. ; B.A., University of Wisconsin; M.A., Columbia University; Graduate Student; University of
Minnesota; National University, Mexico City, Mex.; University of Southern California.
Teacher in Rural, Elementary, and High Schools of Wisconsin; Principal,
Coon Valley, Wis.; Supervisor, River Falls, Wis.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1928-

HELEN A. GREI ••...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.••usic
B.Mus., M.Mus., Northwestern University; Plano Study, Carl M. Beecher,
Arne Oldberg, Frank LaFarge, Gabriel Fenyves.
Assistant In Plano, Northwestern University; Plano and Theory, State
Teachers College, Minot, N.D. ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1929-

A.. F. BRAINARO_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~hysical Education
B.S., College of Education, University of Illinois; M. A., University of Illinois; Ed.p ., New York University; Student, Indiana State Teachers
College, Muncie, Ind.; Student, Michigan State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Mich. ; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Teacher In Rural and Consolidated Schools of LaGrange County, Ind. ;
Supervisor of Student Teaching In Physical Education, University of
Illinois; Instructor In Professional Courses In Physical Education and
Athletic Coac hing, summer courses, University of Illinois; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1930-

RUTH MOSCRIP_____________ Supervisor in Intermediate Grades
B.A., University of Iowa; M.A., University of Iowa; Student, University
of Chicago.
Instructor In Elementary Schools of Marshalltown, Ia.; Demonstration
Work, University Elementary School, University of Iowa; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1930-

NELL BOYD TAYLOR~_ _ _ _ _ _ _O..,irector, Department of Child Welfare
B.A., M.A., George Washington University, Wa&hlngton, D. C.; Graduate
Student, Teachers College, Columbia University.
Kindergarten Teacher, Washington, D.C. ; Critic Teacher, Wilson Normal
School, Washington, D.C.; Assistant Educational Secretary, American
Association of University Women, Washington, D.C.; State Teachers
College, St.Cloud, 1931-

HERBERT A. CLUGSTON_________Dean of Academic Administration and Phychology
Student, Wabash College; B.A., DePauw University; B.D., Garret Biblical
Institute ; M .A ., Ph.D., University of Colorado; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota.
Assistant In Zoology, Wabash College; Assistant In Education, University of Colorado; Director of Wesley Foundation, University of Colorado; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1931-

A.MY H. DA.LJ.:,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___i,.nglish
B.A., Macalester College, St.Paul; Minnesota School of Business, Minneapolis; M.A ., Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colo.; Bread
Loaf School of English, Vt.
Teacher, High Schools, Brewster, Minn . ; New Port Richey, Fla. ; State
Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1931-44, 1945-

FRANCES NEA~~ - -- - - - -- - - ----Supervisor in Kindergarten
B.S., State Teachers College, Kirksville, Mo.; M.A., University of Missouri; Graduate Student, University of Chicago.
Teacher In Rural and Elementary Schools, Missouri; Kindergarten Critic
Teacher, State Teachers College, Kirksville, Mo.; Teacher, Hammond,
Ind. ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1931-

GRACE S. NUGENT_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Supervisor in Intermediate Grades
Graduate, Bemidji State Teachers College; B.S., M.A., University of Iowa:
Student, McGill University, Montreal, Can. ; Graduate Student, University of Texas, University of Chicago.
Teacher In Rural Schools of Minnesota; Junior High School, Bemidji,
Minn. ; Elementary School Principal, Iowa City, Ia.; Supervisor of Elemen'tary Grades; State Teachers College, Bellingham, Wash. : Principal
of Perkins School for Crippled Children, University Hospital, Iowa
City, Ia.; State Teachers Colle~e. St.Cloud, 19Sl-19H, 1945-

lllCHARD M. SMI .~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ _Elementary Education
B .A., Simpson College, Indianola, Ia.,; M.A., Colorado State College of
Education, Greeley, Colo. ; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota,
University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore.
Instructor of Senior and Junior High Schools, Indianola, Ia. ; Superintend ent of Consolidated School, Beech, Ia.; Teaching Fellowship, Education Department, Colorado State Teachers College; State Teachers
College, St.Cloud, 1931-

EDWARD M. COLLEITI

Physical Education

B .E ., State Teachers College, St.Cloud; School of Coaching, Northwestern
Univ ersity, Evanston, Ill. ; M.Ed., University of Minnesota.
Teacher, Cathedral High School, St.Cloud, Minn; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, 1932-1944, 1946-

HARVEY R. WAUG.~- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - ~...usic
B.A., Grinnell College, Ia.; M.A., University of Iowa; Studied Violin und e r Leon Same tini, Chicago Musical College, and Leopold Auer.
Violin Instructor, Grinne ll College, Ia. ; Instructor in Violin and Orc hestra, Fi s k University, Nashville, T e nn.; Head of Music D e partment, Fisk
University, Nashville, Tenn.; Instructor in V iolin and Theory, Dickenson Juni or College, Williamsport, Pa. ; Graduate Assi s tant in Theory of
Music, University of Iowa ; Violin Instructor, summ er s essi on, Grinnell
College, I owa ; Assistant Professor of Violin and Ensembl e, Iowa State
T each e rs Co lle g e; State T e a c h e rs College, St.Cloud, 1933-1942 ; Sp. 1/C,
USNR, 1942-1945 ; Student, Columbia University, 1945-1946 ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1946-

• •WARREN E. KASCH__

Physical Education and Political Science

B.A., Corn e ll College, Mt. Vernon, Ia. ; Student, University of W iscons in;
Sch oo l of Coachin g , Northweste rn University; Graduate Stude nt, Univer s ity of Minn e s ota.
In s tru c t or a nd Coach, Brainerd, St. Cloud, Minn . ; Madison, W i s. ; State
T eac h e r s Colle g e, St.Cloud, 1935-1944-

.. MASON A. HICKS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _~ p
_eech
B.S., M.A ., Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.; Graduate Student,
Uni versity of Wis consin.
Instruc tor in Speec h and Dramatic Production, Bake r Univers ity, Bald•
win, Kan. ; Instru c tor, University of Wisc onsin; State T e ache r s C olle ge,
St.Cloud, 1936-1 942; T / Sgt., Military Intelligence, 1942-1945 ; Stude nt,
University of Wisconsin, 1946-

M. ELIZABETH BARKE•.___ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _______Health Education
Gra dua te, Sta t e Teachers Coll e ge, Stevens Point, Wi s. ; B.S., M.S., Uni•
v e rs i ty of Chi cago ; Ph.D., Columbia University ; Post-graduate , Northw e ste rn Unive rsity.
Teach er in Ele m e ntary and High S chools, Wis c onsin , Iowa, and New
York; Instru c tor in Sioux City Normal Sc hool; Supervisor, Tulsa Public Schools ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1937-

F. 0. GILBERT_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __,_~u,ral Education
B.A., M.A ., University of Minnesota·; Graduate Student, University of
Minnesota.
·
Teach er, Principal, Superintende nt Public Schools, South Dakota and
Minnesota; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1937-1942 ; Captain, Bomb•
e r Command, 5th Air Force, 1942-1946; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, 1946-

A. E. SCHNEIDE.~_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_,usiness Education
B.S., Iowa State Teachers College; M.A., University of Iowa; Graduate
Stude nt, Unive rsity of Iowa, University of Chicago, University of
Southern California.
Secretary, Great Northern Railroad, Superior, Wis.; Assistant Cashier,
E. A. Pierce & Co., Milwaukee, Wis. ; Accountant, Ford Motor Company,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Instructor, Training School, Eastern State Normal School, Madison, S.
Dak. ; Milwaukee Evening Vocational School; High School, Waterloo,
Ia. ; Critic Supervisor and Demonstration Teacher, University High
School, University of Iowa; Instructor, Summer Session, University of
Southern California; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1937-1942; Lt.,
USNR, 1942-1H5; Sttldent, University of Michigan, 1945 -

•ROWLAND C. ANDERSON _ _ __

_

_ ___ ____ Mathematics

B.E., State Teachers College, St.Cloud; M.A., University of Minnesota.
Teacher, Principal, Junior and Senior High Schools, Swanville, Renville,
Little Falls, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1939-1943 ; Lt.,
USNR, 1943-

C. E. DAGGETf________

_ _ _ __ _ _ ___ usiness Education

B.E., State Teacher11· College, Whitewater, Wis.; M.A ., State University of
Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Wisconsin, Northwestern Uni•
verslty, University of Colorado.
Teacher In High Schools, Menomonie, Wis. ; Council Blutrs, Ia.; and Kenosha, Wis. ; Supervisor of Commercial Cadet Teachers and Accounting
Instructor, State Teachers College, Whitewater, Wis. ; State Teachers
College, St.Cloud, 1939-1942; Captain, Air Corps, Bombardier, 1942·
1945; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1945-

_ ___________Geography and Education

FLOYD E. PERKINS _ _ __

Graduate, State Teachers College, Winona, Minn.; Student, University of
Chicago; B.A., M.A., University of Minnesota.
Rural school teacher, grade and high school Principal, Superintendent
of Schools, Beaver Creek, Truman, Crosby-Ironton, Minn. ; State Teach•
ers College, St.Cloud, 1939-

RONALD G. RIGGS _ _ __

_ _

_ _ ___ Social Studies and Music

B.A., M.Ed., University of Minnesota; B.S., State Teachers College, St.Cloud,
Minn.
Salesman of band Instruments and organizer of school bands; Band dlr•
ector and teacher of social studies In public schools of Farmington and
Thief River Falls, Minn.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1939-

DONALD K. BRUNDAG.....___ _ _ __ ______ _ _ __ _ Chemistry
A.B., Michigan State Normal College, Ypsilanti, Mich. ; Ph.D., University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Assistant in Chemistry, University of Michigan; Chemist, Bendix Aviation
Corporation, Wayne, Mich.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1941-

FRANCIS W . COOKE _ _ __ _ __ _ _ ________ _ _ _ ~hysics
A.B., College of William and Mary; M.S., Ph.D ., University of Illinois.
Secondary Schools, Virginia, Md . ; Instructor, North Carolina State College; Assistant, University of Illinois; Professor of Physics, Agnes
Sc ott College, Presbyterian College ; Assistant Professor of Physics,
Illinois College; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1942-

HELEN M. FABRICIUS _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ ____ ..Physical Education
B.S., University of Iowa; M.S., University of Oregon; Graduate Study,
Mills College, Oakland, Calif.
Instruc tor, High School, Walla Walla, Wash . ; Supervisor, Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, Ore.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud,
1942-

HERBERT PAUL LOHRMAN_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sociology
B .S., M.A., Ohio University; Ph.D ., Ohio State University,
Teacher In elementary and high schools, Ohio; Superintendent of Schools,
Critic teacher ; Instructor, Ohio University; Teaching assistant, Ohio
State University; Instructor, Summer Session, University of Kentucky;
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1942-

PERRY G. RAWLAND _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ lndustrial Arts
Graduate, State Teachers College, Charleston, Ill.; B.A., School of Phy•
slcal Education, State University of Iowa; M.A., College of Education,
Ohio State University; Student at Teachers College, Columbia Uni
versity, and New York School of Interior Decoration.
Instructor and coach In junior and senior high schools of Iowa City, Ia.;
Instructor, Avery Coonley School, Downers Grove, Ill.; Superintendent
of Schools, Orland Park, Chicago, Ill.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud,
1942-

GEORGE

J. SKEWES _ _ _ ________________ Rural Educatioa

B.A., L a wrence Colle ge, Appleton, W is.; M.A., Ph.D., Universi ty of Wis•
consin.
Teacher, Norway, Mich . ; Jefferson, Wis. ; Wi sconsin Hig h S cho ol, Madison, Wis. ; Sta te T e achers College, Mayville, N . Dak. ; State Teachers
College, St.Cloud, 1942-

MABEL L. COO.~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Speech Education
B.A., Unive rsity of Wisconsin; Diploma, L e land Fowers School, Boston,
Mass., and Phidelat Rice School, Oak Bluffs , Mass .; M.A., Unive r s ity
of Wiscon s in; Graduate Student, Columbia Univer s ity and University
of Wi sco nsin.
Private Dramatic Studios ; Dire ctor of Junior Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.;
Instru ctor in Sp e ech, State Normal S chool, Eau Claire, Wis. ; Milwaukee-Downer College, Wis.; University of Minne sota; University of Wisconsin; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1943-

H. IRENE HALLBERG_ _ __ _ _ __ ____ ,Supervisor in Primary Grades
B.S., State Teache rs College, Milwaukee, Wis. ; M.A ., Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
Elementary Prin c ipal Marinette, Wis. ; Instru c tor in Sight-Saving classes, Wisconsin and Ohio ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1943-

ROLAND A. VANDEL,.___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ ____,...athematics
B.E., State Teachers Colle~e, St.Cloud; M.A., University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colo.
Teacher and Superintendent of Public Schools, Minnesota ; State Teach•
eri;j College, St.Cloud, 1943-

AUDRA E. WHITFORD________________~usiness Education
Stude nt, Lawren c e College, Appleton, Wis. ; B.S., Univers ity of Wisconsin ; M.A., Unive rsity of Iowa; Graduate Student, Northwestern University.
Se cr e tary, Botany Department, Iowa State College; Teacher, High
Sc ho ols in Iowa; Principal, Baxter, Ia.; Instructor, University High
School, Iowa City; State Teachers College, St.Clo ud, 1943-

ANNIE LOUISE BUTLER.__

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ ,Supervisor in Nursery School

B.S., Alabama College, Montevallo, Ala. ; M.A., University of Iowa; Graduate Assistantship, University of Iowa.
State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1944-

CHARLES W . EMERY_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ Vocational Counselor
B.E., State Teac h ers Colleg e, Eau Claire, Wis.; M.A., State University of
Iowa; Post-graduate student, Ce ntral State Teachers College, Stevens
Point, Wis.
Teacher In Hi g h S cho ols, High Scho ol Prin c ipal, Superintendent of
Schools, Wisconsin; Supervisor of Cade t T eaching, State T eachers
College, Eau Claire, Wis . ; State Fi eld Representative, Youth Personnel Division, National Youth Administration, Wisconsin; Inve stigator,
U . S. Civil Service Commission; State Teachers College, St.Cloud,
1945-

F. J. INDAL,...._____ _ _ __ _ _ __ ____ _ _ _ _ __ Vocational Counselor
B.A., St.Olaf College; M.A. (Economics), University of South Dakota;
M.A., (Education), State University of Iowa; Graduate Student, University of Minnesota (Education) Graduate Student, Miami University,
Florida (Air Navigation); Graduate Stude nt, Colorado University.
Superintendent of Schools, Vall ey Springs, S.Dak; Principal of Junior
and Senior High School, Worthington, Minn.; Lt. U .S.N.R. ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1945-

LORENE MARVE,-- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - ~ ,..usic
B .A., Mornlng$lde College, Sioux City, Ia.; B.M., M.Mus., MacPhall's
School of Music, Minneapolis, Minn.; Advanced Summer work, Christians e n Choral Sc hool, Chambersburg, Pa., and Vassar, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y . ; Harp study from Loreta DeLone, Omaha, Neb., and Henry Williams, Minneapolis, Minn.
Teacher and Supervisor, Stanhope, Pocahontas, Carroll, Webster City, Ia. ;
Southeastern Louisiana State College, Hammond, La.; Mary Hardin
Baylor College, Belton, Texas; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1945-

ELAINE PETERSON---------------~.,ursery Scaool
B.S., State Teachers College, St.Cloud.
Teacher, Saginaw, Michigan; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1945-

JEAN, PHILLIPS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College Nurse
B.S., College of Education, University of Minnesota; Graduate, Nurse
Degree, University of Minnesota; Certificate in Public Health Nursing,
School of Public Health.
R.N., State of Minnesota; Y.W.C.A. Girl Res erve Camp, Lyman Lodge,
Lake Minn e tonka; Public Health with Minneapolis Community Health
Service; Olmsted County Public H ealth Training Center, Rochester,
Minn . ; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 19½5-

MARJORIE G. P O - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -----~sychometrist
B.E., State Teachers College, Mankato, Minn .; Student, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Ill.
Rural teacher, Goodhue County, Minn.; Public School Instructor, Mankato, Minn. and Fargo, N .Dak.; Recruiting R e presentative, . Kinsbury
Ordnance Plant, LaPorte, Ind.; Civilian Recruiter, Army Service
Forces, Washington, D.C.; State Teachers College, St.Cloud, 1945-

RALPH H. SORENSON___ _

_ _______ _____Vocational Counseloc

B.S., University of Minnesota; M.A. (Educ.Ad.), University of Minnesota.
Principal and Coach, Mapleton, Minn.; Superintendent of Sc hools, Pemberton, Bingham Lake, Cleveland, and Chatfield, Minn.; Executive Officer, Major AC, AAF School. Orlando, Fla.; State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, 19½5• On leave for military sen·lce.
•• Leave of absence.
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THE COLLEGE
HISTORY
The Institution was opened in St.Cloud in 1869 as the Third State Normal School.
Later the name was changed to the State Normal School at St.Cloud, and in 1921, to
the St.Cloud State Teachers College. In October, 1944, the 75th anniversary of the
founding of the college was celebrated.
It is one of the largest teachers colleges
in the central states. Nearly 12,000 young men and women have been graduated
from the various courses during its 75 years of service, practically all of whom have
taught in the schools of Minnesota. The college is a member of the American Council on Education and of the American Association of Teachers Colleges and is designated by that organization as a "Class A" teachers college without any conditions.
PURPOSE OF THE COLLEGE
The college is maintained for the purpose of preparing teachers for the public schools
of Minnesota. The college is, therefore, definitely a profesional institution.
The success of our public schools depends essentially on the quality of the instruction.
For that reason friends of education are requested to recommend for admission to the
college only young men and women who from their physical and mental endowments
and from their attitude and conduct give promise of developing into successful teachers.
WHAT THE COLLEGE OFFERS
The college admits graduates of accredited high schools and students of equivalent or
more advanced preparation to the following courses:
1. The four-year degree course which offers curricula preparing for teaching in
junior and senior high schools, for teaching and supervision in the elementary schools,
for principalships of elementary schools and for elementary and high school teaching
of business education, fine arts, industrial arts, music and physical education.
2. The two-year diploma course which prepares for teaching in the elementary
grades of village, city or rural schools. Students with special interests in art, music,
physical education, and the kindergarten may have the field of specialization indicated
on the diploma or certificate when elective and additional subjects recommended by
advisers are completed.
LOCATION
The college is located in the city of St.Cloud which has a population of about 25,000.
St.Cloud is on the transcontinental lines of the Great Northern and the Northern
Pacific Railways. Branch lines also pass through the city. Bus lines furnish hourly
transportation to Minneapolis and St.Paul and buses run at frequent intervals from
St.Cloud to most of the larger cities and towns of Central Minnesota.
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
This is the oldest building on the campus. In it are located the administrative and business offices, auditorium, classrooms, post-office, locker rooms, telephone exchange, museums, women's lounge, and Placement Bureau.

OLD MAIN.

The Library contains over fifty-five thousand books and cataloged pamphlets. The bound periodical file of over five thousand volumes is an exceedingly
useful part of the library. There are also government documents; eight thousand uncataloged pamphlets; over two hundred sixty leading education and general periodicals; representative newspapers; a pamphlet and clipping file; sixteen thousand
mounted pictures, and in addition many unmounted pictures, and post cards.
The main reading room is on the first floor of the library. A special exhibit of first
choice books for a small elementary school library is on display. On this floor is also
found a Curriculum Laboratory containing courses of study in all subjects as well as
sample textbooks. On the northwest side of the library, adjacent to the main reading
room, is the periodical room. On the second floor are located the reserve reading
room, stacks for reserve books, the library office, and the catalog room.
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On the basement floor is located about one-third of the book: and periodical collection. Here also is the Historical Collection which shows the changes which hue
taken place in textbooks and educational methods.
The children's room adjoins the main library. It is attractively furnished with small
chairs, tables, seats, low shelving, and display racks. Here may be found over ten
thousand carefully selected books, and magazines.
RlvERVIEW SCHOOL. This is the campus laboratory school for training teachers. Stu•
dents observe well-trained teachers at work and participate in teaching under the direction of skillful supervisors. They are further tested and trained by teaching in typical classrooms of the public schools in St.Cloud and in several neighboring commun•
ities as well as in a dozen affiliated rural schools within easy reach of the college.
E.AsTMAN HALL.
The Physical Education building is named in honor of Alnh
Eastman, a former resident director. It has one large gymnasium providing a standard
basketball floor and seating space for fifteen hundred, two small gymnasiums, a
tiled swimming pool, dressing rooms, classrooms, and offices.
Music STUDIO. This building accommodates instructors in voice, piano and ~folio.
Practice rooms are provided for students enrolled in the specil!! music classes.
NURSERY SCHOOL. A well-equipped nursery school is maintained under the Depart•
ment of Child Welfare for observation, demonstration, and experience for students,
especially those interested in nursery, kindergarten and primary education.
LAWRENCE HALL. This residence hall for freshman women is a red brick building located near Old Main on the banks of the Mississippi River. It is connected by tunnel
to the other buildings on t!ie main campus. The landscaped grounds and adjoining
tennis courts provide beauty and enjoyment for one hundred thirty women living
here.
SHOEMAKER HALL. This white brick strueture located near the Mississippi River
Bridge is another residence hall for women. The beautiful setting for this college
building and the views from the windows of the student rooms overlooking the riv•
er make living pleasant and attractive in this hall. The college tennis courts and the
skating rink join Shoemaker Hall Campus.
ALICE M. EASTMAN HOME. The Eastman Home on Fifth Avenue across the street
from Barden Park was bequeathed by Mr. Alvah Eastman to the St.Cloud State
Teachers College to be used especially for the benefit and pleasure of young women
of the college. It has, in addition to the bedrooms and the kitchen, large pleasant
living rooms and dining room, a s,mroom and a spacious screened porch. It is now
operated as a cooperative home for nine or ten women students.
CAROL HALL. Carol Hall is a granite residence located on First Avenue, near the
college campus. Because of its beautiful exterior and interior, the young women who
live in this cooperative home are especially privileged. The facilities, equipment and
general construction of the hall provide opportunities for the best campus living
conditions. Among the especially attractive features are the solariums, a large liT•
ing room with fire place, and the spacious student rooms with private baths. The
young women at Carol Hall often invite their friends to enjoy the recreational rooms
located in the basement, so i~ is becoming a social center for those not living in a
residence hall.
TALAHI LODGE IN TIIE COLLEGE WOODS. Talahi Lodge is an attractive log strueture
located on a high terrace that overlooks the Mississippi and the College Islands. With
its spacious living-room, and its fireplace and porches the Lodge has become the
center for the varied activities sponsored at the College W ood5. In close proximity
are the playgrounds, the toboggan and ski slides, the outdoor fireplaces, tables and
benches, the counsel ring and other facilities which hue made this area popular with
students and faculty.
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WOMEN'S loUNGB. A lounge for c;ollege women has been equipped with attractive
furnishings. A student committee from the W .S.G.A. assists in the management and
care of the room. A delightful atmosphere of friendliness and good fellowship prevails in the free use of this room.
DEPARTMENT OF CHILD WELFARE

The purpose of the department is : To provide a nursery school as an educational
center for children from two to five years of age; to carry on a program in parent
education; and to provide opportunity to students for observation and teaching ex•
perience in the nursery school.
MUSEUMS
One of the museums contains an attractive collection of mammals, butterflies, and in•
sects. The college has a splendid collection of mounted birds of the well known or•
ders .. This collection adds distinctly to the biological museum .. The herbarium con•
tains hundreds of classified specimens.
The geological museum contains a valuable collection of rocks, minerals, and fossils.
Minnesota rocks and minerals are well represented, notably the commercial building
stones and the iron ores. Visitors are always welcome when the classes are in session.
THE ISLANDS
The college has possession of an extensive group of islands which lie in the Mississippi River, within easy walking distance of the campus. Bridges connect nine of the
large islands and make them readily accessible for many types of activity.
Trails
have been laid out for those who wish to hike. The grassy areas make it an ideal place
for picnic grounds and a hundred beautiful spots lure the picnickers. Cabins and tents
are available for those who wish to camp out overnight or during a week end.
The islands are also used as an outdoor laboratory for the biology classes. There the
student can observe the birds in their habitat. Instead of a twig and a leaf as a means
of tree and shrub identification, the student sees hundreds of the many varieties that
are common to central Minnesota. Although the wild flowers grow in profusion a
special wild flower garden is being developed which will contain all the kinds that
grow in this latitude. A tree nursery in which ten thousand trees are growing has
been developed and will be further extended. The islands are a most valuable ac•
quisition educationally and recreationally.
THE QUARRY AREA
The college has, acquired a tract of approximately one hundred thirty acres of land a
mile east of the campus. The granite for the wall about the Sports Field was obtained
from these quarries. This area contains picnic grounds, the college pools, and the
nurseries from which thousands of trees have been transplanted to the College Woods,
the Islands, and other college property. Much progress has been made to develop this
addition into an interesting and attractive park and playground.
PLAYGROUND AND SPORTS FIELDS
The college has splendid facilities for outdoor play and recreation. The J. C. Brown
Athletic Field is available for soccer, field hockey, archery, kitten ball and other sports
in season. The campus boasts of numerous tennis c-0urts which are kept in excellent
condition. A playground for the pupils of Riverview is also maintained.
The Sports Field comprises an area of approximately eighteen acres of land. The fac•
ilities include a baseball and football field, an eight lap track, a two hundred twenty
yard straight-away, and a practice golf course. These fields with the islands and the
college pools assure unlimited possibilities for development to meet future needs. Over
three thousand spectators can be accommodated in the attractive grandstand which has
been completed.
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CARNEGIE GRANT
This college was one of twenty-nine teachers colleges in the United States to receive
a grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York; and one of the eight to receive
the maximum amount of $9,000. Students and faculty of the college are finding in
these gift books, not only interesting materials to supplement the classroom study.
but a larger and richer selection of books for cultural and recreational reading.

SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS
KA1HERINE KIMBALL EASTMAN MEMORIAL FUND. The college was the recipierrt of
a generous gift in 1933. Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Eastman presented, through the Minerva
Literary Society, a United States Bond of one thousand dollars. This is designated in
memory of their daughter, a former Minerva, as the Katherine Kimball Eastman Memorial Fund. The income from the bonds is to be used annually to help two worthy
students who have been selected on the basis of character, scholarship, and citizenship.
ALICE M. EASTMAN SCHOLARSHIP FuND. In 1935, Mr. Alvah Eastman presented
the college with a thousand dollars to be known as the Alice M. Eastman Scholarship
Fund. In 1936, Mr. Eastman added another thousand dollars to this fund. The income
from the fund is used to aid students of merit selected by the college staff.
STEPHEN H. SOMSEN SCHOLARSHIP.
This scholarship .was established in 1936
through a bequest by Stephen H. Somsen who was for many years a member of the
State Teachers College Board. The purpose of the scholarship is "to aid worthy and
needy students in and at the college in paying their expenses while in attendance
thereat
. upon considerations of character, school standing, need, and general ability.""
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
CLARENCE L. ATWOOD LOAN FUND. In 1930, Mrs. Mary E. Atwood, through a generous provision in her will, bequeathed the sum of five thousand dollars to the college. This fund is known as the Oarence L. Atwood Scholarship Fund, so named in
memory of her husband, who for many years served efficiently as resident director of
the college. This bequest is used to aid deserving students depending in whole or in
part upon their earnings for support while attending the college.
STUDENT LOAN FUND. A group of public spirited citizens of St.Ooud contributed
seventy dollars in 1890 to begin the first Student Loan Fund at the college. This has
been added to in various ways by many people since that time until the several funds
at present total approximately ten thousand dollars. Students and alumni are largely
to be credited with the establishment of the W. A. Shoemaker, the Isabel Lawrence,
the Elspa Dopp, the Carrie E. Minich, and the Beulah Douglas Memorial Funds.
THE TwENTIBTII CENTURY CLUB LOAN FuND. For a long period of time the
Twentieth Century Club of St.Ooud has contributed fifty dollars yearly to the college.
This amount is added to the Student Loan Fund in the name of the student selected
annually as the best college citizen.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LOAN FUND. This fund is open to entering freshmen who
may be in need of assistance at the beginning of their college work, such assistance
to be granted on the basis of merit and need. Applications should be placed with
the Deans.
W.S.G.A. SCHOLARSHIP LOAN. In 1943, the Women's Self-Government Association established a scholarship loan for the purpose of financially aiding a worthy
freshman girl. Character, high school academic record, need, and general ability are
considered in the selection of the student to receive this loan.
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
OFF CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT. There are many work opportunities for students who de·sire to give services in return for room and board or any part-time work. Applications for these positions should be made to the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women
durini August if placement is requested at the beginning of the fall quarter. Students
may ask the assistance of the deans in locating work any time during the college
year. The college is interested in helping all deserving students who find it necessary
to earn part of their expenses. Students who are employed while attending college are
.required to adjust the college load to their time and ability.
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ADMISSION
TIME OF ENTRANCE
Students may enter at the beginning of any quarter or at the beginning of the summer
ICSSion and pursue their work until graduation.
Freshmen and all other students expecting to enroll for the fall quarter, 1946, should
be in the college auditorium on the second floor of the main building at nine o'clock
Tuesday morning, September three, to receive instructions concerning the procedures
of registration.
NEW STUDENT DAYS
During the first week all freshmen and transfer studeqts are given special assistance in
becoming acquainted with the college environment and schedule of class and activity
programs. Conferences, health examinations, tests in speech, campus and city tours,
and entertainment features are arranged to aid in the student's adjustment to the
college. Individual attention and guidance will be given each one by the Personnel
Committee ·and other members of the faculty.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
Graduates of accredited high schools or equivalent, are admitted to either the twoyear or the four-year curriculum. Applicants for admission must submit a statement
of their credits, certified by the superintendent or principal of the high school from
which they were graduated. The application blank for admission will be sent upoa
request and should be on file in the office of the registrar several weeks before the
opening of the college.
HIGH SCHOOL TEA.CHER TRAINING DEPARTMENT GRADUATES
The St.Cloud State Teachers College will grant eleven subject units, 44 quarter hours
of credit, to graduates of the Minnesota high school teacher training departments
with at least one year of successful teaching experience. Applicants must submit the
record of their training and teaching experiences.
EVALUATION OF TRANSFERRED CREDITS
Credits of courses completed in recognized colleges and universities are accepted if applicable to the curriculum chosen. Only credits averaging at least C will be accepted
from other colleges. No standings are accredited from teachers' certificates or for under graduate work in high schools. Only eight credits earned by correspondence arc
accepted on the two-year curriculum and must average "C".
Students transfering to this college may be required to take at least 12 quarter hours
in their major field exclusive of student teaching and at least 8 hours in their minor
field exclusive of student teaching in residence at the St.Cloud State Teachers College.
DESIRABLE QUALITIES AND APTITUDES
General fitness for teaching presupposes good health, good character, qualities of
leadership, and good scholastic ability. A student with marked physical deficiencies
should not enter a teachers college. Students with speech defects and those with decidedly nervous temperaments should not enter. Students who were in the lowest
fourth of their high-school classes rarely succeed in a teachers college and such stu•
dents are strongly urged not to enroll.
STUDENT PROGRAMS
A student program is a sixteen credit hour program, exclusive of physical education.
No change in program may be made without the approval of the adviser. No credit
can be allowed for work taken which does not appear on the program on file in
the registrar'& office. Program changes are not permitted after the first week of a
quarter.
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AUDITORS
Auditors may enroll for courses by securing the permission of the Administration and
by paying the regular fee. Auditors are not permitted to take examinations for credit.
DAILY SCHEDULE AND STUDY HOURS
School is in session five days each week. The college maintains high scholastic stan•
dards and special attention is given to the development of proper study habits. Even•
ing study hours are observed, except at week-ends.
WITHDRAWAL
A student who finds it necessary to leave the school before the close of a quartet
should make arrangements with the Dean of Women or the Dean of Men for honorable dismissal. If it is impossible to do this before leaving, the student should write
to the dean as $000 as possible, explaining fully the reasons for leaving.
PENALTIES
Credits for each quarter are withheld until the student has cleared his record at the
library and the business office.
TRANSCRIPTS
The original transcript of a student's record will be mailed upon request without cost
to the student. A charge of $1.00 is made for each additional transcript. No transcript
will be issued unless all obligations to the college have been paid, all credits cleared,
and admission requirements met.
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VETERANS FACILITIFS
The Veterans Adminstration has been designated by the government as the authoriz•
ing agency for uaining men and women under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act
of 1944 (GI Bill) and under the vocational rehabilitation act for veterans with set•
vice-connected disabilities. Veterans approved for uaining under either act will have
tuition, fees, books, supplies, and allowance for maintenance paid by the government.
Application may be made directly to the branch office the Veterans Adminisuation
has established in this college.
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SCHOLARSIIlP REQUIREMENTS
GRADING
The work of srudents is graded according to the following divisions: grade A meaning
excellent; B, very good; C, average; D, passing; E, failing. In transcribing marks, the
following per cent equivalents of these letters have been agreed upon: 93 per cent for
A, 87 per cent for B, 82 per cent for C, 76 per cent for D . Courses not completed at
their conclusion will be recorded as "Incomplete." Such "Incompletes" must be removed by srudents within the next quarter of attendance. If not completed within
a year the incomplete is recorded as a failure. Subjects may be dropped only with
the approval of the adviser.
HONOR POINTS
The following system of honor points is used in all courses and curricula: A grade of
A, three points per quarter hour credit; B, two points; C, one point; D, no points; E,
minus one honor point for each quarter hour.
Srudents will be permitted to repeat subjects totaling not to exceed 16 quarter hours
on either the two-year or the four-year course, and they must be repeated at this College. A srudent must have at least as many honor points as credits in the prerequisites
for srudent teaching as well as in all the subjects taken before he is assigned to teaching, and as many honor points as credits before he is graduated from any curriculum.
For graduation from the two-year course ten honor points and from the four-yeat
course twelve honor points must be earned in srudent (caching.
Each srudent who completes a diploma or degree curriculum with an average of at
least two honor points per quarter hour credit (but less than two and one-half) is
graduated with "scholastic honors." Each srudent with an average of at least two and
one-half honor points per quarter hour credit is graduated with "high scholastic honors." The honor roll announced quarterly thus includes only those srudents with an
average of B or above.
ACTIVI1Y POINT SYSTEM
The Srudent Council has set up an activity point system for the purpose of recognition
of membership and participation in the extra-curricular program of the college, also to
regulate the number of activities for each srudent according to the scholastic record
made by the srude12t. A minimum number of points ( 6) to be acquired before graduation from the two-year course insures participation by every srudent. Twelve points
are required before graduation from the degree course. This point system is placed
on the Srudent Council bulletin board for reference. Each college srudent should
check his own activity record each quarter. The limitations should be noted. A srudent committee records the points earned on. the activity record card in the Student
Organization Office.
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LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
RESIDENCE HALLS
'Ibe college has two modern residence halls for women, Lawrence Hall and Shoemaker
Hall. These are located on the campus overlooking the Mississippi River. They provide
an attractive home in which students may have the opporunity for study, for development, and for friendship under ideal living conditions. The social, educational and cultural advantages derived from living in this environment are of great value to the
teacher-in-training.
'Ibe living rooms and solariums furnish comfortable and delightful settings for many
social functions planned by the students and faculty.
Each student room is equipped with two closets, two single beds with air-spring mattresses, pillows, bed spread, bed linens, blankets; study tables, dresser, I. E. S. lamp, cur
tains, rug, and chairs. Towels and dresser scarfs are not furnished.

The administration requires all freshman girls from out of town to reside in Lawrence
Hall. Exceptions will be made for those who must work for board and room or for
1hose who are permitted to do light housekeeping at the written request of parenlS.
These arrangements must be approved by the Dean of Women.
The cost of board and room will be $8.10 per week. All bills for board and room
must be paid in advance by the month. No discount is made for absence of less than
a week, except in case of the regular vacations as indicated in the college calendar.
Laundry facilities are provided so that students may do their own washing and ironing.

Although it has not been necessary to do so in the past, the college reserves the right
charge for board and room to meet unusual changes in the general cost of living.

IO

Rooms in the residence halls are not rented for less time than a college year except to
lhose who graduate during the year.
Preference in choice of rooms is given in the order of application. Students who wish
to reserve a room at either of the halls are urged to make reservations at as early a date
as possible.
.Application for rooms should be addressed to the State Teachers College. A deposit of
five dollars must accompany the application. Postal money orders are accepted without
discount. Ten cents for exchange should be added to personal checks. This deposit is
later applied on a monthly payment for board and room.
A.LICE M. EASTMAN HOME
The Eastman Home, a cooperative residence hall, accommodates nine young women
and a director who have the opportunity to reduce their living expenses by furnishing and preparing their food and doing some of the housework. There are four single
bedrooms and three double ones. The young women have the rest of the house for
their study and for entertaining their friends; it is their home.
The house is entirely equipped and furnished, the girls having to supply only towels,
washcloths, and dresser scarfs. The residents pay for the electricity and gas, and $6.00
a month. Regulations in regard to making reservations, payment of room rent, engaging rooms for the whole year are the same as those that apply to Lawrence Hall
and Shoemaker Hall.
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CAROL HALL
Carol Hall, a beautiful granite residence near the campus, has been opened as a new
cooperative home, accommodating twenty young women and a director who can reduce
living costs by providing their meals and doing a share of the housework.
The first Boor includes the living room, dining room, and kitchen. The second Boor
is used for the students' study and sleeping rooms. Each room is equipped with closets, single beds, pillows, bed spreads, bed linens and blankets; study tables
and lamps, dressers, curtains, and chairs. Towels and dresser scarfs are not furnished.
The basement provides spacious recreational rooms, well lighted and equipped with
ping pong tables, chairs, and card or game tables. These recreational rooms and the
first Boor living room with its fire place are often used to entertain guests and are
enjoyed daily by the women living at Carol Hall.
Students pay for the electricity, gas, and $6.00 per month each. All business transactions, such as applications for rooms, payment of room rent, etc., are the same as
those that apply to all the college residence halls.

ACCOMMODATIONS IN PRIVATE HOMES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
The college has approved homes near the campus where students may obtain either
board and room or do light housekeeping. An approval card displayed in the window
of these homes will identify them. The standard equipment in these living quarters
includes : adequate closet space, dresser, study table and lamp, chairs, bed, bed linen,
blanket, bed spread, waste basket, rug and curtains. Towels and dresser scarfs are not
furnished. The light housekeeping facilities provide storage space for food, a kitchen
equipped with stove, sink, cupboards, refrigerator, table, chairs, and dishes.
·T he housemothers maintain a pleasant and comfortable environment for the college
students who come into their homes. Social occasions are planned and each home is a
unit organized to provide experiences for the enrichment and development of each
student.
The cost of board in private homes is $7.50 per week. The cost of rooms varies from
$8.00 to $9.50 a month, per student. This charge includes the use of light, gas.
heat and water, as well as the furnishings stated above.
It is understood that rooms in private homes are rented for the full quarter, unleu
other arrangements are especially made in advance with the housemother.

Onlr, uppMclass girls are expected to live in the appro11ed private homes. Specitll
PMmission may be granted to lhe freshman girls who must work for board anJ
room or who must do light housekeeping. A written request from the parents musl
be sent to the Dean of Women if special arrangements are desi1-ed.
The best social, mental, and physical conditions prevail when students' living quarters
are not crowded.
Students are not permitted to change rooming or boarding places without permission
from the college authorities. Those who wish to live with friends or relatives must secure permission from the Deans.

It is understood that college men and women are not allowed to room in the same
house. Exception is permitted only when the living arrangements provide separate entrances and living quarters.
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COST OF ATIENDANCE
DEPOSIT FEE-Each student is required to deposit $3.00 at time of registration to
cover breakage, loss of books, library fines, keys, locks, etc. If the student incurs any
charges of this type, deduction will be made from the deposit fee. Any balance will
be refunded at the end of the year.
GYMNASIUM FEE-A charge of $1.00 per quarter or $3.00 for the school year
is made for towel service. (Oean towels arc furnished daily.) The student is required to pay the full amount the first quarter he enrolls in a Physical Education
Class. Gymnasium suits and shoes should not be purchased until after conference with
the instructor.
LOCKER SERVICE-Each registered student is entitl~ to the free use of a steel locker.
SnJDENT ACTIVITY FEE-A term fee of $8.00 is charged each student. This covers
( 1 ) tickets of admission to lectures, concerts, and plays given as numbers on the regular entertainment course, including admission to the Civic Music Concerts, (2) college convocations, ( 3) athletic contests, ( 4) college health service, ( 5) the college
paper, (6) the college yearbook, (7) the college directory, (8) all college social
and recreational activities, ( 9) Talahi Lodge.
TuITION-Tuition for students residing in Minnesota is $10.00 per quarter, and for
non-resident students the charge is $15.00 per quarter. Payment of tuition is required
as a part of the registration. Students may purchase their own textbooks.
SUMMARY OF ExPENSESBoard and room per quarter for 12 w""'...____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $ 96.00
Deposit f
3.00
Gymnasium f
1.00
Laundry, per quarter
1.20
Student Activity fee, per quarter
8.00
Tuition, per quarter
10.00

$11920
SPECIAL FEESlessons in Orchestral Instruments, per quarter _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $ 15.00
Lessons in Piano, per quarter
15.00
Lessons in Voice, per quarter
15.00
Certificate Fee________
1.00
FEES are payable in advance at the beginning of each quarter.
HEALTH SERVICE
The Student Health Service functions to accomplish a twofold purpose. One is to
determine the health status of the student as a protective measure for both the student and the college. The other is to give adequate scientific health care and supervision to conserve and improve the health of the students as a means of assuring the
best educational results in the professional training of teachers and leaders. Conferences with physician and nurse provide excellent opportunities for such help. The
Health Service is represented on the various guidance and personnel committees and
thus facilitates the work with the guidance program. The Health Service program consists of:
1. Annual physical examinations, including health history and present health Sta•
tus for each student registered during the regular sessions.
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2.

Consultation with the college physician, including recommendations for followup and correction of remedial defects.
3. Periodic check-up of all students participating in football, basketball, track,
swimming and physical education.
4. Immunization program, including Schick, Tuberculin, Wasserman tests and diphtheria and smallpox immunization.
5. Treatment at the Health Service will include first aid dressings. Any other dressings only on written instructions from physician.
6. Readmission check by nurse following absence from classes due to illness.
7. Financial responsibility assumed by the College of the initial home call by a
physician when deemed necessary by the c~llege nurse.
8. Emergency hospitalization until parent or guardian can be contacted to assume
responsibility. The College does not assume any financial responsibility for hospitalization beyond seven days or for any emergency operations or special hospital services.
LECTURES, CONCERTS, ENTERTAINMENTS
The college maintains a lecture and entertainment course which brings speakers and
artists of outstanding note and ability to the campus. Students who have paid their
registration fees are admitted to all numbers without additional charge.
During the present and past several years, students are admitted without charge to the
concerts sponsored by the St.Cloud Civic Music Association. Among the outstanding
artists who have appeared on these programs are Kirsten Flagstad, Marian Anderson,
Roland Hayes, The Ballet Theatre, Efrem Zimbalist, Alexander Brailowsky, Don Cossack Choir, and Thomas L. Thomas.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Recreation and social life play an important part in the college experience. Beiinning with the activities early in September of each year and during each quarter when
special occasions are planned, the college students have an opportunity to use the
nrious facilities offered them. All-college parties at Eastman Hall, smaller group
functions in the Women's Lounge, at Carol Hall and the Eastman Home, as well
as social times at Talahi Lodge, are arranged by a committee which aims to provide
varied and satisfying activities for all.
The outdoor fun includes hiking, skiing, skating, tennis, golf, picnics, and group meetings around the fire places in the College Woods and in Talahi Lodge across from
the College Islands in the Mississippi. The many activities bring pleasure and social
development for all those who participate.
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BUREAUS OF THE COLLEGE
BUREAU OF FIELD SERVICE
The Bureau of Field Service may be thought of as a connecting link between the
college and the public schools of Central Minnesota. Its service is to the schools and
the school officials in contacts; learning of vacancies which are then reported to the
Placement Bureau; supplying information concerning school problems; making known
the services and advantages of the college especially to high school seniors. On request
attempting to diagnose problems pertaining to schools.
The Bureau serves our graduates by keeping them informed concerning the college,
helping them with their problems, and getting their cooperation.
It also assists the college in bringing back from the field problems which are current
and in helping to fit our graduates to th.cir jobs.
BUREAU OF PERSONNEL SERVICE
The faculty of the St.Cloud State Teachers College recognizes the important aspects of
education which are found outside the regular classrooms. As an integral part of the
instructional, health, and social programs, a personnel and guidance service is being
developed to meet the needs of the individual students.
The staff of personnel workers includes the directors of personnel, placement, research,
health, speech, student activities, testing, laboratory schools, and the registrar. These
staff officers administer this service which is available to all students seeking their
counsel and aid. This staff cooperates with one another and the instructional members
of the faculty in helping students to achieve happiness and success during their college
experience.
Department advisers and the registrar should be consulted by students who wish information pertaining to the selection of major and minor subjects as well as other curriculum problems. A counseling system consisting of faculty members and selected upperclass students is available for those who enroll for the first time at the college. Guidance tests are given for the purpose of assisting in the personal counsel of each new
student.
Entering freshmen and all other new students are encouraged to come to the college
for a personal interview during the month of August. At this time a member of the
personnel staff will confer with individual students concerning their interests, abilities,
and needs.
BUREAU OF PLACEMENT
The Placement Bureau jlSsists superintendents and school boards in obtaining accurate
information concerning the character, personality, training, and experience of graduates
of the St.Cloud State Teachers College. Information is collected concerning graduates
and is kept on file permanently. Whenever possible, the Placement Bureau informs
graduates concerning openings. It submits in confidence to employing officials or to
other institutional placement bureaus any data which it possesses concerning candidates
and assists graduates in obtaining worthy positions. This service is given without
charge.
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BUREAU OF RESEARCH
The Bureau of Research has as its primary function to conduct a continuous self-survey
of the college and of problems very closely related to this institution. These problems
divide themselves into two classes, those which are quite distinctly related to college
welfare, such as the functions of teachers colleges in a state, also those which deal
more directly with student interests and welfare. Into this latter group belong such
problems as occupations of parents of students, distribution of enrollment in cities and
counties, geographical location of students by home addresses. Accordingly the work of
the research bureau is becoming to be a very vital part of the teachers college.
BUREAU OF RESOURCES
The college campus contains about 350 acres of land, the larger areas consisting of
islands in the Mississippi River, college woods, recreation fields, a granite quarry with
its adjacent land and the portion of land upon which the college buildings are located.
The administration by the Bureau of the areas consists of developing all-around educational and recreational facilities and beautification through the planting and underplanting of trees and shrubs, construction work, and maintenance of the areas. The
Bureau aids in the construction and maintenance of the college buildings and adjacent
grounds.
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COLLEGE ORGANIZATIONS
Students arc encouraged to take an intelligent and active part in a reasonable number
of extra-class activities.
Such participation affords invaluable training for prospective teachers who need to gain experience that will enable them to lead children
in similar activities. A knowledge of and interest in various types of so-called leisure
time activities increases the value of a teachers' work in any community.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The college has an active and loyal Alumni Association composed of life members.
It is organized as a corporation under the statutes of Minnesota and its main purpose
as stated in the articles of incorporation is "to promote a more intimate relationship
between the St.Ooud Teachers College and its alumni, and to advance their mutual
interests as well as those of popular education in the State of Minnesota." Within
recent years the Association has contributed the funds which enabled the school to
acquire the College Woods, a beautiful recreational area along the east bank of the
Mississippi River, the garden plots used by the Riverview pupils, and land needed
for building sites. The income from the Isabel Lawrence fund together with the
generous gifts of Mr. Alvah Eastman, Miss Charlotte Knudson, and Miss Bessie
Cambell have made possible the purchase of properties. Tides for these properties
are vested in the State of Minnesota. The life membership fee is three dollars.
Meetings are held twice annually, at Homecoming time in the fall, and in the spring
during Commencement Week. The directors meet when called by the president. The
Alumni Directory, an interesting and valuable record dated 1871-1940, has been
published under the leadership of Miss Blanche Atkins, an alumnus and former faculty member. A copy, postpaid, may be obtained for thirty-five cents. The Association's project at present is building a loan fund for freshman students through memorial memberships.
All inquiries concerning membership, the directory, or the
loan fund, should be addressed to the Secretary of the Alumni Association.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL
The College maintains a Student Organization office where materials, records, and
equipment are filed or stored. Student committees hold conferences in this office and
they are privileged to use all its facilities. The Student Council has become a fine,
active administrative group serving as a co-ordinating body in all activities carried
on by the students. Its officers are elected by the student body and the remaining
members are selected by the various department boards. Three faculty members serve
as counselors in the planning of a well-balanced program. The many services of this
Council include: the responsibility for student activities; preparation of the New
Student Guidebook; assistance in the annual homecoming festivities, weekly convocations, all-college social and cultural functions; selection of students for standing and
,pccial committees; functioning of the extra-curricular activity point system.
WOMEN'S SELF-GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
The Women's Self-Government Association, organized in 1925, is now a well-founded organization which aims: to promote and maintain good living standards; to provide social and cultural opportunities for all the campus young women. Four faculty members and a selected executive board administer the program outlined for each
year. Because this organization includes all of the women enrolled at the College
it provides a channel for meeting the personality needs and varied interests of the
individual students.
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DEPARTMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
ART CLUB-Open to all students interested in art. It operates the Poster Bureau, which
is a special group within the art club. It is the committee on decorations for the
College. The meetings are held twice monthly with a program, discussions, lectures,
demonstrations, and social events. A trip to Minneapolis is an annual event.
CAMERA CRAFT CLUB--The Camera Craft Club was organized for the purpose of
acquainting the students of the college with the many possibilities which photography offers in helping to place proper emphasis on vital education in the public
schools. A study of fine arts furnishes a background to guide the s()ldent in studying many of the problems which arise in modern industrial and social conditions.
CHI SIGMA CHI-This new industrial arts leadership forum organized in 1942 to
promote and develop character, scholarship and craftsmanship is open by invitation
to all majors in that department. It seeks to develop professional spirit, fellowship
and a better understanding of the opportunities and problems of the industrial arts
teacher in our industrial democracy. Its bi-monthly meetings feature discussions intended to clarify teaching objectives, and the importance of character and teacher
cooperation in education. Its program includes visits to major industries and out•
standing schools and museums, educational movies, and a coordination of industrial
arts with outdoor recreation.
ENGLISH CLUB--All students interested in English or related fields are eligible
for membership in the English Oub..
This is an organization of student origin
formed to give opportunity to hear speakers and conduct discussions on phases of
speech, literature, and composition that are not explored in classwork.
Smaller
groups within the English Club conduct projects in writing, literary criticism and
reviewing. All English majors and minors are expected to belong to the dub.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB--The International Relations Club is one of a large
group of clubs found in practically every college and university in America. All of
them are sponsored by the Carnegie Foundation which furnishes many books and
pamphlets dealing with current international problems. The club meets twice each
month, the program in each case dealing with an important foreign problem of
current interest. The club brings to the college each' year two or more speakers who
are qualified to outline the views of foreign peoples. Membership is open to all
students and faculty members.
LETTERMEN'S CLUB--The Lettermen's Club is an organization to which all College
men are eligible who have won a letter in any varsity sport.. A good class average
is necessary for membership. The purpose of the club, together with its alumni, is
to promote College athletics both on and off the campus.
LIFE SAVING CORPS--The Women's Life Saving Corps is an organization open to
all girls who have passed the Red Cross Senior Life Saving Test. The purpose is to
keep in training; to assist people to swim; advocating and practicing sane regulations
and methods for swimming; installing or recommending proper safeguards and to
serve as a life guard whenever needed.
'
MUSIC CLUB--The Music Club is an organization whose membership is composed
of majors and minors in the field of music. The club's monthly meetings proTide
educational and social programs for the members.
THE PLAYERS--The Players is an organization open to all students in the college who
are interested in dramatics. The Oub has two purposes : to promote dramatics in
the college, to give college students training in play production that will help them
to coach, costume, and stage artistically dramatic performances in the elementary and
high schools.
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RURAL LIFE CLUB-The Rural Life Club was organized for students interested i.A
the problems of rural life. Its purposes are to study and to promote the cause of
rural education, to foster good fellowship among its members, and to support desirable college activities.
ScIENCE CLUB-The Science Club offers an opportunity for science majors and mi•
nors to develop a scholarly and scientific attitude and to keep abreast of modero
science developments supplementary to the standard material of course work. Thisis accomplished by cooperative presentation and discussion of interesting and pe.ttinent topics or demonstrations by members of the club and guests.
SPLASH CLUB-The Splash Club is a swimming group composed of advanced swimmers. Any man at college holding a Senior Red' Cross Life Saving card, in good
standing, is eligible for membership. The purpose of the club is to further the Red
Cross Life Saving program and to provide the college with a group capable of giving aquatic demonstrations.
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION-The organization is open to all women students.
Sports classes in soccer, hockey, basketball, volleyball, baseball and track are organized. While one of the aims of the association is to develop athletic ability this is
by no means the sole purpose. It is based upon a point system. To win the awards
one must not only show such ability but must also observe the rules of health and
hygiene, must take part in school activities and must obtain a high grade of scholarship.

MISCELLANEOUS ORGANIZATIONS
AL SIRAT-Al Sirat is a men's fraternity organized for the purpose of stimulatina
better leadership in extra-curricular activities. Men of the college are invited to become pledges by the fraternity. Satisfactory scholarship is a prerequisite and must
be maintained to coatinue membership.
COLLEGE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VoTERS--The College League of Women Voters is
a non-partisan organization designed to train young women in the study of problems of government and for participation in community organizations. Its work is
affiliated with that of the Leagues of other colleges of the state and the State League
of Women Voters. The League meets twice each month and discusses problems of
current interest that are vital to a college group interested in the development of
an intelligent electorate. The activities of the League include those of educational,
social and civic value. All women students are eligible for membership.
COLLEGE WOMEN SOCIETIES--The women of the college have an opportunity to
become a member of one of the six societies organized for the promotion of cultural and social · experiences. Students are elected to membership when a minimum
scholastic average of C is acquired during the time the student has been in residence. The activities include: bi-weekly meetings when literary and educational programs are given by members or guest speakers; participation and support in mat•
ters of general college welfare; enjoyment of many formal and informal parties
planned by each group.
FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA-The second charter in Minnesota was granted the
St.Cloud Teachers College Chapter of Future Teachers of America November 20,
1939, the founding year for the national organization and the centennial year of
teacher education. It offers to its members experience in dealing with fellow teachers and citizens. The Future Teachers of America are an important part of the great
state and national educational associations. Every member of a college chapter of
Future Teachers of America is a junior member of the National Education Association and receives the National Education Association Journal.
Membership is
open to all students with an average of C or above and who are members of one
other college organization.
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RANGERS CLUB-The Rangers Club is made up of those students who come from
the Messabi, Vermillion, and Cuyuna Ranges. The purpose of the club is to bring
together those who come from the Ranges. The club meets twice each month. The
meetings consist of business sessions followed by programs, and of special social
gatherings.
Yo-HI CLUB-In 1928 the off-campus women of the college organized with the purpose of uniting for definite group activities. Regular meetings are held once a montll
at Carol Hall where the living rooms and recreation rooms provide pleasant sut•
roundings for various group activities. Highlights of the year include a fall powwow, a Christmas caroling party, and a spring picnic.

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS
CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS-The College maintains several singing groups. The Choral Club (mixed voices) and the Girls' Choir are the smaller and special groups
of selected voices. The Cecilians and the Male Chorus are the larger groups. Each
organization makes several appearances every year in concert. Those who desire to
become members of the clubs are giTen tests in voice, ear memory, sight reading
and part singing.
COLLEGE BAND--The College Band makes many appearances annually. Marching
maneuvers for football games receive major emphasis in the early fall. The greater
part of the year is devoted to a wide reading of the finest musical literature. Graduates of high school bands are urged to consult the director of the College Band
about membership requirements.
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA-The College Orchestra, an organization of some forty players,
is composed of students with instrumental ability whether specializing in music
or not. It provides excellent opportunity for an acquaintance with a wide range of
orchestral literature, besides training in sight-reading, individual instrumental technics, and general musicianship. Graduates of high school orchestras or instrumental groups are urged to consult the director regarding membership requirements.

NATIONAL HONOR FRATERNITIES
ALPHA PSI OMEGA-Alpha Psi Omega is a national honorary Dramatics fraternity.
The Zeta Eta Cast was installed in the College in 1935. Membership is open to all
students of the College who have acquired 750 activity points in the field of Dramatics.
KAPPA D ELTA PI-Kappa Delta Pi is an international honor society in education.
The purpose of Kappa Delta •Pi is to encourage in iu members a higher degree of
devotion to social service by fostering high intellectual and personal standards during the period of preparation for teaching and by recognizing outstanding setTice in
the field of education.
PI OMEGA PI-Pi Omega Pi is a national honorary business education fraternity
whose members are selected in graduate and undergraduate colleges on the basis of
scholarship and potential ability in the fields of commerce and education. The objectives that guide the fraternity and its members are designed to stimulate, evaluate, and build an effective business education program in the United States.
Pi
Omega Pi strives to encourage, promote, extend, and create interest and scholarship
in commerce.
TAU KAPPA ALPHA-Tau Kappa Alpha is a national honorary Forensics fraternity,
one of the member societies of the Association of College Honor Societies. Membership in the St.Cloud Chapter is open to students of the College who have had two
years or more of extra-curricular speech activity (exclusive of dramatics) and who
have been elected by the local chapter.
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RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
INTER-RELIGIOUS COUNCIL-The Inter-Religious Council was organized in 1931
for the purpose of furthering interest in the spiritual life of the college student. The
membership is composed of representatives from the six religious organizations on
the campus. During the year there are many joint programs planned for united ac•
tion. This promotes good fellowship and understanding thus strengthening the religious activities of each group.
CALVIN FORUM-The Calvin Forum strives to serve as a link between the school life
of Presbyterian students at the St.Cloud State Teachers College and the church. The
Forum meets six times each month-once every two weeks on the campus and each
Sunday night at the First Presbyterian Church. Through a pleasing combination of
open discussion meetings, speeches by people of interest, and numerous social activities, the Calvin Forum tries to enrich, both spiritually and socially, the college
life of its members.
LU1HERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION-The College Lutheran Student Association is a
member of the Lutheran Student Association of America. The association endeavors
to care for the welfare of the Lutheran students at the college by fostering Christian
fellowship, and by affording a means whereby Lutheran students may consider and
act upon common problems.
NEWMAN CLUB--The Newman Club is a member of the national Newman Club
Society, which has branches in many of the colleges ·and universities of the country.
The club is open to all Catholic students of the college. The club emphasizes both
the social and spiritual sides of college life.
Parties and social evenings combined
with addresses by noted speakers make the club work interesting and valuable.
WESLEY FOUNDATION-The Wesley Foundation seeks to provide a religious home
for the Methodist students at the St. Cloud State Teachers College. Special speakers
and programs make the Thursday meetings a source of Christian fellowship and in•
spiration. Sunday school classes and Wesley Foundation programs at the First Methodist Church are maintained on Sunday in order that religious habits and values of
the home church may be continued and that religion may be a vital part of the well
rounded life.
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION-The Young Men's Christian Association
membership is open to all the men of the College. Its purpose is to promote the
best interests of the College in every way, through the study of the problems of the individual in his religious, social, and intellectual life. It also strives to foster good
fellowship, and to make contacts with the men of other college Y.M.C.A. groups.
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION-The Young Women's Christian .Association welcomes into its membership all women of the College. The meetings are
devotional in character and furnish an opportunity for the discussion of many topics related to Christian .living. The commission plan of organization affords many
opportunities for service and leadership experiences. The organization is affiliated
with the National Young Women's Christian Association and sends a representa•
tive to Lake Geneva.
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COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
COLLEGE CHRONICLE-The College Chro1;1icle is published bi-weekly by the students of the College under the i=ediate direction of a staff of twenty. Heading it
are an editor-in-chief and a business manager, who are elected by the Board of Publications. The other staff members, selected from the four classes, gain places on the
paper by competitive tryouts. In their work on the Chronicle the students receive
training in the conduct of a school publication, which is of value to them in the
teaching field. The Chronicle has received First Class and .All-American honor ratings in the four-year college division from the National Scholastic Press .Association.
THE TALAHI-The Talahi is the college year book published by the students. It
features the graduating classes. Its purpose is to record the activities and reflected
sentiments of each college year and to give training to students interested in the production of year books.
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COURSES OF STUDY
The St.Ooud State Teachers College offers the four-year degree course and the twoyear diploma course.

FOUR-YEAR DEGREE COURSE
The degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred on srudents who complete the four.
year course. The certificate for which the graduate is recommended to the State Department of Education will indicate the educational field for which the srudent has
vrepared.

The four-year course is organized to train srudents for the following fields of educational service, depending upon the particular curriculum selected:
1. Teaching of general high school subjects, such as English, languages, physical sciences and social sciences. Opporrunity for differentiation in training for
either the junior or the senior high school is provided for those who wish the
special preparation. Srudents who complete this curriculum are recommended
to receive the High School Standard General Certificate. ( • 1).

2. Teaching of special subjects such as Business Education, Indusuial Arts, Fine
Arts, Music, and Physical Education in the high and elementary schools. Srudents who complete the curriculum for a special field are recommended to receive the High School Standard Special Certificate. ( • 2) .
3. Teaching in the elementary field, such as the kindergarten, the primary,
intermediate or upper grades, junior high schools, and rural schools. Srudents
who complete this curriculum are recommended to receive an Elementary School
Advanced Certificate. ( • 3) .
4. Administration and Supervision in the elementary field as principal or supervisor. Srudents who complete this curriculum are recommended to receive an
Elementary School Advanced Certificate but must in addition meet the special
requirements in training and experience fixed by the State Department of Education. ( •4).

5. Administration and Supervision in the high school field as principal or
superintendent. Srudents who complete this curriculum are recommended to receive the High School Standard General Certificate but must in addition meet
the special requirements of training and experience fixed by the State Depart•
ment of Education.
• 1. Under the Minnesota law, Chapter 388, S.L. 1929, the holder of a High
School Standard General Certificate shall be qualified to teach in the seventh and eighth grades of an elementary school.

•2. Under the Minnesota law, the holder of a High School Standard Special
Certificate is qualified to teach the special subjects of his field in any elementary school as well as in any high school.

•3. Under the Minnesota law, this certificate when so designated qualifies the
holder to teach in any junior high school.

•4. Under the Minnesota law, any person who is qualified to be principal of
any high school is thereby qualified to be principal of any elementary school
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION

.All candidates for a degree must earn at least forty-eight quarter credits in residence
in the junior and senior years, including the last twelve quarter credits.
Graduation from the four-year course is based on the earning of one hundred ninety•
two quarter credits. These credits are to be distributed as follows:
I.

CONSTANTS-Subjects required of all candidates for the degree.
The constants are designed to give a broad view of the socially valuable aspects and cultural implications in the major fields of knowledge as a basis to a
professional and adequate understanding of teaching.

A.

CONSTANTS FOR FIRST AND SECOND YEARS

Qr. Hrs.

Arts and Music
Art 131-Appreciation
Music 121-Appreciation

8

Health, Physical Education and Recreacio-~- - - -- -- 8
Health Education III-Personal and Community Health
Physical Education ( 4 quarters)
Languages and Literature__________________
12
English 13_1-Communication and Literature
English 132-Communication and Literature
English 133-Communication and Literature
Mathematics and Scienc_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
16
Biology 141-General
Biology 142-General
Mathematics 121-Cultural (not required of Majors
nor Minors)
Physical Science 121-General (not required of Majors
nor Minors)
Professional Studies
Psychology 121-General
Psychology 261-Educational
Social Studies
Economics 273-Principles
Geography 171-Regional Human
History 241-American
Political Science 281-American Government
Sociology 261-Introduetory

8

20

B. CoNSTANTS FOR TIURD AND FOURTII YEARS
Education -------------------------------------- - - - -- - - -- - - 16
Education 252-lntroduction to Teaching in Elementary Schools
Education 344-Tests and Measurements
Education 354-lntroduction to Teaching in Secondary Schools
Education 362-Elementary Curriculum
Education 364-Secondary Curriculum
Education 459-Philosophy
Psychology - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - Psychology 341-Child
Psychology 343-Adolescent

4

Teaching (in fields of concentration) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

12
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. II.

FIELDS OF CONCENTRATION
A. ELEMENTARY

The elementary field emphasizes the professional training for teaching
in the elementary schools (rural, graded, kindergarten, nursery), and
in the junior high school.
1.

Standard Elementary
Students who complete this curriculum are recommended to rereceive an Elementary School Advanced Certificate qualifying them
to teach in any rural or graded elementary school. Qualification
in this field requires completion of the following work ( deviaations may be approved by the adviser) in addition to the constants:
Qr. Hrs. Professional Studies
Arts and Music
Qr. Hrs.
4
Education 350
4
Art 153
Industrial Arts 321
4
Social Studies
Music 250
4
Geography 271
4
Geography (elective)
4
Languages and Literature
Geography 351
2
English 151
4
History 131
4
English 357
2
History 343
4
Mathematics and Science
Social Studies 3 51
2
Mathematics 3 51
4
Biology (elective)
4
Electives
34
Science 451
4
Upon consultation with advisers students may use their elective
hours to complete minors in either general or special fields or may,
by taking additional courses, earn a major in a special field.

2.

Kindergarten-Primary
Students who complete this curriculum are recommended to receive an Elementary School Advanced Certificate and an Elementary School Special Certificate qualifying them to teach in any rural
or graded elementary school and in the kindergarten. Qualification
in this fie.Id requires completion of the following work ( deviations may be approved by the adviser) in addition to the constants.
Arts and Music
Qr. Hrs. Professional Studies
Qr. Hrs.
Education 350
4
Art 153
4
Education 351
4
Industrial Arts 321
4
Education 352
4
Music 250
4
Social Studies
Languages and Literature
Geography 271
4
English 151
4
Geography (elective)
4
English 357
2
Geography 351
2
Mathematics and Science
History 131
4
Mathematics 351
4
History 343
4
Biology (elective)
4
Social Studies 3 51
2
Science 451
4
Electives
26
Students preparing for the kindergarten field are required to complete four quarter hours of kindergarten teaching as part of the
required student teaching. Education 352 must be taken concurrently with kindergarten teaching.
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3.

Intermediate-Junior High School
Students who complete this curriculum are recommended to receive an Elementary School Advanced Certificate with junior high
school endorsement qualifying them to teach in any rural or graded elementary school and in the junior high school. Qualification
in this field requires completion of the following work ( deviations may be approved by the adviser) in addition to the constants:

Arts and Music
Qr. Hrs. Professional Studies
Qr. Hrs.
4
Art 153
Education 350
4
Industrial Arts 321
4
Education 370
4
Music 250
4
Social Studies
Languages and Literature
Geography 271
4
Geography (elective)
4
English 151
4
Geography 351
2
English 3 57
2
History 131
4
Mathematics and Science
History 343
4
Mathematics 351
4
Social Studies 351
2
Biology (elective)
4
Electives (in minor fields) 30
Science 451
4
Students preparing for the elementary field who also desire certificates for junior high school teaching are required to complete
four quarter hours of student teaching at the junior high school
level as a part of the required srudent teaching, and four quarter
hours of Education 3 70. The remaining elective hours must be
used to supplement the constants in order to earn a minimum of
twenty-four quarter hours in each of two teaching fields. Each
individual case will be decided on its own merits.

4. Nursery School Education
Students desiring nursery school education may enroll in the kindergarten-primary curriculum and take, in addition thereto and
as a part of the electives, Education 320-Nursery School Education,
Teaching 321-Nursery School Teaching, and Teaching 421-Advanced Nursery School Teaching.
This program is frequently
elected to enrich the kindergarten-primary curriculum.

B.

SECONDARY

The secondary field emphasizes the professional tra1mng for teaching
in secondary schools ( junior-senior and six-year high schools). Students who complete this curriculum are recommended to receive a
High School Standard General ( or special) Certificate qualifying
them to teach in any junior or senior high school.
Qualification in this field requires the completion of at least one major, other than education, and two minors or the completion of two
majors. The number of quarter credits for a major varies with the
different fields. A minor consists of at least twenty quarter credits, including the constants. The particular subjects to be selected in each
field are determined in consultation with an adviser.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS AND MINORS IN GENERAL FIELDS
( Starred subjects indicate constants)
DIVISION OF LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE

I.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
FRENCH

Major-40 Quarter Hours
Qr. Hrs.
(For students who have had no French in high school.)
131 Elementary
_ __________ __ _ _ _
4
132 Elementary _ _ __ _
_________
4
133 Elementary
_ _ __ _ _ _ __
4
231 Advanced ________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
4
232 Advanced _ ___________ _ _ __ _
4
233 Advanced --------------- - - - -- - - - - - 4
• student Teaching_________________ __
4
Electives in French including special methods______ 12
Minor-30 Quarter Hours
131
132
133
231
232
2 33

Elementary ------------------------------ - - - - - Elementary ___________________________ __ _
Elementary
Advanced
Advanced _______________________
Advanced ----------------------------- ------ - - - - - -• Student Teaching _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Elective

4
4
4
4
4
4
2

4

FRENCH

Major-28 Quarter Hours
(For students who have satisfactorily completed two years
of French in high school.)
231 Advanced _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
232 Advanced ----------------- - - - - - - - - -- - 233 Advanced ---------- - - - - - - - - - - • Student Teaching ------------------------- - Electives in French including special methods________ _
Minor-22 Quarter Hours
231 Advanced
----------------- -232 Advanced
233 Advanced
• student Teaching
Electives ----------------- - - -- - - - - - -

4
4
4
4
12
4
4
4
2
8

SPANISH

Minor-22 Quarter Hours
131
132
133

Elementary -------------------------- - - - - Elementary -------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - Elementary
• Student Teaching ______________________ _
Electives
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2.

ENGLISH

Major-40 Quarter Hours

Qr. Hrs.

• 131 Communication and Literature________ _
• 132 Communication and Literature........ _ _ _ _ _ __
•133 Communication and Literature.... . _ _ _ _ _ _ __
220 Fundamentals of Spe·c:uL....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
261 Survey of English Literature.......... _ _ _ __
262 Survey of English Literatur~ - - - - · - - - - -263 Survey of English Literature.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
331 Advanced Composition -··
332 Advanced Composition·············-·- - - - - - 351 The Teaching 'of Composition in Secondary Schools _
353 High School Literature · - · - -- - -·- - -- 443 Survey of American Literature....- - - - - - - • Student Teaching _ _ _ __

4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4

English majors are to be prepared to coach or advise
in at least two of the following extra•curricular fields:
publications, dramatics, forensics.
Minor-2 4 Quarter Hours
•131
• 132
• 133
220
351
353

Communication and Literature_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Communication and Literature.....·-··········---- Communication and Literature__________
Fundamentals of Speech......• - • - - - - - - - -The Teaching of Composition in Secondary Schools_
High School Literature_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• student Teaching · · · · - - - - - - _ _ _ __ _ _

4
4
4
4
2

4
2

English minors are to be prepared to coach or advise
in at least one of the following extra•curricular fields:
publications, dramatics, forensics.

3.

SPEECH

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
220
222
224
227
260
350

Fundamentals of Speec.~- - - - - - - - -- - The Speaking Voice.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Oral Interpretation - - - - · - - - - - - - - - Argumentation ········- - - - - - -- -- - -Dramatics ······-- - - - - - - - -- - - - - The Teaching of Speech in the Elementary School._
or
355 The Teaching of Speech in the Secondary SchooL.__
• Student Teaching _ __ ____ ___ __ _ _
Elective _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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DIVISION OF MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
1.

MATHEMATICS

Qr. Hrs.
Major-40 Quarter Hours
4
• 121 Cultural
4
221 College Algebr~-- - - - - -- - - - - 222 Trigonometry ____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
4
4
223 Analytics
4
451 Professional Subject Matter
4
• Student Teaching --- - - - - - - ·- -- - - - -Electives ____________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ 16
Minor-26 Quarter Hours
•121 Cultural
221 College Algebra _____________ _ _ __
222 Trigonometry ---------------------------- - 223 Analytics ---------------------------- - - - - - - - -- - - 451 Professional Subject Matter _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•Student Teaching __________________
Electives - - - - - --------------------------------· - -- -

2.

4
4
4
4
4
2

4

ScIENCE

Major-60 Quarter Hours
• t 41 General College Biology__ ____________~-- ---------• 142 General College Biology_ _ _ __
143 General College Biology_ _ ______________ _ _ __
211 Chemistry, Inorganic_________________________________
222 Chemistry, Inorganic__ __________________
233 Chemistry, Qualitative Analysis________ _ _ _ __
331 Physics, Mechanics _________________ _ _ __ _
332 Physics, Magnetism and Electricity_ _ _ __ _ __
333 Physics, Heat, Light and Soun-_ _ _ ___ _ _ _
453 The Teaching of Science _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
• Student Teaching _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Biology (Elective) - - - - - c - - -- -- -- Electives in Science ( 4 qr. hrs. may be in Mathematics)

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
12

BIOLOGY

Minor-26 Quarter Hours
•141 General College Biology________ _ _ _ __
• 142 General College Biology____ _
143 General College Biology_ _ _ _ __ _ _
453 The Teaching of Scienc~ - - - -- - -- •Student Teaching _ _ __ _ _ _ __ ______
Electives ___________________________ • _________ _ _ _ __

4
4
4
4
2
8

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Minor-30 Quarter Hours
221 Chemistry, lnorgani,.__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
222 Chemistry, Inorganic___________________
223 Chemistry, Qualitative .Analysis _ _ _ _ _ __ _
331 Physics, Mechanics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
332 Physics, Magnetism and Electricity· - - - - - -333 Physics, Heat, Light, and Soun_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
453 The Teaching of Science_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
•student Teaching _ __ _ _ _____ _ _ _ __
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DIVISION OF SOCIAL S11.JDIES
1.

SoclAL Snmrns

Qr. Hrs.
Major-60 Quarter Hours
• 171 Regional Human Geography_ ________________ _ _
4
4
• 241 American History ··-- - - - - •261 Introduction to Sociology_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
4
•273 Principles of Economics ____________
4
•2s1 American Government _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4
353 The Teaching of Social Studies _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2
353 The Teaching of Geography _ __ _ _ _ _ __
2
367 Economics ___
4
Geography (Elective) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
4
H istory (Elective) _____________________
16
Political Science (Elective) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4
4
Sociology (Elective)
• Student Teaching _ _ ______ _ _ _ _ _ __
4
2.

GEOGRAPHY

Major-32 Quarter Hours
• 171 Regional Human Geography_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
271 Economic Geography
275 N orth America
353 The Teaching of Geography_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
371 Asia _ _ ____________ _ _ __ __ _
•Student Teaching _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Electives

4
4
4
2

4
4
10

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
•171
271
275
353

3.

Regional Human Geography _ __ ____ __ _
Economic Geography_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __
North America _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __
The Teaching of Geography _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
• Student Teaching __________
Electives

4
4
4
2
2

8

HISTORY

Major-40 Quarter Hours
•241 American _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
331 Ancient World _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
332 Early Modern History _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
333 Recent World History _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
342 Recent American H istory _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
353 The Teaching of Social Studies _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
•student Teaching ______________
Electives ------------------------- - - - - - - -

4
4
4

4
4
2

4
14

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
•241
333
353

American
Recent World History _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
The Teaching of Social Studi.~~- -- - - -- - • Student Teaching_______
Electives
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-4. SoclAL SCIENCES
Major-40 Quarter Hours
•261 Introduction to Sociology
•273 Principles of Economic
•2s1 Political Science
353 The Teaching of Social Smdie
361 Sociology
367 Economics
381 Political Science or 383
471 Economics • student Teachin
Electives
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
•261 Introduction to Sociology
•273 Principles of Economics
•2s1 Political Scienc
353 The Teaching of Social Smdies
•srudent Teaching
Electives

Qr. Hrs.
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
6

4
4
4
2
2
8

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS AND MINORS IN SPECIAL FIELDS
(Starred subjects indicate constants)
DIVISION OF ARTS AND MUSIC

1. FINE ARTS
Major-48 Quarter Hours
Qr. Hrs.
•131 Appreciation of Ar..__ _ _________
4
151 Principles of Ar..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4
233 Crafts _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
4
235 Design and Compositio,_,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4
251 Advanced Principles of Ar..__ ________
4
431 History of Ar..__ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
4
•Student Teachin& - - - - - - - - - - - - -6
Additional courses to meet certificate requirements
including special methods _ _ __ _ _ __ __
18
Minor-22 Quarter Hours
•131 Appreciation of Ar..__ __________
151 Principles of Ar.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
233 Crafts
•student Teachin,,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Electives

4
4
4
2
8
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2.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Qr.
Major-48 Quarter Hours
123 Principles of Woodworkin_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
125 Principles of Draftin,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
221 Elementary General Mm~J_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
223 Printing
225 Sheet Metal and Pattern Draftin_ _ _ _ _ _ __
331 Electricity - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - 332 General Mechanics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
333 Ceramics
350 Methods in Indusuial Arts _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•Student Teaching_______________
Additional courses to meet certificate requirements_

3.

Hrs.

"
4
4
4
4
4

2

4
4
6
8

MUSIC

Major-60 Quarter Hours
101 Inuoduction to Musi.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• 121 Appreciation
132 Ear Training and Sight Singin,,,__ _ _ _ _ __
165-365 Piano (3 quarters) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
230 Harmony I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
231 Harmony II _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
321 History and Advanced Appreciatio..,__ _ _ _ __
350 Elementary Music Educatio~-------•Student Teaching ___________________
Fields of Specialization, A, B, or c ______ _
A.

1
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
6
26

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL

113-313
161-363
167-367
169-369
351

Choral Organizations ( 6 quarters) _ _ _ __
Band or Orchestra ( 6 quarters) _ __
Band or Orchestral Instruments ( 3 quarters) __
Voice (3 quarters) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Secondary Music Education
Electives _______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4
4

Choral Organizations ( 9 quarters)
Voice ( 6 quarters)
Choral Conducting _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Secondary Music Educatio,..,__ _ _ _ _ __
Electives

6
6
4
4
6

3

3
4
8

B. VOCAL
113-313
169-369
341
351
C.

INSTRUMENTAL

161-363
167-367
353
355
431
441

Band or Orchestra ( 9 quarters) -,------ Band or Orchestral Instruments ( 6 quarters) __
Teaching of Brass lnstrumen~-----Teaching of Woodwin__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Orchestration
Instrumental Conducting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Elective
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Qr. Hrs.

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
VOCAL

101 Introduction to Mwi...___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• 121 Appreciation
132 Ear Training and Sight Singin,..__ _ _ __ _ __
113-363 Choral Organizations ( 3 quarters) _ _ _ __
169-369 Voice (3 quarters) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
341 Choral Conductin., .__ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
350 Elementary Music Educatio,...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•smdent Teachin,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Elective

1
4
4
2
3
4
4
2
4

INSTRUMENTAL

101 Introduction to Musi~---- -- - - - - - •121 Appreciation - - - - - - · - - - - -- - - - 132 Ear Training and Sight Singin&---- - - - - - 161-363 Band or Orchestra (6 quarters) _ _ _ _ __
230 Harmony I
353 Teaching of Brass Instruments _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
355 Teaching of Woodwind Instruments _ _ _ _ _ __
441 Instrumental Conducting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•smdent Teaching _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

1
4
4
4
4
2
2

4
2

DIVISION OF BUSINESS EDUCATION

1. BUSINESS EDUCATION
Major-58 Quarter Hours
101 · Survey of Business _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __
102 Business Organizations ___________________
207 Principles of Office Machines _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
301 Business Law ________________
311 Beginning Accounting ________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
312 Intermediate Accounting ____________
401 Advanced Office Machines _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
420 Survey of D istributive Education _ _ _ _ _ _ __
451 Methods in Business Educatio.~- - - - - - - - 452 Methods in Business Education _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•smdent Teaching_________ _ _ _ _ __
Electives ___ _ _ ______________
Stenographic Smdies Plan A or Plan B_ _ _ __

201
202
203
211
212
213

Stenographic Smdies Plan A is arranged for those who
have had no previous work in shorthand and typewrit•
ing :
Typewriting
_______________
Typewriting ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Typewriting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Shorthand
_______________
Shorthand _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Shorthand _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4
4
4
4
4
2
2
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221
222
223

Stenographic Studies Plan B is arranged for those who
have had one or more years of shorthand and typewriting in high school :
Secretarial Science_ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _
Secretarial Science - -- - - -- - - - Secretarial Science _________ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __

4
4
4

ACCOUNTING, TYPEWRITING AND BUSINESS RELATIONS

Minor-30 Quarter Hours
101
102
202
203
205
301
311
312
401
451

Qr. Hrs.

Survey of Busines"---- -- - - - - - - - - - Business Organization.,,___ __ __ __ - - - - - Typewriting
Typewriting
Personal Typewritint:,-- - - -- - - -- - - -Business Law _
Beginning Accountin.t:,----- - - - -- - - Intermediate Accounting ____ ______ _ __
Office Practice and Office Machines _ _ __ _ __
Methods in Business Educatio.,_________
•student Teaching _ _ __ __ _________

2
2
2
2
0
4
4
4

4
2

4

BUSINESS SKILLS

Minor-30 Quarter Hours
311
312
401
451

Beginning Accountinl'r-- - - - - - - - - - - Intermediate Accountin.t : , - - - - - - - - - - - Office Practice and Office Machines_______
Methods in Business Educatio,...__________
•Student Teaching_____ _ __ ______
Shorthand and Typewriting : Plan A or flan B__

4
4
4
2
4
12

RETAIL SELLING AND CLERICAL PRACTICE

Minor-30 Quarter Hours
102 Business Organization _____________
105 Marketing ------- ·- -- - - - - - - - - - - 311 Beginning Accountinb------------401 Office Practice and Office Machines _ _ _ _ _ __
420 Survey of Distributive Educatio,.,__ _ _ __ _ __
421 Retailing, Store Managemen~------ ____
431 Retailing, Merchandisint:,-- - - - - - - - - - 451 Methods in Business Educatio.,__ _ _ _ _ _ __
•student Teaching _ _ _________ _ _ __

2
2
4
4
4

4
4
2

4

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

Minor-30 Quarter Hours
401
414
452

Office Practice and Office Machine_______
Business Letter Writin,5 --- -- - - - - - - Methods in Business Educatio..._____ _ _ _ _
Elective __ -:,--,-- -- - - - - -- - - - - - •Student Teachin,,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Shorthand and Typewriting: Plan A or Plan B__
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DIVISION OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
1. HBALTii EDUCATION

Qr. Hrs.

Minor-24 Quarter Hours

•111 Personal and Community Heal ......._ _ _ _ _ __
210 School Nutrition _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
310 The School Health ProgralJL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
320 Problems in Health ·EducatiOU---- - - - 338 Methods and Materials in Health Educatio,..____
204 Physical Education-First Aid, Safety and Training_
345 Physical Education-Human Physiology or Biol. 445
471 Psychology-Personality Adjustments, _ _ _ _ __
•student Teaching _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4
2
2
2

4
2
4
2
2

Twenty quarter hours required for Physical Education
majors.
2 PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MBN

Major-48 Quarter Hours
123
124
151
204
230
250
251
253
255
257
259
261
263
330

Curriculum
Boxing
Gymnastic S t u n t s - - - - - - - - - - " - - - First Aid, Safety and Trainin,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Tennis · - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- History and Organizatio..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Coaching Basketbal.~- - - - - - - - - - - Coaching Baseball and Tra...,.__ _ _ _ __ _ __
Coaching F o o t b a l . ~ - - - - - - - - - - -- Recreational Activities,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Swimming _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Dancing and Rhythm,~----------Sports Educatio,,.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Golf _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1
1
2
2
1

345
348
3 51
450
451
452

Physiology · - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - Anatomy and Kinesiology _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School Programs
Organization and Administratio,...__ _ _ __ __
Health Education and Correctiv·,.__ _ _ _ _ __
Tests and Measurements
•Student Teaching _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4
4
4
1
4
1
6

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

Minor-24 Quarter Hours
123 Curriculum
124 Boxing
127 Individual Athletics
151 Gymnastic Stunts _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
204 First Aid, Safety and Training _ _ __ _ _ __
230 Tennis or 330 Golf._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
251 253, or 255 Coaching.
257 Recreational Activities _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
259 Swimming
261 Dancing and Rhythms, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
263 Sports Education
351 School Programs
•Student Teaching _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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3. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
Qr.
Major-48 Quarter Hours
131 Stunts and Games _____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
133 Folk Dancing -------- -------· --- - - - - - - - - - 134 Folk Dancing
138 Swimming _____________ . _________
143 Soccer - - - - - - ----------------------------- - - -- - 204 First Aid, Safety and Trainin~--- - 233 Tap Dancing -------------- - - - - - - - - - - 234 Rhythmic Fundamentals _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
250 History and Organizatio,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
254 Methods and Material."--- -- - - -- - 258a Coaching ------------------ - - -- - - -258b Coaching
258c Coaching ----------------------- - - - - - - - - 336 Life Saving __________ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
345 Physiology -------------------------- - -- -- - - - 348 Anatomy and Kinesiology _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
351 School Programs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
432 Technic of Teaching Rhythm,___ __ _ _ _ _ __
438 Tumbling and Pyramid Buildin.~g________
450 Organization and Administratio.,,.__ _c . . . _ _
451 Health Education and Correctiv~------452 Tests and Measurements, _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
•student Teaching
Minor-24 Quarter Hours
131 Stunts and Gam,sc.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
132 Individual Games
133 Folk Dancing
134 Folk Dancinil
138 Swimming
144 Volleyball
254 Methods and Materials, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
258a Coaching
258c Coaching
351 School Programs _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
450 Organization and Administratio,...___ _ _ _ _ __
•Student Teaching
Elective

Hrs.
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
1
2

4
2
2
2

1
,4
4
4
1
1
1
4
1
6

1
1
1
1
1
1

4
2
2
4
1
2
3

SPORTS PROGRAM FOR MAJORS AND MINORS

The department expectS students to take at least one class hour in
sports each season during six seasons.
POSTURE REQUIREMENT

Each student is expected to attain a grade of at least C in posture.
Failure to merit this standard at the end of the first year will necessitate enrollment in Physical Education 141 until standard is at•
tained.
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DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
1. EDUCATION

Major-32 Quarter Hours

Qr. Hrs~

• 344 Tests and Measurements,_ _ ______ _ __ _
•362 or • 364 Curriculum__________ _ ______ ___
481 Psychology of Elem. Sch. Sub_ _ _ __ _ _ __
Supervision and Administratio,u__ _ _ __ _ _ _
Additional Courses in EducatiO•U---- ___ _ _
Elementary Education Majors are classified m this
Division.
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THE TWO-YEAR DIPLOMA COURSE
The two-year diploma course provides training for teaching in the elementary schools.
The rompletion of ninety-six quarter credits is required for graduation, of which not
less than forty-eight must be earned in Minnesota State Teacher, Colleges and at
least thirty-two in the local college, including the last twelve quarter credits.
Students may prepare for teaching in the elementary grades of village, city or rural
schools meeting the requirements for the Minnesota Elementary Standard Certificate.
After twelYe months of successful teaching in Minnesota, the holder may have this
•original certificate endorsed by the Commissioner of Education for five years. Upon
•the rompletion of at least five years of successful teaching within the state, following
;graduation from the Teachers College, the holder of the five-year certificate may apJPly for and receive a life certificate to teach in the state.

SUBJECTS PRESCRIBED FOR THE TWO-YEAR COURSE

Qr. Hrs.
Art 153-Principles
4
Biology 141-General College _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4
26
Education ----------- - - - - - -- -- - - - -- -- - 151 Reading _____________ _ _ _ __ _ _
4
4
252 The Introduction to Teachin.s .-- - - - 4
254 Directing Learnin.s .-- - - - - - - -4
256 Methods of Educatio~ - -- - - - 10
Student Teachin/S--- - -- - - - - -English
12
121 Grammar, Composition, and Reading __ _
4
122 Composition, Literature, and Speech.___ _
4
151 Children's Literature
4
Geography 171-Regional Humau__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4
Health Education 113-Teaching HealLLL- -- - -- - 2
Health Education 213-Child Heal~~------- 2
History ________
8
131 European Background
4
241 American
4
Mathematics 151
4
Music 250 _____ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _
4
Physical Education ( 4 quarters)
4
Physical Science l2L___________ _ _ _ _ __
4
Political Science 281 _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _
4
Psychology
8
121 General
4
261 Educational
4
Sociology 261
4
Sociology 263a _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2
Total

96
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Students who have had no prior training for or experience in teaching in ungraded,
or rural schools are required to teach six weeks in a rural school. Thus they will be
prepared for teaching in ungraded or rural schools as well as for teaching in elementary grades of villages and city schools.
Students preparing for the Kindergarten field are required to complete the following
courses in addition to the required courses:
Education 351 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,4 quarter hours
Education 352
4 quarter hours
Kindergarten Teachin
4 quarter hours
Provision is made for each graduate to have not less than three types of experience in
student teaching: (1) That in the training school where demonstration of expert
teaching, contact with small groups of children, and individual instruction based on
individual difference is available; (2) in the ungraded or rural schools where an
over-view of all the grades and the different subjects is possible; ( 3) that in the city
or village schools where the student is confronted with the actual graded school conditions with large classes, gen~ral classroom management, and pupil problems. It is
believed that such a program will give the maximum assurance of success for beginning teachers.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Courses numbered 100 are for first year students, those numbered 200 for second
year students, 300 for third year and 400 for fourth year.
Students may not elect
subjects numbered more than 100 above or below their classification, ie., second year
students . may not elect courses numbered 400 and third year students may not elect
those numbered 100. (Each course is a four quarter credit course unless otherwise indicated.)

DIVISION OF ARTS AND MUSIC
FINE ARTS
131 APPRECIATION OF ART-An introductory course whose chief aim is to create
an interest in art by giving contacts with its various phases such as architecture,
painting, sculpture, pottery, advertising, textiles, art in home and industry, etc. Material is presented through lectures, discussions, and exhibits.
151 PRINCIPLES OF ART-This course in art includes a study of the theory and use
of color, simple perspective, practical lettering, understanding of the fundamental
principles of design and technics, acquaintance with the various mediums used in
public school art, and some work in illustration and design.
The purpose of this
course is an acquiring of fundamental skills, an acquaintance with public school
methods and problems, and an understanding and appreciation of the basic art principles.
Fall
153 PRINCIPLES OF ART-Condenses the material in 151 to permit of problems in
industrial arts with the special view of correlating the art with social studies. This is
for students on two-year curriculum.
231 ART APPRECIATION-This course is designed for students desiring more of the
type of work covered in elementary Art Appreciation. Periods and phases begun there
will be amplified and those omitted taken up. This course is intended to be cultural,
not technical. Prerequisite: Art 131.
233 CRAFTs-A course in which it is planned that every phase or kind of craft used
in elementary and secondary schools will be touched upon. Development of original
problems will be stressed.
Winter
235 DESIGN AND COMPOSITION-In this course special study will be made of the
art elements of color, line, and dark and light and their application in design.
251 ADVANCED PRINCIPLES OF ART-A further study of problems begun in Art
151. An opportunity is given to choose types of problems desired.
Spring
333 INTERIOR DECORATION-This course is intended primarily to give help in
furnishing homes in a comfortable and artistic manner. Besides the study of color and
line in walls, floors and furnishing, a brief history of period furniture will be given.
Visits to various types of homes are a part of the course.
Fall
335 ART IN CLOlHING--This course will include some costume design but its chief
purpose is to make a study of color and line in clothing and the other factors which
enter into the art of being well dressed.
Winter
337 CLAY MODELING--The first third of the course will be given over to the study
of the uses of clay in the elementary school. The remainder of the time will be spent
in modeling figures and making pottery.
Winter
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351 TEACHING OF ART IN 1HE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS-The following is an outline of work to be covered: selection and organization of subject matter and building
of courses of studies; methods of presenting units of work; lesson planning; art exhibits; ordering of appropriate materials and consideration of various art materials on
the market; reports on books, magazines and other available reference materials; observation of classes in all grades and presenting many different phases of art.
Spring
431 HISTORY OF ART-This course is a survey of the Arts through the ages. It is
designed for the purpose of giving students an understanding of the problems of the
artists of every age and the influences which have caused the evolution of Art.
433 COMMERCIAL DESIGN AND LElTERING--This is an intensive study of the
various phases and problems of art in advertising.
Spring
435 FIGURE WORK AND ITS APPLICATION-Figure work from models will be
stressed. Many mediums will be used including pencil, pen and ink, paint and day.
~
Spring
437 ARTS EXPRESSION-This is a laboratory course designed to provide opportunities for individual creative expression in a variety of art media: water color, oil,
charcoal, etc.
Fall
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
123 PRINOPLES OF WOODWORKING-This course is designed to familiarize the
student with the fundamental tools and processes used in woodwork. Students make
projects which are suited to the ability of the junior high school student, such as game
boards, .taborets, footstools, and picture frames. Simple exercises in wood turning are
required.
Winter
125 PRINOPLES OF DRAFTING-The proper use and care of instruments, orthographic projection, perspective, isometric drawing, freehand sketching, lettering, tracing
and blue printing are taught in the course. Instruments are furnished by the depart•
ment.
Fall
221 ELEMENTARY GENERAL METAL-This course deals with pattern making, foundry, forging, welding, machine shop, and art metal. In each of the activities or trades
named, typical problems are worked out giving the student principles and unit operation in the manipulative work.
Fall
223 PRINTING-This course covers the fundamental operations of composition,
stonework, proof-reading, presswork, and distribution as practiced in school shops.
Practical job work consists of programs, tickets, letterheads, linoleum block cutting,
posters, and a study of the school newspaper.
Spring
225 SHEET METAL AND PAlTERN DRAFTING-The course covers the use of hand
tools and machines, soldering, spinning, art metal, pattern development and related
material. Some of the projectS made in this course are funnels, water pails, scoops,
boxes, pans, trays, and elbow and pipe intersections. Prerequisite : Industrial Arts 221.
Spring
321 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS-This course is designed to train the
elementary school teacher to become familiar with the materials and manipulative experiences which present themselves in the teaching of industrial arts. Organization of
equipment and supplies, course content, and methods of teaching are studied.
Winter, Spring, Summer
322 HOME MAINTENANCE-This course includes principles and practice of fur.
niture refinishing, interior painting, sharpening of common tools and household
equipment, simple plumbing and electrical repairs. Especially planned for girls.
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331 ELECTRICITY-The fundamentals of electric wiring, splicing, soldering, bell wiring, conduit wiring and switches are studied. Small motors, transformers, telegraph
sets, storage batteries, and radios worked out. Prerequisite : Industrial Arts 221.
Fall
332 GENERAL MECHANICS-The course is planned to give the material recommended by the state course of study for general mechanics in the junior high school.
In addition, projects will be worked out in leather, metal, cement, rope, and wood.
Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 221.
2 credits. Fall
333

CERAMICS-The course in ceramics covers pottery, ornamental cement work,
Winter

glass work, plaster casting, glazing, use of the potter's wheel, and firing.

334 ADVANCED WOODWORKING-The course includes advanced work in wood turn•
ing, joinery, cabinet making, wood finishing, design, carving, and the use of machines
and special hand tools. l>rerequisite: Industrial Arts 123.
335 ADVANCED DRAFTING-The course stresses machine drawing, architectural draw•
ing, electrical drawing, standards and conventions, graphs, developments, intersections,
and advanced pictorial drawing. Prerequisite: Industrial Arts 125.
2 or 4 credits.
Spring
336

ADVANCED GENERAL METAL-Advanced problems in foundry, forging, weld-

ing, heat treating, and machine shop are studied. Study will be made of modern ma-

chinery with special emphasis on the gas engine. Prerequisite : Industrial Arts 221.
2 or 4 credits. Winter
337

ADVANCED PRINTING-Problems in design and color printing are studied. Spec-

ial emphasis is given to the study of paper, ink, linoleum block cutting, bookbinding,
and more advanced work in general printing. Prerequisite : Industrial Arts 223.
2 or 4 credits.

Fall

350 METIIODS IN INDUSTRIAL ARTs--This course involves the preparation of lesson
plans and a study of types of teaching, types of lessons, shop management, testing,
observation, and methods of presenting shopwork. Special study is made of the Minne•
sota state course of study and of typical Minnesota jndustrial arts department. Spring
400 SHOP PLANNING, EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE-The course includes
theory and practice in planning industrial arts laboratories and in the selection, arrangement and maintenance of equipment. An elective course.
Fall

MUSIC
101 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC-This is a course for students preparing to teach or
supervise music in the public schools. It presupposes a keen interest in music and the
ability to sing music of school-grade difficulty and to play the piano or an orchestral
instrument. The work includes a study of the development of music theory, notation,
rhythm, ear-training, scale construction, major and minor keys, interval work, rapid
sight singing, chromatics in simple form, rounds, canons and two and three part
singing. Note : An examination in the fundamentals of music is required before
credit is given. Required of all majors and minors in Music Education unless an ex•
amination proves this course is not needed.
1 credit
121 APPRECIATION-This course is designed to give the student a cultural background in music through the study of musical form , musical terms, the great periods
of composition, and of great artists. Listening to music presented by recordings and
actual recitals will be featured.
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132 EAR TRAINING AND SIGHT SINGING-This course enables the student to have
a quicker aural perception of both chords and melodies in their proper rhythmic relations. Consists of uanscribing melodies, two-part, three-part, and four-part work
from piano dictation. Sight singing, individually and in unison, in all major and minor keys.
211 FuNDAMENTALS OF READING MUSIC-This course includes : sight-reading; ear
uaining; uaining in enunciation, tone placing and rhythm in connection with the
teaching of rote songs. At the discretion of the music faculty, this course will be accepted in lieu of Music 250, the required course for two-year students and for the elementary degree students.
230 HARMONY-This course is directed toward an understanding of the fundamental materials and their use in simple composition. It includes: study of major and minor scale suuctures, intervals, triads in root positi n and in inversion, relationship of
primary and secondary triads, fundamental principles of chord progression cadences,
four part harmonization of soprano melodies and simple figured bass, modulation to
closely related keys. Also, principles of melodic writing and voice leading as directed
by the tendencies of active toward rest tones.
Spring
231 HARMONY-Includes a study of the dominant sept chord, secondary sept chords,
the diminished sept chord and their inversions; dominant ninth; common altered
chords; distant modulations; non-harmonic ornamental tones. Writing of melodies in
two and three part primary forms. Harmonic analysis of well known folk songs and
short piano compositions.
Fall
250 THE TEACHING OF MUSIC IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-This course includes methods in the teaching of Public School Music through the first six grades and
the rural schools which includes: training in the care of the child voice; enunciation and
tone placing; song interpretation, ear uaining in tone combinations, teaching of illusuative lessons and demonstration teaching. At the discretion of the music faculty, students who are unable to sing or read music, will take Music 211 in lieu of this course.
321 HISTORY AND ADVANCED APPRECIATION OF MUSIC-This course is a continuation of Music 121, but with emphasis placed on historical background. It includes a
study of primitive music and early church music as well as the masterpieces of the
famous composers.
331 COUNTERPOINT-The aim of this course is to develop an understanding of the
fundamental principles of contrapuntal writing. It includes the study of five species of
combining two or more melodies. Practical application in the composition of two and
three part songs. Analysis of well known compositions, the conuapuntal style including
characteristic pieces by Bach and his predecessors.
341 CHORAL CONDUCTING AND REPERTOIRE-An intimate study of some of the
typical compositions of the great masters through the conuapuntal, classic, romantic,
and modern schools. This course includes interpretation and conducting of suitable
high school materials. May be taken as an elective on other courses.
Prerequisite:
Choral experience.
Fall
350 ELEMENTARY MUSIC EDUCATION-This course is a study of music in relation
to the interests, characteristics and needs of children in the elementary grades. It includes methods in the teaching of rote songs, uaining in the care of the child voice;
ear uaining in tone combinations, sight-reading, theory and appreciation; preparation of lesson plans; teaching of illustrative lessons and demonstration teaching. For
Music majors and minors only.
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351 SECONDARY MUSIC EDUCATION-This course presents methods of organizing
classes and presenting school music in both junior and senior high school. Survey of
materials suitable for the General Music course, for glee club and choruses, special
theory and appreciation courses; voice testing and the care of the adolescent voice
through mutation; preparation and conducting of school entertainments.
353 THE TEACHING OF BRASS AND PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS-This group of in•
struments includes the trumpet, French horn, alto, baritone, trombone, bass, tympani,
bass drum, snare drum, and the smaller instruments of the percussion. The theoretical
study includes : accoustical properties, function in the family of instruments and selection and care of the instruments. The practical study includes: problems of embouchure and fingering, correct teaching technic . and methods and materials for class
instruction. Prerequisite: Instrumental ensemble experience.
2 credits. Fall
355 THE TEACHING OF WOODWiND INSTRUMENTS-This group includes flute,
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and saxaphone. The theoretical study includes: accoustical
properties, function in the family of instruments, and selection and care of instruments. The practical study includes: problems of embouchure and fingering, correct
teaching technic and methods and materials for class instruction. Prerequisite: Instrumental ensemble experience.
2 credits. Winter
423 THE TEACHING OF RUDIMENTS OF MUSIC-This course is designed
pare teachers of the course in Rudiments of Music which is required by the
all junior and senior high schools offering credit in applied music. Emphasis
placed on teaching technic, syllabus, and the study of reference materials.

to prestate of
will be
Spring

431 ORCHESTRATION-Orchestration includes a study of the band and orchestra instruments as to register and tone quality. Experience is received in making arrangements of melodies for various types of instrumental ensembles. Prerequisite: Harmony 231.
441 INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING AND REPERTOIRE-This course includes a study
of the qualities of a conductor, the use of the baton, rehearsal routine, a study of the
problems of organizing and developing orchestras and bands in schools, and the examination and discussion of orchestral and band literature.
2 credits. Spring
450 SMALL VOICE ENSEMBLE-This course is designed to meet an increasing demand for training in the smaller ensembles. Students will both participate in and assume direction of various types of ensembles, including single and double trios, quartets, quintets. Music will include all types from the early madrigals to modern; emphasis will be placed on tone-blending, balance of voices and musical effects. 2 credits.
451 SMALL INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLES.-Survey of combinations of brass, woodwind, string or percussion instruments which may be used in small ensembles. Study
of methods for training chamber groups, and musical literature available.
2 credits
453 THE TEACHING OF STRING INSTRUMENTS-Emphasis is placed in this course
on learning correct teaching technic for the violin, viola, cello and double bass. Oass
instruction methods and materials are examined. Opportunities to observe class teaching are also given. Prerequisite: Instrumental ensemble experience. 2 credits. Spring
113-313 CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS.-The College maintains several singing groups.
The Choral Oub (mixed voices) and the Girls' Choir are the smaller and special
groups of selected voices. The Cecilians and the Male Chorus are the larger groups.
Each organization makes several appearances every year in concert. Early in the year
those who desire to become members of the clubs are given tests in voice, ear memory, sight reading and part singing. Required-3 consecutive quarters for credit.
2 credits
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161-361 COLLEGE BAND--The College Band maintains a well-balanced concert instrumentation. Faithful attendance, sight-reading ability and a genuine enjoyment of
music are the most important qualifications for membership. Required-3 consecutive quarters for credit.
2 credits
163-363 COLLEGE ORCHESTRA-The college orchestra requires permanent membership and regular attendance. This orchestra maintains a correct and well-balanced symphonic instrumentation. Students are made acquainted with orchestra literature. In
addition to concerts, the orchestra assists the choral club in the presentation of the
larger choral works. Required-3 consecutive quarters for credit.
2 credits
165-365 PIANO-Private lesson study is directed toward a comprehension of the
principles of piano playing including tone, cechnic, pedaling, etc., and also toward an
appreciation of piano literature. Required-3 consecutive quarters for credit.
167-367 BAND OR ORCHESTRAL lNSTRUMENTS--Private lessons on string, brass,
woodwind, or percussion instruments are an essential part of a complete music education. Strict attention is given the fundamentals of cone quality, intonation, technic,
and musical expression. Required-3 consecutive quarters for credit.
169-369 VOICE-The chief objectives of work in the voice department are: to train
and develop the voices of prospective public school music teachers so that they may
not only be able to use their own voices wisely but also to handle children's voices
successfully; to diagnose and correct vocal defects and the problems in both singing
and speaking voices; to train and develop vocal soloists where native talent warrants
such training. Work done coward the first objective consists of natural development of
each voice according to fundamental laws of tone production. Methods must of necessity be adapted co each student's needs. In each of the other objectives the work is
done along special lines for each individual. Required-3 consecutive quarters for
credit.
PRIVATE LESSONS IN VOICE, PIANO, BAND AND ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
One year of private lessons in voice, one year in piano, and one year in band or orchestral instruments are required of all students who major in music. The fee for lessons in voice, piano, band, or an orchestral instrument is $15.00 per quarter of twelve
weeks. Oass instruction in voice is also offered for a small fee.
Students, not majoring in music and who wish the advantages of private or class work,
may register for t_he work at any rime.
One-half hour to one hour of practice per day is required of all voice students and one
to two hours of practice per day is required of all piano and instrumental students.
The lessons in voice, piano, band and orchestral instruments are given in the studios
of the Music Hall.
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DIVISION OF BUSINESS EDUCATION
BUSINESS EDUCATION
101 SURVEY OP BUSINESS--This course is a study of fundamental business activities.
The various fields of business activity such as transportation, communication, agriculture, manufacturing, marketing and finance are integrated to show the total effect of
business life on the community. The economic and social implications of business are
discussed. An approach is made to the business viewpoints of the consumer, the producer and of society at large. The course serves as an orientation basis for the freshmen majoring in business education. Specific topics touched upon are: purpose and
meaning of business, profit motive, land, labor, capital, management, consumer, producer, and the facilitating agencies.
2 credits. Fall
102 BUSINESS ORGANIZATION-A study of business structures. Individual proprietorships, partnerships, corporations, joint stock companies, holding companies and
other forms of business organization will be analyzed. The historical growth of the
various forms of business structures and their social implications will be reviewed.
Other topics of study are: personnel, operating fundamentals, types of organization,
principles of scientific management, and business promotion.
2 credits.
Fall
105 MARKETING--This course deals with the practical aspects of modern marketing.
Marketing functions, marketing agencies, and the various types of middlemen are discussed. Some of the specific topics are trade channels, transportation, storage, financing,
speculation, insurance, market research, independent stores, chain stores, department
stores, and mail order house. May be used as an elective in Economics.
2 credits
201 TYPEWRITING--A course designed to give the student the basic skill in operating a typewriter. The introduction of simple letter writing and tabulation takes place
in this course. The student should be able to operate the typewriter with reasonable
efficiency at the end of the twelve-week period. The class meets four hours weekly,
and there is no outside preparation. Students who have had one semester or more of
high school typewriting may be excused from this course with the consent of the instructor.
2 credits.
Fall
202 TYPEWRITING--A continuation of Business Education 201. All forms and styles
of letters are studied and typed. The student becomes familiar with the working parts
of the machine and the operating efficiency of the student is brought to a much higher level. Transcription in a simplified form is started in this course. Students who
have had one year or more of high school typewriting may be excused from this
course with the consent of the instructor.
2 credits. Winter
203 TYPEWRITING--This course is correlated with Business Education 213 and transcription on a higher level is developed. In addition, much attention is given to typewriting from the office practice viewpoint. Business letters, stencils, rough drafts, legal
documents, contracts, and other widely used business forms will be typed. Speed and
accuracy drills will be stressed. This is a required course for those in Business Education 213.
·
2 credits.
Spring
205 PERSONAL TYPEWRITING--A course designed particularly for those who wish
to learn how to operate the typewriter. The completion of the course should give the
student basic skill in operating the typewriter. The student, at the end of the course,
should be able to use the typewriter as an effective tool for personal and school work.
Rental fee for machine : $3.00 per term.
No credit
207 PRINCIPLES OP OFFICE MACHINES--lntensive drill is given on the ten-key
adding listing machine, the key-stroke calculator, and the crank-driven calculator. A
complete unit on filing practice and filing systems is taught.
2 credits
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208 PRINCIPLES OF OFFICE MACHINES--This is a continuation of Business Education 207, and is included in the two-year business course. It may be elected by Business Education majors. The course includes the full keyboard adding machines, geographic, subject, and soundex filing, and a specialization on either the key-stroke calculator or the crank-driven calculator.
2 credits
211 SHORTIIAND-Fundamental principles of Gregg Shorthand are studied. Reading and writing ability is stressed. Basic characters and their execution are studied.
Students who have had one year or more of high school shorthand may be excused
from this course with the consent of the instructor and enroll in Business Education
212.
2 credits. Fall
212 SHORTIIAND-Continuation of Business Education 211. The basic principles of
Gregg Shorthand are completed. The ability to read shorthand notes fluently and to
take dictation of a simple nature is developed. The students are very well acquainted
with the fundamentals necessary for the writing of shorthand.
2 credits. Winter
213 SHORTIIAND-The aim of this course is to develop speed and accuracy in taking dictation and transcription of new matter of average difficulty. The foundation is
laid in this course for the courses in secretarial training. Students registered for this
course are to take Business Education 203 at the same time.
2 credits. Spring
214 SHORTIIAND--This course is designed for students who have had shorthand in
the past, but whose knowledge of the subject is not sufficient for advanced work. A
complete year's work will be telescoped into one quarter with emphasis placed on
the building of an adequate shorthand vocabulary and the automatization of the most
frequently used words and phrases. Registration with consent of instructor. 2 credits.
221 SECRETARIAL SCIBNCB-This course is especially designed to take care of those
students who have had one or more years of high school shorthand and typewriting.
A thorough review of the basic principles of shorthand are studied at this time. Typewriting is also reviewed from the standpoint of machine technic, letter writing, tabulation, speed and accuracy drills.
222 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE-This is a continuation of Business Education 221. Dictation and transcription are introduced. The work in shorthand and typewriting is integrated. Some of the more common business forms are also introduced. Prerequisite:
Business Education 221.
223 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE-The purpose of this course is to increase the student's
dictation and transcription power. Prerequisite: Business Education 222.
301 BUSINESS LAW-A substantial introduction to the field of business law with
particular attention to basic legal principles in contracts, agency and negotiable instruments. Course materials represent the usual legal problems arising in business activities. Methods of teaching business law will be introduced when practicable.
302 BUSINESS LAW-Problems in business law are continued with special emphasis
given to fields of bailments, personal property, real property, mortgages and wills.
Partnership and corporation law will also be studied. Methods of teaching business
law will be introduced when practicable.
311 BEGINNING ACCOUNTING-The bookkeeping aspects of accounting are dealt
with in this elementary course. Record keeping is discussed as a device to guide business and as an aid to management. The single entry system is developed through the
fundamental bookkeeping equation to the double entry system. Specific accounting procedures studied are : journalizing, posting, the trial balance, the working sheet, the
profit and loss statement, the balance sheet, and entries closing the books for the fiscal
period. The various business papers which serve as a basis for the bookkeeping entries
are dealt with. Much attention is given to accounting concepts and accounting aspects
of business transactions.
Fall
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312 INTERMEDIATE AccoUNTING--A continuation of Business Education 311. The
breakdown of accounting records into special accounts is taken up. Other topics of
major importance in this course are: subsidiary records and ledgers, controlling accounts, depreciation and methods of computing depreciation, valuation, accrued and
deferred charges, and bad debts. Partnership and corporation accounting are introduced and records peculiar to these types of business organizations are studied. Winter
313 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING--A continuation of Business Education 312. Further
study of corporation accounting. Subjects taken up are : cost accounting, analysis of fi.
nancial statements, consolidated accounting statements, accounting for manufacturing
firms, the voucher system, accounting for department and branches, and miscellaneous accounting problems. This course is a recommended elective for majors in business who elect accounting-junior business training as a field of specialization. Spring
314 ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS-An advanced accounting course in which accounting
theory is developed through the solution of problems dealing with working papers,
statements, corporation accounting, partnerships, installment sales, consignments, funds
and reserves, inventories, correction of statements, accounting ratios and analysis of
statements. C.P.A. problems and questions are used in this course. Prerequisite : Business Education 313 or equivalent.
321 SECRETARIAL TRAINING--Dictation and transcription with emphasis on the
methods used to train vocational secretarial workers will feature the work in this
course. A definite office situation will exist and actual office practice will be started
during the term. Required of all students specializing in Secretarial Training, Plan A.
The class meets 2 hours a week for lectures and 2 hours a week for laboratory work.
Prerequisites : Business Education 203, 213.
2 credits
322 SECRETARIAL TRAINING--A continuation of Business Education 321. This
course will include dictation and transcription, and a definite program of study will
be followed featuring the demands of the business world. The class meets 2 hours a
week for lectures and 2 hours a week for laboratory work. Prerequisite: Business Education 321.
2 credits
325 CIVIL SERVICE SECRETARIAL TRAINING--This course is designed to fill ihe
needs of those with previous training in shorthand and typewriting who wish to enter
government service and also those who are preparing to teach civil service secretarial
training on the secondary level. Attention is called to the offerings in office machines
including ten-key and full keyboard adding machines, key-driven and crank-driven
calculators, bookkeeping machines, duplicating machines, dictaphones, and complete
filing equipment.
401 ADVANCED OFFICE MACHINES-Through the job sheet and "rotation" method,
the student is required to attain a high degree of proficiency in the operation of such
machines as the Ditto, the Mimeograph and the Mimeoscope, the Dictaphone, the Burroughs Bookkeeping Machine, the Underwood Sundstrand Bookkeeping Machine, the
ten-key adding machines, the full keyboard adding machines, the crank-driven calculators, and the key-stroke calculators. Specialization is provided by requiring the accounting majors to become thoroughly acquainted with caluculator and bookkeeping
machine operation, and by requiring the secretarial majors to become thoroughly acquainted with dictating and duplicating machine operation.

411 STENOGRAPHIC TRANSCRIPTION-The development of each student's maximum speed and accuracy in dictation and transcription will be the aim of this course.
Students completing this course should be well qualified for secretarial work, which is
desirable ex,Perience for commercial teachers. Dictation and transcription of letters, articles, speeches, and court testimony will constitute the major work in this course. Prerequisite: 16 quarter hours of secretarial studies or consent of instructor.
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414 BUSINESS LETIER WRITING-Fundamental psychological aspecrs of business
letter writing will be discussed. Correct English usage and English forms to be used in
the business letter writing will be reviewed. Planning the letter, words, ideas, and sentences in the letter will be thoroughly treated. Special phases of business letters will be
taken up as separate units. Reco=ended elective for all students specializing in secretarial science.
420 SURVEY OF DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION-This course provides the student with
the basic subject matter necessary to teach courses in selling and merchandising on
the high school level. Materials, methods, and content in general salesmanship, retail
selling, and store management are presented. Reference is also made to the cooperative
courses in distributive education based on the George-Deen Act. Prerequisite: Business Education 105.
421 RETAILING : STORE MANAGEMENT-A study of store management and operation.
The units include store location, layout, organization, buying, receiving and
marking, stock control, merchandise budgeting, inventory methods, delivery, credit and
collection, and personnel work. Special units on selling and advertising are included
as a continuation of the study made in Business Education 420. Prerequisite : Business
Education 420.
431 RETAILING: MERCHANDISING-Problems in profit computation, merchandise.
selection, pricing, buying, merchandise control, sales promotion, selling, advertising,
personnel, organization, store system, accounting, and credit are studied, analyzed, and
discussed by the case study method. Prerequisite: Business Education 421.
451 METHODS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION-This course will deal with the subject
matter, materials, and methods for teaching junior business training, bookkeeping and
business law. The various approaches to junior business training will be evaluated.
The methods commonly employed to present bookkeeping theories to high school classes will be reviewed. The case and lecture method for business law will be examined.
Tests and measurements and devices for all three fields will be discussed in detail.
2 credits
452 METHODS IN BUSINESS EDUCATION-This course will deal with the subject
matter, materials, and methods for teaching shorthand, typewriting, secretarial training,
and office practice. The various means employed to teach Gregg Shorthand will be
evaluated. Personal and skill typewriting will be considered as separate units. Units on
the building of typewriting skill will be developed. Effective secretarial practice and
the need for actual experience will be discussed. Means for obtaining office practice on
the secondary level will be presented. Tests and measurements and devices for all four
fields will be discussed in detail.
2 credits

455 METHODS IN BUSINESS RELATION AND OcCUPATIONS--This course is especially designed for teachers who are : 1. teaching junior business training at the present
time; 2. contemplating teaching this subject in the near future; 3. interested in the
field of business education. The topics covered in this methods course are: The history,
philosophy and background of junior business training objectives of the course, determination of subject matter to include in junior business training, devices to be used for
carrying out specific work, equipment and classroom arrangement, evaluation of texts
on the market for the subject, evaluation of tests and measurements on the market,
supplementary teaching materials available, development of traits and lastly an evaluation of the future trends for junior business training, ie., whether it shall be in the direction of: 1. preparation for life, 2. consumer training, 3. vocational guidance, 4. exploratory or tryout course, 5. personal use, 6. socio-business or economic" citizenship.
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45 7 METIIODS IN TEACHING 'IYPBWRITING--Two fields of typewriting will be analyzed and evaluated, skill typewriting and personal typewriting. The topics that will
be covered are: historical background of typewriting instruction, justification for typewriting, objectives of typewriting, organization of typewriting courses, equipment and
supplies, first lessons, teaching the keyboard, psychology applied to typewriting instruction, motivation, teaching students how to practice, development of accuracy, providing
for individual differences, tests and measurements, development of speed, devices for
motivating typewriting classes, trait development, error analysis, and remedial instruction.

.

DIVISION OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION
The work in Health and Physical Education is classified under two headings, namely:
(1) Courses for majors and minors, and (2) Courses from which the general student may select.
A major or minor in Physical Education may be earned only by students enrolled on
the four-year course. Diploma course students may be recommended for special aptitude in Physical Education provided at least twenty quarter hours of credit have
been earned in this field.
Students electing to major in Physical Education must complete forty-eight required
hours as listed. Minors must complete twenty-four required hours as listed.
Physical Education is required of all students. Degrees and diplomas are granted only
after all requirements are met including four one-quarter hour courses in physical
education. Only one hour credit may be earned in any one quarter to apply on constant requirements except for majors and minors. A student whose major or minor
is in another department may select other courses in physical education to apply toward graduation.
No minors (men) are eligible to take the coaching courses Physical Education 251,
253, 255 until they have completed eight credits in other physical education courses.
All students are required to take a physical-medical examination. Individual courses
are arranged for those found unable to take the regular work. Any student who has
attained the age of 40 or upon the recommendation of the College Health Service is
excused from activity courses. These hours may be made up in the field of health.
Students are asked not to purchase gymnasium suits or shoes until after the first meet~
ing of the class. Uniforms range from $1.00 to $2.00 depending upon the course
taken.
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
111 HBALTII EDUCATION-This course is planned to give scientific background
basic to understanding, conserving and improving personal and community health.
Application is made to school health problems and health teaching. Included in this
course are units dealing with the physiological effects of narcotics and alcoholic liquors. The course meets the requirements of chapter 584 of the Session Laws of 1943.
113 HEALTII EDUCATION-This course covers the following topics: a healthful
school environment, health instruction, health education materials, health activities
and units on health. Included in Health Education 113 are units dealing with the
physiological effects of narcotics and alcoholic liquors. This course meets the requirements of chapter 584 of the Session Laws of 1943.
2 credit,
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210 SOIOOL NUTJUTION-An clcmcnwy course which emphasizes the role of nutrition in child development. Fundamentals of diet and dietary problems and the school
lunch arc reviewed with brief laboratory experience.
2 credits
213

HBALm EDUCATION-The course describes a good health service program and

what the teacher can do to make it successful. It deals especially with the physical in-

apcction, communicable diseases, and physical defects of pupils. The last unit covers
the first aid treatments for common emergencies such as burns, cuts, and fractures.
2 credits
310 · THB SOIOOL HBALm PROGRAM-Devoted to the analysis and interpretation
of Tarious aspects of the school health program and a study of their relationship to the
health of the school child. Included are: the healthful school environment and regime, health services, health instruction, the health council, and philosophy of a broad
health program.
2 credits
312 CAMPING EDUCATION-This course is designed to acquaint students with types
of camps, with underlying philosophies and with present trends in camping. Camp
standards, program planning and cabin counseling will be studied. The course includes laboratory work in camp craft skills.
320 PROBLEMS IN HBALTII EDUCATION-Gives opportunity for consideration of
correlated problems included in the administration of a health curriculum. Emphasis
is placed on: individualized health program, education in stimulants and narcotics,
,ocial hygiene, safety education, and recent developments in the field of health. Prerequisite : Health Education · 310.
2 credits
338 MBmoos AND MATERIALS IN HBALm EDUcATION-.A study of activities,
projects and units in health curricula at various age levels. Evaluation of. materials,
text analyses, state course of study and others, field trips, teaching observations and
practical problems for the basis of this course, Prerequisite: Biology 142.

MAJOR COURSES
MBN AND WOMEN

204 FIRST Am, SAFETY AND TRAINING--Deals with the theory and practice of
methods employed in developing proper conditioning of the body for strenuous exercise and caring for injuries through first aid care.
2 credits
250 HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION-Study and discussion of the aims and objec•
tives of physical education including the historical development, organization and
the analysis of present day trends.
2 credits
345 HUMAN PHYSIOL~Y-Lectures, quizzes and demonstrations, giving a general
knowledge of the structilre and functions of the human body. Especially adapted to
teachers in Physical Education.
Winter
348 ANATOMY AND KINBSIOLOGY-A study of the gross structure of the body in•
duding the various systems such as skeletal, muscular, circulatory, respiratory, nerTous, etc., and the part each system plays in the various actions of the body during
big muscle activity. Applied anatomy and kinesiology are stressed as they are used in
physical education work. Prerequisite: Physical Education 345.
3 51 SOIOOL PROGRAMS--Deals with principles underlying the formation of programs in physical education for elementary and high school work and shows how our
present day work is an outgrowth of some of the theories and methods of leaders of
various movements in this field. The relationship of physical education to general
education is given special attention.
Fall
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450 ORGANIZATION ANl> ADMINISTRATION OP PLAYGROUND-lbe course dealt
with the methods and problems involved in the organization and administration of
a playground system. The activity program is not taken up from the standpoint of
material but rather the operation and administration of a community and school
playground.
1 credit
451 HEALTH EDUCATION AND CORRECTIVE GYMNASTICS-This course deals with
the health phase of the physical education program and the corrective or remedial
measures to be used in providing proper exercises and procedures in handling individuals with handicapped conditions. Prerequisite: Physical Education 34 7, or consent
of instructor.
·
Winter
452 TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS-This course is designed to acquaint the student
in the field of physical education with the many kinds of tests, classifications and indexes that are used by leaders in the field. The course includes the following: measuring motor ability; achievement scales in physical education activities; classification
tests and physical fitness.
1 credit

REQUIRED COURSES
MEN

Men students who are not majoring or minoring in Physical Education are to select
courses to meet their requirements from the following group:
121 WRESTLING--Special attention is given to skills involved in working O!l, the
feet and on the mat, both defensively and offensively. Methods of going behind an opponent, taking- him to the mat, riding, etc., are stressed.
1 credit
123 CURRICULUM-An overview of the curriculum in health and physical education required to be taught in the schools of the state is presented. Students are familiarized with the objectives and activities reco=ended. The purpose of the course
is to provide an acquaintance with the work in the various grades, not to prepare
teachers of physical education. Required of all students.
1 credit
124 BOXING--Offensive and defensive tactics of an amateur nature are observed and
practiced. Various methods of attack and defense are developed for different styles
used in the sport.
1 credit.
Winter
125 GYMNASTIC DANCING--This course stresses fundamental rhythm work which
involves big muscle activity and also trains the neuro-muscular mechanism in doing
simple gymnastic dances and clogs.
1 credit.
Spring
126 GYMNASTIC STUNTS-Skills in balancing in both single and double stunts are
given special attention bearing in mind the progression which leads to more difficult
stunts.
1. credit. Fall
127 INDIVIDUAL ATHLETICS-Self testing a~ivicies which train the student in Jundamental skills in throwing, running, jumping, climbing, vaulting, etc., forms the basis
of the work offered in this course.
1 credit. Fall, Spring
128 INDIVIDUAL GYMNASTICS-Students who are handicapped physically to the extent that they are unable to pursue the regular courses safely will be advised to take
this course. Special exercises will be given for the correction of remedial defects. The
student is also given instruction in many phases of health work.
1 credit.
129 SwIMMING--A beginner's course which deals with the fundamental skills involved in learning to swim one or two of the most co=on strokes. Students become
better acquainted with water activities in practicing such stunts as bobbing, handstands, forward rolls, floating, etc., which are taught in this course.
1 credit
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130 SKATING--This course deals . with the various skills involved in doing some of
the simple strokes. .Attention is given to some stunt and speed work during the latter
part of this course.
1 credit. Winter
201 TEAM GAMES-This course has for its purpose the teaching of such games as
volleyball, speedball, soccer, etc. The skills involved in each sport will receive due
consideI'ation in learning the game.
1 credit
230 TENNIS-This course deals with the fundamental skills used in playing the
game. The different types of strokes, court position, net play, foot-work, etc., are
taught. Each student must furnish his own equipment.
1 credit. Spring.
330 GoLF-Fundamental strokes are taught during the beginning part of the course.
Golf rules, terms, etiquette, etc., are given attention. Individual attention is given each
student during the latter part of the course in so far as time will permit, Each student
must furnish his own equipment.
1 credit. Spring
33·6 LIFE SAVING--This is a course for more advanced swimmers. The theory and
practice of methods used in Red Cross Life Saving and the insuuction in water safety
are included in this course. Red Cross Life Saving Tests are given and those passing
are awarded the Life Saving Emblems.
1 credit
MAJOR COURSES

MEN

151 GYMNASTIC STUNTS-This course deals with the theory and practice of funda•
mental skills involved in doing exercises on and with apparatus. Progression in clliliculty of exercises offered is given due consideration.
2 credits. Fall
251 COACHING: BASKETBALL-This game is taken up from the point of view of
the coach. The theory of coaching, handling of men, and different styles of offense and
defense used by the leading coaches are studied. Fundamentals of the game such u
passing, goal throwing, dribbling, turns, stops, and team plays are studied. Open only
to majors and minors in physical education.
2 credits. Winter
253 COACHING: TRACK AND BASEBALL-One-half of the time will be spent on the
theory and practice of the fundamental skills involved in each sport. Form and not
athletic achievements will be stressed considering the abilities to be acquired. .All
events and positions are to be given adequate consideration. Open only to majors and
minors in physical education.
2 credits. Spring
255 COACHING: FOOTBALL-The theory and art of coaching football are studied to
show the weak and strong points of various styles of offense and defense. Special stress
is put on generalship, signal systems and rules. The fundametals of football are studied from the point of view of the coach . .A study is made of the systems taught by
various coaches. Special study is made of the forward pass, trick plays, and the defense
to meet these plays. Open only to majors and minors in physical education.
2 credits. Fall
257 RECREATIONAL .ACTIVITIES:-This course consists of teaching the skills and
methods involved in handball, badminton, ping pong, shuffle board, skating, hockey,
and similar games. Training in directing calisthenic exercises and semi-organized
games will also be given.
2 credits. Winter
259 SWIMMING--.Arranged to prepare the teacher to give instrUction in several of
the most common strokes, life saving, resuscitation, and fancy diving. Methods of conducting classwork in water activities and competitive water events will receive considerable attention.
2 credits. Spring
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261 DANCING AND RHYnlMs-Includes a study and practice of simple rhythms,
gymnastic dancing, clogging. Some attention is given to the teaching of social dancins.
2 crediu. Winter
263 SPORTS EDUCATION-This course deals with instruction in the skills and meth•
ods involved in some of the so-called minor sports such as: soccer, archery, volleyball,
apecdball, and games of like nature. Training in directing marching will also be given.
2 credits. Fall
REQUIRED COURSES
WOMEN

130 SKATING-This course deals with the various skills involved in doing some of
the simple suokes. Atttention is given to some stunt and speed work during the lat·
ter part of this course.
'
1 credit. Winter
131 STUNTS AND GAMES-Emphasis is placed on the materials, methods and out•
lines of stunts, games, achievement and efficiency tests as outlined for the elementary
teacher. Required of all elementary and rural students..
1 credit
132 lNDIVIDUAL GAMES-Individual and dual sports as badminton, shuffle board,
deck tennis, table tennis, etc.
1 credit
133 FOLK DANCING-Simple rhythmic work and dances expressive of the folk
lore of different nations. The activities are selected from the state curriculum in health
and physical education. Attention will be given to the selection of materials and teaching technics of r~ythm work. Required of all elementary students.
1 credit
134 FOLK DANCING-A recreational ·course designed to give the student sufficient
uaining in the fundamental rhythms basic to folk dancing, square dancing, and social dancing. Open to both men and women.
1 credit
135 OBSERVATION AND INDIVIDUAL GYMNASTICS-This course is designated for
those unable to participate in an activity course. It will be substituted for the required work upon the recommendation of school nurse or the doctor, or department
of physical education. This work will include observation or individual gymnastics,
depending upon the need of the individual student.
1 credit
136 SWIMMING-This course is designed for students who cannot swim. The technics of elementary suokes and diving are taught.
1 credit
138

SWIMMING-A continuation of Physical Education 136.

1 credit.

141 BoDY MECHANICS-The course is adapted to the individual's needs and abilities. Its purpose is to build sufficient suength and vitality to meet the demands of
normal activity life, to appreciate and practice the fundamental health habits and to
develop a normal carriage. Required of only those students needing special help and
are so designated by various physical education instructors from other classes.
1 credit.
142 HOCKEY-Purpose of this course is to provide an opportunity for students to
learn the skills of hockey and practice fundamental team suategy. The course aims to
provide the student with a background for advanced participation in the sport, for
teaching and officiating of the sport.
1 credit
143 SOCCER-Purpose of this course is to provide an opportunity for students to
learn the skills of soccer and practice fundamental team suategy. The course aims to
provide the student with a background for advanced participation in the sport, for
teaching and officiating of the sport.
1 credit
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144 VOLLEYBALL-Purpose of this course is to provide an opportunity for students
to learn the skills of volleyball and to practice both team and individual strategy.

Provides student with background for advanced participation in and for teaching and
officiating of the sport.
1 credit
145 BASKETBALL-Purpose of this course is to provide an opportunity for students
to learn skills of basketball and to practice both team and individual strategy. Provides
student with background for advanced participation in and for teaching and officiating of the sport.
1 credit
146 SoFTBALL-Provides the opportunity for students to learn the skills of the game
of softball and to practice the team and individual strategy. Also provides background
for advanced participation in the game and for teaching and officiating the game.
1 credit
230 TBNN1s-This course deals with the fundamental skills used in playing the
game. The different types of strokes, court position, net play, footwork, etc., are taught.
Each student must furnish her own equipment.
1 credit
233
ing.

TAP AND CLOG-This course includes the basic routines in clog and tap danc1 credit

234 RHYniMIC FUNDAMENTALS-A course in dance t~nics and rhythmic fundamentals designed to increase range and control of movement through the development of strength, flexibility, rhythm, and balance, and to provide a knowledge of
musical notation, terminology, and form only as these are related to dance. 1 credit
238 AllCTIBRY-This course is a presentation of the fundamental principles underlying this sport. The use and care of equipment, terms, rules, and etiquette are taught.
1 credit
330 GoLF-Fundamental strokes are taught during the beginning part of the course.
Golf rules, terms, etiquette, etc., are given attention. Individual attention is given
each student during the latter part of the course in so far as time will permit. Each
student must furnish own equipment.
1 credit
366 LIFE SAVING-This is a course for more advanced swimmers. The theory and
practice of methods used in Red Cross Life Saving and the instruction in water safety
are included in this course. Red Cross Life Sa't'ing Tests are given and those passing
are awarded the Life Saving Emblems.
1 credit
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM FOR WOMEN-The intramural program is a part of the
recreational set-up of the department of Health and Physical Education for women.
The broad program is offered to meet the many interests. Seasonal team and individual sports as well as dancing and swimming provide opportunities for recreational participation.
·
Membership in the W.A.A. is open to all women. An emblem may be earned by any
per,on meeting the requirement as outlined in W .A.A. constitution.
MAJOR COURSF.S
WOMEN

254 MBTiiODS AND MATBRIALs-Methods and materials underlying the selection,
classification, progression, the presentation and adaptation of material in teaching
physical education. Testing results in teaching and lesson planning.
258a COACTIING-The purpose of this course is to give instruction in the teaching
and officiating of soccer, speedball and hockey. Prerequisite: 1 quarter of activity in
each.
2 credit1
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258b CoAOIING-A continuation of 258a. The sports studied are: volleyball, basketball, and badminton. Prerequisite: 1 quarter of activity in each.
2 credits
258c CoAOIING-A continuation of 258b. The sports studied are: tennis and softball. Prerequisite: 1 quarter of activity in each.
2 credits
432 TBCHNICS IN TBAOIING DANCING-Open to those who are majoring and mi•
noring in physical education. This course is designed to give a comprehensive knowledge of available materials and methods of teaching all phases of dance including
IOCial, tap, folk, and modern.
1 credit
438 l'uMBLING AND PYRAMID BUILDING-Instructions will be given in tumbling
and simple pyramid building which may be used in grades and high schools. The
course u designed particularly for those majoring in physical education, but it is open
to others who are interested and who have had three quarters of physical education.
•
1 credit
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DMSION OF LABORATORY SCHOOLS
TEACHING
TEACHING--Required in the second year of the two-year curriculum and in the third
and fourth years of the four-year curriculum. The prerequisites are the required courses designated for the preceding year or years of these curricula. Scholastk average of
at least C is required in the prerequisites in subject-matter and professional courses
taken, and in the total number of courses taken.
Students teach in the grades for which their curriculum is designed to prepare them.
Their preferences as to grades and subjectS are considered in assigning them to classes. Supervisors assist them with problems of selection and organization of materials,
teaching and management. Besides teaching, the work includes group and individual
conferences, assigned readings and reports, directed observation, and the planning of
daily and longer units of teaching. While skill in teaching is one of the objectives of
these courses, they seek to develop teachers who strive for a growing mastery of principles .of education rather than to train pattern teachers who closely _imitate the supervisor's demonstrations. These courses require daily attendance. The usual assignment,
except for Rural Teaching, is for one college period daily to earn four quarter credits in a quarter. In addition, except during the summer sessions, student teachers keep
the first college period free for conference. During summer session, these conferences
are held in the afternoon.
Students not in residence expecting student-teaching assignments after one or more
quarters away from the college should write to the Director of Training at least two
months before the time when they wish to be assigned to student teaching. Beginning
Teaching, i.e., Education 231, 331 and 341, is offered during the summer session only
by special arrangement.
·
231

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHING--Supervised teaching is done in two differgrades of the campus laboratory school and affiliated public schools. Education
254, Directing Learning in the Elementary School, is carried parallel to this teaching.

ent

232 RURAL SCHOOL TEACHING--Supervised teaching for six weeks is done in an
affiliated rural school. The student ordinarily lives in the rural community and spends
full time at the school. This course may be taken first but the preferred plan is for
ru~I teaching to be preceded by Education 231.
233 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHING--This course of supervised teaching will be
done in the St.Ooud Public Schools unless the student has already completed six
weeks of teaching in the city schools as a part of Education 231.
2 credits
234

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHING--This course will be taken by normal train-

ing graduates who are ~ndidates for the two-year diploma. Teaching will be done in

the campus laboratory school or in affiliated public schools. This course will take the
place Qf Education 232.
321 NURSERY. SCHOOL TEACHING--Supervised teaching is done daily in the nursery school for twelve weeks. This course is intended for all interested in home and
school care and education of young children. It must parallel Education 320. 2 credits.
331 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHING--This is the first quarter of supervised teaching done by juniors on the four-year degree elementary curriculum. The teaching is
done in elementary grades of the campus laboratory school and affiliated public schools.
332 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHING--This is the second quarter of teaching by
juniors and seniors on the four-year degree elementary curriculum.
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333 ELECTIVE ELEMENTARY ScHOOL TEACHIN~This course is sometimes requested by juniors or seniors on the degree elementary curriculum, particularly when
they have a combination of a major and a minor that makes more than three quarters of teaching a necessiry. Students may elect either two or four credits of teaching
in kindergarten or other elementary grades.
335 KINDERGARTEN TEACHIN~Supervised teaching is done in the kindergarten
for twelve weeks. This course may be taken as art elective by the candidates for the
two-year diploma or as a part of the student teaching required of candidates for the
four-year degree, elementary curriculum. The course must be paralleled by Education:
352, Kindergarten Methods.
341 SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHIN~This is the first quarter of supervised teaching done by juniors on the degree secondary curriculum. The teaching is done in the
junior-high division of the campus laboratory school.
342 SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHIN~This is later teaching by students on degree
secondary curriculum but not the last teaching in the two principal fields of such
students. This teaching is done in the junior-high division of the campus laboratory
school and the public junior-senior high school of St.Cloud.
343 ELECTIVE SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHIN~This course is requested at times
by candidates for degree who have combinations of majors and minors which make
additional teaching advisable. Students may elect either two or four credits.
421' ADVANCED NURSERY SCHOOL TEACHIN~This course may be elected by
students who, having completed Teaching 321 and Teaching 335, wish additional
experience in teaching young children.
441 SENIOR YEAR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHIN~Teaching required in the
last year of the four-year degree elementary curriculum. Additional prerequisites: 144
quarter credits. Teaching will be done in elementary grades. Compared with preceding
courses in teaching, this course requires a higher standard of daily preparation and
achievement. The student is expected to apply preceding and parallel courses in progressive interpretation and constructive criticism of his own teaching.
442 SENIOR YEAR SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHIN~Teaching required in the
last year of the four-year degree secondary curriculum. Additional prerequisites: 144
quarter credits. Teaching will be done in secondary grades and in subjects according
to student's curriculum and choice of major(s) and minor(s). Compared with preceding courses in teaching, this course requires a higher standard of daily preparatioll
and achievement. The student is expected to apply preceding and parallel courses in
progressive interpretation and constructive criticism of his own teaching. A student ordinarily teaches in two fields, each for a half-quarter.
444 INTERN TEACHIN~Proposes to ( 1) increase the college facilities for student
teaching;· ( 2) make possible student teaching in schools where the problems are similar to those the student will meet under actual teaching conditions. It has the advantage of receiving six-wee!cs of supervised training in a small school system either in
lieu of the last quarter of student teaching or as teaching in addition to the regularly
required practice teaching: It may be accompanied by a parallel problem carrying up
to four credits.
479 SENIOR YEAR ELECTIVE TEACHING-One or both of 476 and 477 Supervision will be applied in helping teachers in the laboratory or affiliated schools. Each
student will be required to complete a successful project in actual supervision.
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DIVISION OF LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
FOREIGN LANGUAGES

FRENO!
131, 132, 133 ELEMENTARY FRENCH-These courses aim to provide the fundamen•
tals of French grammar, correct pronunciation, and a vocabulary adequate to read
French literature of moderate difficulty. Drills in composition and conversation aim to
give practice in narrative and conversational French. Open to first year students in the
degree curriculum, and as an elective to second or third year students who _have not
had French in high school. A continuous year of work is required for credit. .
231,232, 233 ADVANCED FRENCH-A study of French literature with the reading of
representative texts which relate French life and history. A continuation of Elementary
French. Open to those who have had two years of French in high school or one year
in college. A full year of work is required for credit. Required for a major or minor.
331, 332, 333 SURVEY OP FRENCH LITERATURE-A study of the principal writers
and representative work of each from 1600 to the Twentieth century. Open to third
year students. Prerequisite: French 233. Required for a major.
431, 432, 433 ADVANCED COMPOSITION-These courses include written exercises in
French aimed to give practice in literary construction and to aid in using colloquial
French. Contemporary French usage will be emphasized in the selections for trans•
lation.
SPANISH
131, 132, 133 ELEMENTARY SPANISH-The elements of Spanish grammar and pronunciation, together with easy reading material dealing with life in Spain and in the
Spanish-American countries. A continuous year of work is required for credit.
231, 232, 233 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH-A continuation of the elementary course
including a more thorough study of grammar and diction, as well as the intensive and
extensive reading of selected works of 19th century and contemporary Spanish authors.
331, 332, 333 ADVANCED SPANISH--Composition, conversation, and a survey of
Spanish literature. Cultural and historical interpretations of life in Spain and in Span•
ish-America.
ENGLISH AND LITER.A TURE
10 GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION-A course offering opportunity to supplement
inadequate training in expression. This course may be required of students whose
work in freshman English shows lack of adequate training in grammar or composition.
It may also be required of those who are shown by diagnostic tests and exercises to
have need of it. Open to others who feel the need of such a course.
No credit
121 COMMUNICATION AND LITERATURE--Composition: A concentrated review of
English grammar and practice in sentence and paragraph development. Literature:
Study of contemporary essays to develop reading comprehension, appreciation, and
ability to discuss orally. Students may be transferred to English 10 if class work or
diagnostic tests show them to have had inadequate training in grammar and composition. Two-year curriculum.
122 COMMUNICATION AND LITERATURE-Literature: Class discussion of a selected
number of novels, short stories, plays, essays, book reviews, poems to acquaint the
students with some of the characteristics of each type of literature. Collateral reading
in each type to be the basis for written and oral reports and bibliography construction.
Composition: Study of manuscript form, bibliography, footnotes. Composition, oral
and written, based upon reading. Grammar revii:w as needed. Two-year curriculum.
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131 COMMUNICATION AND LITBRATURE-Emphasis in composition; short review
of English grammar. Contemporary essays are studied to check and improve reading
comprehension. Essays from the classics are read for appreciation, oral discussion, and
wider acquaintance with great literature. Collateral reading in non-fiction prose is the
basis for written and oral book reports. Students may be transferred to English 10 if
class work or diagnostic tests show them to have had inadequate training in grammar
and composition. · Four-year curriculum.
132 COMMUNICATION AND LITBRATURE-Literature: the epic, with detailed study
of the Odyssey and a survey of the other great epics; the drama in brief survey from
its origin to the present with emphasis on works before 1625. Composition: longer
themes, manuscript form, footnotes, bibliography, outlining, oral discussions, and reports on all phases of the work. Grammar: additional reviews of fundamentals of
grammar. Four-year curriculum.
133 COMMUNICATION AND LITBRATURE-Literature: lyric poetry and novel. Composition: themes written in connection with the work done in literature; special attention given to letter of application, oral discussions, and reports on all phases of the
work. Grammar: review undertaken as needed.
Four-year curriculum.
151 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE-A course to acquaint the student with the varied
types of literature suitable for recreational reading in the elementary grades, to set up
standards for selecting material, and to study effective methods of presentation. Such
units as story-telling, dramatization, and the teaching of poetry are discussed. Opportunity is given for observation in the Training School.

255 ScHOOL PuBLICATIONS--A course involving primarily the study of the school
newspaper and secondarily the school yearbook. The first part of the quarter is devoted to the writing of different kinds of newspaper stories and to the writing of editorials, the latter part to the publication of a mimeographed or hectographed newspaper.
Designed to aid students who will advise scholastic newspaper and yearbook staffs.
2 credits. Fall
261 SURVEY OP ENGLISH LITBRATIJRE-A review of English literature to the time
of Shakespeare. Ordinarily, English 261, 262, 263 should be taken in sequence.
2 credits. Fall
262 SURVEY OP ENGLISH LITBRATURB-A review of English literature from Shakespeare to the inception of the Romantic Movement.
2 credits. Winter
263 SURVEY OP ENGLISH LITERATURE-A review of English literature from the
beginning of the Romantic Movement to the present.
2 credits. Spring
329 LITBRATURE OP WAR AND RBCONSTRUcnON-Designed for English majors
and other students interested in literature that has been produced under the influence
of war and of conditions resulting from war (from about 1869 to the present.) If
possible, read Tolstoi's WM ,md P111ce and Crane's Ths Red '!3tldg1 of Co,m1g11 before entering course.
.
331 ADVANCED CoMPOsmoN-A course designed to give experience chiefly in ex•
pository composition. The specific outline of study will be adapted to the needs and interest of students enrolling. English 331 and 332 should be taken in sequence.
2 credits. Fall
332 ADVANCED CoMPOSITION-A course designed to give experience chiefly in
narrative composition. Work in verse writing will be undertaken if requested by stu•
dents. English 331 and 332 should be taken in sequence.
2 credits. Winter
343 SHAKESPEARE-The reading of groups of comedies, tragedies, historical plays
and sonnets by William Shakespeare, with introductory study in the Elizabethan age.
Winter
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351 THB TBACHING OP CoMPOSmON IN 1HB SBCONDARY SCHooL-A course in
the teaching of composition in high school with attention directed to the Minnesota
course of study and other outstanding courses.
2 credits. Fall
353 HIGH SCHOOL LITBRATIJRB-A practical study of the high school course in
English as outlined in the state syllabus. Extensive reading of the recommended types
of literature and a study of principles and technics of teaching literature. Winter, Spring
357 THB TBACHING OP lANGUAGB ARTS IN 1HB ELBMBNTARY SCHOOL-A course
concerned with the nature and scope of an adequate program in language arts for the
elementary school. Designed for majors in the elementary field.
2 credits. Winter
431 HISTORY OP 1HE ENGLISH lANGUAGB AND ADVANCBD ENGLISH GRAMMARA survey of the origin and the development of the English language that acquaints
the student with some of the tendencies that have changed and are changing the language, giving a basis for deciding questions of grammar and usage.
Spring
443 SURVBY OP AMBRICAN LITBRATIJRB-Significant aspects of the colonial, revolutionary, national periods and the development of American literature since the Civil
War.
Winter, Summer

445 CONTBMPORARY LITBRATURE-Significant tendencies as reflected in drama,
poetry, essay, novel, biography.

Spring, Summer

447 HISTORY OP DRAMA-A brief review of Greek and Roman drama, and a survey of world drama from about 1625 to the present.
Winter
]OURNALISM-Editors-in'-chief and business managers of the Chronicle and Talahi
receive four quarter hours for one year of approved work.
SPEECH
50 SPEECH-A course planned to fit the needs of prospective teachers. The aim is to
furnish the student with information and drill necessary for the correction of common
personal articulatory oral language disorders. Open to students who voluntarily seek
such aid or those who are recommended by faculty members. When the student has
attained proficiency, he will be dismissed.
No credit.
220 FuNDAMENTALS OP SPEBCH-A study of basic principles applicable to all
phases of speech work. Speech is considered as an instrument of social adaptation,
with special emphasis on the development of effective extemporaneous speech.
222 THB SPEAKING VOICB-A course designed to -develop in the student an effective
and pleasing voice. Special attention is given to the mechanism -of the human voice
and to the individual method of tone production. Emphasis is placed on resonance, articulation, and quality, and an effort is made to develop an effective use of melody,
time and force.
·
Fall, Winter
224 ORAL INTBRPRETATION-A study of the technic of the analysis of literature and
of its oral presentation, together with a consideration of certain audience factors of
importance to the oral interpreter. Prerequisite: Speech 220 or consent of instructor.
Spring
227 ARGUMENTATION-A course in the fundamentals of oral argumentation, with
classroom practice in both formal and informal types of discussion.
Prerequisite:
Speech 220 or consent of instructor.
2 credits. Winter
253 PuPPETRY-A review of the history of puppetry, a consideration of its uses in
public schools, and instruction and practice in the making and manipulation of marionettes of various types.
2 credits. Fall
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260 DRAMATICS--A study of the theories and principles of acting and directing in
the school theatre. Prerequisite: Speech 220 or consent of instructor. Winter, Summer
321 PLAY PRODUCTION-A study of scene building, design, lighting, make-up, and
the technical organization necessary to the production of plays. Prerequisite: Speech
220 or consent of instructor.
Spring
325 ADVANCED PLAY PRODUCTION-A course intended primarily as a laboratory to
supplement the prerequisite courses. Focus of attention is on the use of the stage as a
working mechanism and the application of theories of directing and stage technic.
Four credits are given for three consecutive quarters of work in this course. Prerequisite: Speech 321.
327 PERSUASION AND FORMS OF PuBLIC ADDRESS--A course giving added emphasis tQ the uses of effective extemporaneous speech, together with a study of the psychological elements in the audience-speaker situation. A study is made of the ways and
means of securing and holding attention for the purpose of winning a response, and
consideration is given to the analysis of audiences and audience appeals. Prerequisite:
Speech 220.
Winter
350 THE TEACHING OF SPEECH IN nrn ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-A course to consider the oral language opportunities and difficulties present in the elementary and intermediate grades. Reports, readings, and demonstrations, together with a discussion of
sources of usable materials, will supplement the laboratory work in creative speech activities which will be conducted in the training school. Prerequisites : Speech 220 and
Speech 222.
2 credits. Spring
355 THE TEACHING OF SPEECH IN TI-IE SECONDARY SCHOOL-A course considering fundamental principles underlying speech education in the secondary school. A
study is made of the content of speech courses, the narure of speech activities, method,
of instruction, organization of materials, and the analysis and evaluation of ten books.
Attention is given to such specific problems of the speech teacher as those involved in
the conduct of special programs, commencement services, auditorium programs, oral
readings, plays, group activities, discussions, and debate. Prerequisites: Speech 220
and Speech 222.
2 credits. Fall

LIBRARY SCIENCE
151 LIBRARY TECHNIC-The purpose of the course is to make efficient users of
books and libraries. The work covers the rules and plan of the library: its classification; the card catalog; the Reader's Guide; other special indexes; parts of the book; reference books; and the making of a bibliography as a summary of library research
methods.
1 cr~it
473 ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TI-IE SMALL SCHOOL LIBRARYThis course is planned to give the teacher-librarian the technics needed for planning
and organizing the school library and for making it function in the school. The basic
operations of classification and cataloging are included. Discussion and laboratory
periods.
Summer
474 OBSERVATION AND PRACTICE-This unit of the teacher-librarian course includes visiting elementary and high school libraries and the performing of actual library processes, such as, book discharging, shelf reading, filing of catalog cards, inventory, etc.
1 credit. Summer
475 THE SCHOOL LIBRARY AS AN INFORMAL LABORATORY-The work covers
reference books and other types of books and materials needed in the small school
library and their use in supplying needed information. Discussion and laboratory
periods.
Summer
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DMSION OF MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS
20 SoLID GEOMETRY-Offered annually on request . .All students who major or minor in mathematics are required to take this course unless they have had Solid Geomerry in high school.
No credit
121 CuLroRAL MA1HEMATICS--The topics of this course include both computa•
tional and informational mathematics. Topics such as the following will be considered : brief history of mathematics; our number system; use and interpretation of graphs;
use of formulas; functional relations; mathematics of the finite and the infinite; series;
measurement; statistics.
123 BUSINESS MA1HEMATICS--This course is for those who are majoring or minoring in Business Education. Topics such as the following will be considered: our number system; use and interpretation of graphs; meaning and use of appropriate formulas; series; measurement; statistics; compound interest premutations, combinations, and
the binomial theorem; probability; life insurance; life annuities; index numbers.
Winter, Spring
151-351 TuE TEACHING OF .ARI1HMETIC IN 1HE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-The
purpose of this course is to discuss the problems involved in the teaching of arithmetic from grade one through grade eight. The following topics will be discussed: the
reading and writing of numbers; the four fundamental operations with integers, denominate numbers, common and decimal fractions; measurement and intuitive geometry; business arithmetic; the formula, equations, graphs, and signed numbers. All
of these topics will be discussed in their relationship to the Minnesota Elementary
School Curriculum. Observation of teaching in which the above topics are exemplified is an essential part of the course.
220 CoLLEGE ALGEBRA-The topics included are: introduction the quadratic equation, ratio and proportion; the progressions; logarithms; mathematical induction; binomial theorem; linear functions, quadratic functions; graphical representation of numbers; variation. Prerequisite: Mathematics 121.
Fall, Spring
221 COLLEGE ALGEBRA-The topics included are : complex numbers; simultaneous
quadratic equations, permutations and combinations; probability; determinants; partial
fractions; inequalities; theory of equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 121. Fall, Winter
222 TRIGONOMETRY-The topics included are : trigonometric functions ; solution of
right triangles; logarithms; radian measure; properties of trigonometric functions, the
fundamental relations; functions of two angles; the oblique triangle; inverse trigonometric functions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 221.
Winter, Spring
223 ANALYTICS--This course includes: the point; the straight line; the equation and
locus; the circle; the _parbola; the ellipse; the hyperbola; conics; algebraic curves;
transcendental curves; parametric equations; polar equations; transformations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 222.
Fall, Spring
325

CoLLEGE GEOMETRY-This course offers a body of geometric doctrine which is

a direct extension of plane geometry-built of the same material, closely interwoven

with it, and yet interesting, new and fascinating. It offers the student a mature review,
it teaches him to apply methods of proof and solution of problems which will later
prove most effective; it encourages him to do real creative work. Prerequisite : Mathematics 221.
Winter, Spring
327 DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS-This course includes the following topics: the derivative; differentiation; differential notation; maxima and minima of algebraic functions; differentiation of trigonometric functions; differentiation of the logarithmic and
exponential functions.
Fall, Winter
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330 ELEMENTS OF STATISTICS-This course presupposes no mathematics beyond
the usual secondary geometry and algebra.
It includes topics as follows: Computation, charts, diagrams, graphs, frequency, distributions, general tendencies, index
numbers, measures of dispersion, frequency curves, curve fitting and correlation.
423 THEORY OF EQUATIONS-This course is a general study of algebraic theory. It
includes: complex numbers; elementary theorems on roots of equations; constructions
with ruler and compass; cubic equations; quartic equations; isolation of real roots; solution of numerical equations. Prerequisite: Mathematics 223.
Winter
426 INTEGRAL CALCULUS-This course includes the following topics: integration
and the simpler applications of integration; differential equations; successive differentiation and integration; infinite series; expansion of functions; integration of special
classes of functions; properties of plane curves.
Spring
451 PROFESSIONAL SUBJECT MATTER FOR JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS-This course is required of those who major or minor in mathematics.
It is both a subject matter and a teaching course. These topics are considered: business
arithmetic; intuitive geometry; the formula; the equation; signed numbers; graphs; the
reorganization of the subject matter in algebra and geometry together with modern
instructional practices in these subjects.
Fall, Winter
453 FIELD WORK IN MATHEMATICS-This course aims to provide interesting applications of mathematics through the use of the transit; the level; the plane table; the
sextant; the angle mirror; the clinometer; the hysometer; the ~idade; and the slide rule
in actual field experience. The content of this course offers valuable supplementary
work for numerical trigonometry and indirect measurement in the junior high school,
and in regular high school classes in geometry and trigonometry.
Fall, Spring

SCIENCES
Prerequisites: For biology minors, Biology 143; for physical science minors, 16 hours
of credit in physical sciences; for science majors, Biology 143 and 16 hours credit in
physical sciences.
451 THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-The objectives,
methods, and materials of science teaching in the elementary grades of rural and urban
schools. An activity program in science based on the Minnesota Course of Study is
planned and carried out in part.
Spring
453 THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL-The objectives,
methods, and materials of science teaching at junior and senior high school levels. An
attempt is made to translate the Minnesota Syllabi for General Science, Biology, Physics,
and Chemistry into challenging, purposeful pupil enterprises. Many of these enterprises are carried to completion during the course. Equipment, supplies, books, and supplementary materials for carrying on an active science program are evaluated. Winter
BIOLOGY
141 GENERAL COLLEGE BIOLOGY-The course begins with a survey of the living
environment and provides acquaintance with the commoner forms of life and their
recreational aspects. It proceeds through an ecological approach to the problems of
their utilization, production, control, conservation, and restoration.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field. and Lab. Fall, Sprin1
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142 GENERAL COLLEGE BIOLOGY-The course begins with the study of the activities of cells and the problems of maintaining normal functioning in multi-cellular organisms, including man. Units on reproduq:ion, the mechanisms and applications of
heredity, and evolution follow. The course is designed to develop a biological outlook
and to aid in understanding the child. Prerequisite : Biology 141.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab.
Winter
143 GENERAL COLLEGE BIOLOGY-This course is designed to provide science Stu•
dents with a better understanding of plant and animal structure and functioning than
is obtained in courses in general education. Required of all Science Majors and Biology Minors. Prerequisite : Biology 142.
2hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Spring
341 ENToMOLOGY-Insects are collected, reared and classified. Their relations to human welfare are stressed. Students prepare individual school reference collections of
the commonest families of inSectS and an economic collection. Prerequisite: Biology
142.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Fall
343 FIELD VERTEBRAE ZOOLOGY-This course consists of a survey of the fishes, amphibia, reptiles and mammals of Minnesota in which the species are determined and
their habits, habitats and economic values are studied in the field and laboratory. Stu•
dents will assist in caring for live anin;ials and building a museum. Prerequisite: Biology 142.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Fall
345 LOCAL FLORA-The classification and relationships of the common families of
plants.
The St.Cloud Floral Greenhouse is used as a laboratory during the
first four weeks of the course. During the remainder of the course the native plants are
studied in their natural habitats, with supplemental use of a College Herbarium. Prerequisite: Biology 142.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Spring
347 ORNilHOLOGY-This course deals with the classifications, habits, and economic
status of the resident and migratory birds of the St.Cloud region. Emphasis is placed
on birds as teaching materials for children. Prerequisite: Biology 142.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Spring
349 CONTEMPORARY CONSERVATION PROBLEMS-This course is adapted to meet
the needs of teachers of conservation in the public schools of the state. It is a study of
the conservation of the natural and human resources, special emphasis being placed
upon the resources of Minnesota. Objectives, conservation methods used, and types of
resources, such as minerals, land, water, forests, fish, game and recreational areas are
studied. Prerequisite : Biology 142.
2- hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab.
Fall
441 ECOLOGY-The inter-relations of plants and animals with their environment.
The units of the course are: ( 1) the inter-relations of individual plants and animals
with the factors of the environment; (2) plant and animal communities of the St.
Cloud region; (3) plant and animal succession; ( 4) life regions of the United States.
Prerequisite: Biology 142.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab.
Fall
443 GENETICS-This course deals with the application of the principles and theories
of heredity to man as an individual and in groups and with the effects of environmental influences upon his physical nature and reactions. Research findings on plant and
animal breeding are also given attention. Prerequisite : Biology 142.
Winter
445 GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY-A study of how life is maintained, including physiology of the cell, life processes in plants and animals, and the integration and co-ordination of life processes in the human body. Prerequisite : Biology 142, and high school
or college chemistry.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Winter
447 PLANT MORPHOLOGY-This course consists of a study of the development of
the plant kingdom. Plants of each group are studied from point of view of taxonomy,
reproduction, and group relationship. This development is traced from the simpler
fungi and algae to the seed plants. Prerequisite : Biology 142.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Field and Lab. Winter
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES
121 GENBllAL PHYSICAL ScIENCE-Fundamental concepts of matter and energy, as
they operate in ourselves and in our natural and industrial environment. The course
aims (1) to help the student find himself in his universe and (2) to provide a minimum of scientific information and experience to enable the teacher in the elementary
school to give adequate instruction in this field of science. Assignment will be varied
and modified to meet the individual needs and interests of the student.
221 GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY-An introductory course designed to acquaint the student with fundamental concepts of the subject. Major topics to be studied include the following: gases, liquids, solids, solutions; molecular, atomic, electronic
and inonization theories; valence; types of chemical reactions; reaction velocity and
chemical equilibrium; chemical formulas and equations. 2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Fall
222 GENERAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY-A course dealing with the study of metals
and non-metals with emphasis upon the industrial methods of production and uses of
these elements and their compounds. Prerequisite: Chemistry 221.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Winter
223 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS-A course designed to acquaint the student with methods for the isolation and identification of metalic and negative ions. Emphasis will be
laid upon a study of solutions, precipitations, chemical equilibrium and types of chemical reactions. Prerequisite: Chemistry 222.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Spring
321 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY-An introductory course designed to acquaint the student
with fundamental concepts of the subject. Major topics include structure, isomerism,
types of compounds, methods of syntheses and practical applications.
Prerequisite:
Chemistry 222.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Spring
323 PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY-A general study of the chemistry of metabolism
of plants and animals including the chemistry of foods and regulatory substances, such
as hormones, enzymes, and vitamins. Prerequisite: Chemistry 222.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Spring
331 MECHANICS-A study of the mechanics of solids, liquids, and gases subdivided
as follows: Matter and force; principle of moments and equilibrium; vectors; pressure
in liquids; acceleration; molecular motions and forces; Newton's Laws of Motion; work
and energy; motion of fluids; rotary and harmonic motion. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab. Fall
332 MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY-A study of magnetism and electricity subdivided as follows : Magnetism; static electricity; electricity in motion; chemical effects; magnetic effects; conduction through gases; electrical radiations; electrical machines and devices.
·
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Winter
333 HEAT, LIGHT, AND SoUND--(A) Heat: Thermometry; expansion coefficients;
work and energy; changes of state; transference of heat; industrial applications of
change of state. (B) Light : Nature and propagation of light; image formation; color
phenomena; interference; the visible spectrum; polarization. (C) Sound: Nature and
transmission of sound; properties of musical sounds. 2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Spring
341 ELECTRONICS AND RADIO COMMUNICATION-Electronic emission, construction
and operation of vacuum tubes, photo-electric effect, rectifiers, amplifiers, oscillators,
radio transmission and reception circuits. Prerequisite: a year of physics or permission of the instructor.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab.
-431 ExPERIMENTAL PHYSICS-A laboratory course designed to give the interested
student an opportunity to work on advanced experimental problems and technics of
physics. Prerequisite: Physics 333.
2 hrs. Disc. 4 hrs. Lab. Fall
432 MODERN PHYSICS-Development in Modern Physics includes such topics as:
Atomic and nuclear structure, quantum theory, spectroscopy, photo-electric phenomena,
conduction of electricity through gases, relativity theory and cosmic rays. Source and
reference reading will replace the use of a text. Prerequisite: Physics 333.
Winter
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DIVISION OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
EDUCATION
151-350 THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SoiOOL-The purpose
of this course is to discuss the problems involved in the teaching of reading from
grade one through grade eight. The following topics will be considered: Psychology
of reading; measuring achievement; materials for reading instruction; typical activities; reading readiness; pre-primer work; diagnostic and remedial teaching; and worktype and recreatory reading both oral and silent with the skills, knowledge, attitude,
and abilities specific to each. All of these topics will be discussed in their relationship
to the Minnesota Elementary School Curriculum. Observation of teaching in which the
above are exemplified is an essential part of the course.
252 INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS-This is an introductory course in teaching principles and technics. Topics include: artistic teaching; aima
and methods of early and modern education; influence of important leaders; unit plan;
group participation; motivation; questioning; lesson types; lesson plans; environment
materials; and classroom control. Lessons exemplifying these topics are observed.
254 DIRECTING LEARNING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-This course is required
on the two-year elementary curriculum, and must be taken the same quaqer as the first
student teaching except by special arrangement with the Director of Training. It will
help the teacher direct work in the following elementary school subjects: composition,
elementary science, health and safety, phonics, spelling, and social studies. The topics
to be considered will include objectives, curriculum content, ways of organizing subject
matter for learning, methods of teaching, equipment and materials of instruction. Directed observation of teaching in the campus laboratory school will be an important
part of the course. Prerequisite: Education 252.
256 METHODS OF EDUCATION-This course deals with the rural teachers' work. Emphasis is placed upon the program of studies; teaching through activity units; organization of the school library; activities of teachers; school building and equipment;
school law; records; and reports. Provision is made for the observation of teaching in
rural schools.
320 NURSERY SCHOOL EDUCATION-This course acquaints the student with the
aims and methods of nursery school education, showing in detail how the nursery
school program supplements the home and meets the interests and needs of the young
child by providing for growth and development of the fundamental habits and attitudes. This is an elective course which must parallel Teaching 321.
2 credits
344 TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS-The purpose of this course is to train students in
the ability to apply educational tests in the elementary and secondary school subjects
and to cooperate in school testing programs. Special emphasis is given to: historical
development of tests; the giving, scoring, summarizing, and interpreting of standard•
ized tests; selection and evaluation of standardized tests; relationship between intelligence and achievement tests; detection of specific weaknesses of pupils and application
of remedial devices in the improvement of instruction; practice in the construction of
various types of objective examinations; use of standard tests to determine school progress and achievement. Opportunity is given for the development through practice of
skill in administering standard tests. Each student becomes acquainted with the various tests available in the fields of his major and minor. Recommended only for juniors and seniors. Prerequisite: Psychology 261.
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546 DIRECTED OBSERVATION-This course is intended primarily for teachers of experience who seek a concrete approach to the problems of teaching.
The work will
consist of ( 1) reading and discussions to formulate principles and standards of successful teaching and (2) observations in the campus laboratory school followed by interpretative discussions of the teacher and pupil activities observed. Student needs will
help to determine the major topics to be considered in the course. This course is nt:>t
a substitute for one of the required courses in education, but may be taken as an elective.
2 credits. Summer
348 READING PROBLEMS CLINIC-A symposium course will be conducted by a group
of specialists (faculty members) interested in understanding and solving v:arious problems related to reading difficulties, their causes and their remedial treatment. Problems
pertaining to both beginning and advanced readers will be included in the study. Special emphasis will be given to the physical and psychological growth and development
of the child as a basis for the consideration of reading technics. Practical laboratory
work and teaching demonstrations will coincide with lectures and readings on the
subject.
351 NURSERY SCHOOL-KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY EDUCATION-This course acquaints
the student with the aims and methods of nursery school, kindergarten and first-grade
education, and shows how the program meets the needs and interests of the child at
each age level and provides for the development of the fundamental habits, skills and
attitudes. It includes observation in the nursery school, kindergarten and first grade.
The course stresses the unification of nursery school, kindergarten and first-grade education from the point of view of continuity of various phases of growth, and the problems presented by the child at each growth level. The course is required for students
specializing in kindergarten-primary education.
Winter
352

KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION-This course deals with the general organization

and methods of instruction in the kindergarten; characteristics and needs of the five-

year-old child; problems of individual children; equipment and records; the curriculum; and supervised observations in the kindergarten. Students registering for this
course are required to teach in the kindergarten throughout the same quarter.

Fall, Spring
354 INTRODUCTION TO nIE TEACHING IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS-This course concerns itself with the principles of secondary school instruction as they are revealed in
topics like: place of the secondary school in society, the junior-senior high school student, the problem method, unit, appreciation, activity, measuring and marking, adjustment of instruction to individual needs, assignments, work books, visual instruction,
measuring attention, discipline, problem pupil, routine management, planning work.
Special application is made when possible, to the student's major and minor interests.
The students observe applications of these principles. This is a prerequisite course
for teaching in the secondary field.
356 ACTIVflY UNITS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS-The purposes of this course are:
To give the student an understanding of the so-called "activity curriculum," its present
status, its objectives and methods and how it meets the needs and interests of the child
at each grade level and provides for the developing of the fundamental habits, skills
and attitudes; to show how activity units can enrich subject matter fields; to stress activity units according to the purposes dominating them; to stress, also, the principles of
the continuity of the development of the growing child and the active learning through
work and play. Demonstrations and planning activities will be a practical part of the
course. Observations in the college laboratory school.
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358 TRENDS IN READING IN ELEMENTARY SOIOOLS--This course offers mature
students and experienced teachers opportunity to study and evaluate some of the newer trends in reading and their practical applications in the classroom. Some of the topics selected are: reading readiness; beginning reading; pre-primer reading activities;
incidental reading; the teacher's responsibility in planning early reading activities; library correlation; levels of ability and individual difficulties, their diagnostic and remedial treatment, the objectives, methods, materials of worktype and recreatory reading.
both oral and silent. The place of drills, phonics, tests, and seatwork will be considered.
Observation in the college laboratory school.
362 THE ELEMENTARY SOIOOL CURRICULUM-The purposes of this course are :
To understand the history and growth of the elementary school curriculum; to comprehend the problem of organization of subjects for economy of time and related content; to understand the contribution of each school subject to the education of children; to understand the relation of the school subjects to modern social needs; to be
able to set up objectives for a given period of teaching in terms of the school subjects;
to be able to organize large units of teaching in the various school subjects; and to
recognize changing social needs and changing concepts of education as bases of currirulum organization. The State Curriculum for the Elementary Schools of Minnesota
and the textbooks used in the State will be used in this course.
Spring
364 THE SECONDARY SOIOOL CURRICULUM-This course deals with. the principles
of secondary school curricula construction; the secondary school pupils; their characteristics, diHerences among them, elimination from school, guidance of; aims and objectives of secondary education; selection, validation of materials; fundamentals; education for citizenship, home membership. moral behavior, use of leisure, health, vocations; program of studies; constants, variables, electives, extra-curricular activities; the
Minnesota Junior-Senior High School Course of study.
Fall, Winter
368 VISUAL EDUCATION-This course deals with teaching aids which will stimulate
student participation and enrich instruction. It is recommended for all class room
teachers, superintendents, and supervisors. The course covers commercial and homemade lantern slides, silent and sound motion pictures, film slides, graphs, stereographs,
exhibits, excursions, photographs, bulletin boards, maps, blackboards, moving pictures
and copy cameras, opaque projectors, the care and use of equipment, literature of the
field and methods of application of each aid to the teaching situation. All equipment
will be available and practice will be given in its use.
Summer
370 THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL-The Junior High School : its development, its
status, its functions, its currirula, its organization and management.
420 GUIDANCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS--A course designed to prepare administrators, counselors, and homeroom teachers to deal with guidance problems on the secondary school level. Special consideration is given to the following: the use of tests in
guidance, records and record keeping, ability grouping, problem cases, and problems
of the counselor.
2 credits
459 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION-This course seeks (1) to acquaint the student
with the nature of philosophical inquiry in education, ( 2) to establish the criteria for
validating educational philosophy, ( 3 ) to determine the sources of the fundamental
assumptions in education, and ( 4) to evaluate current educational theory as set forth
in the published materials of those writers who appear to be most influential in shaping educational thought. The ultimate goal is an understanding of the basic philosophy
underlying existing theories which may enable the student to formulate a more adequate theory of education.
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472 SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION-The following problems will
be discussed: Types of organization for elementary and secondary schools; classification
and promotion of pupils; organization of the program for instruction; the improvement of instruction; the administration of service agencies ( attendance, psychological
tests, health, and welfare) ; library service; public relations; effective office plant; the
professional elementary and secondary principal; student guidance; types of school
districts; sources of revenue budgeting; school law; teacher-pupil relationship; extracurricular activities.
474 EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION-This course is intended to acquaint students
with the administration of education in the United States. It deals with the problems
relating to the participating of the Federal government in education; the organization
and duties of state departments of education; the major activities of boards and superintendents in local school units.
Summer
476 SUPERVISION AND IMPROVEMENT OP INSTRUCTION-A general course in SU•
pervision in which students of both elementary and secondary fields may be permitted
some opportunity for concentration on their respective fields of emphasis.
477 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL SUPERVISION-An advanced course in supervision in which special problems relating to (a) the elementary or (b) the secondary
field may be dealt with. Prerequisite: Education 476 or upon consultation with the
instructor.
493 VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE-This course deals with the meaning, purpose, and
aim of vocational guidance. Methods of investigation in guidance including objective
and subjective study of the individual as well as a study of occupational data are discussed. The fundamental place of guidance in modern education is stressed and typical
problems are considered.
495 WORKSHOP IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION-A course designed to meet the
needs of experienced teachers with specific teaching problems. Students carry on an
intensive study under direction of workshop staff who give personal guidance, suggest
methods and references, and put students in touch with other sources of help. Students
share in planning the day's activities which may include: consultations, group discussions, observations, and creative and recreational experiences. Prerequisite: Teaching
experience and permission of workshop staff.
4 or 8 credits
PSYCHOLOGY
121 PSYCHOLOGY-This course seeks to provide an orientation to and understanding
of the basic principles underlying thought, feeling and action. It includes a study of:
factors. in personality development, personality measurements, individual differences,
intelligence, emotions, control of personal-social behavior; and observing, learning and
thinking.
261 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY-An Introductory course in the psychology of
learning. The following topics are studied: The development of the individual child
from the standpoints of growth, health, interests, and social, emotional and intellectual characteristics; the nature of the learning process, laws of learning, the economy
of learning, retention, transference, problem solving, motivation, guidance, influences
detrimental to learning. Prerequisite: Psychology 121.
341 PSYCHOLOGY OP CHILDHOOD--This course traces growth and development
through the prenatal period, infancy and childhood. It deals with physical, intellectual,
emotional and social development in the light of the most recent research findings and
studies the contribution of each to personality adjustments. The course includes a
study of guidance with directed observations in the nursery school, kindergarten and
primary grades. Planned especially for students specializing in the elementary field.
Prerequisite: Psychology 121.
Winter, Summer
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343 PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE-This course deals with growth and develop.
ment of its various phases during the adolescent years, and the personality adjustments
of the adolescent in the home, in the school, and in the community. Special attention
is given to the impulses, interests, and special needs of the adolescent with a view to
developing in the student a better understanding of and a more sympathetic attitude
toward adolescence. Consideration is given to educational and vocational guidance.
Planned especially for students specializing in the secondary field. Prerequisite: Psychology 121.
Fall, Spring, Summer
3 71 PSYCHOLOGY OF ExCEPTIONAL CHILDREN-This course endeavors ( 1) to acquaint teachers with the physical and mental characteristics of children so that they
may be able to recognize such cases and (2) to indicate how best to remove or minimize defects and provide proper care for the gifted and the delinquent. The types of
exceptional children studied are: crippled, bliml and partially seeing, deaf and hard of
hearing, defect in speech, lowered vitality; mentally retarded; behavior problem; gifted.
Spring, Summer
471 PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENTS-Aims to develop an understanding of the char•
acteristics of the wholesome personality and its needs. Reading, discussion and observation are used in training the prospective teacher to apply positive principles of mental and emotional hygiene in the teacher's own personality _development and in the
prevention of the maladjustment in her pupils. Prerequisite: Psychology 121 and Psychology 261.
2 credits
481 PSYCHOLOGY OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SUBJECTs-A study of the laws of
learning as applied to the various elementary school subjects with special attention to
the most recent experiments and the latest findings. School practices and procedures
are examined for conformity with accepted or established principles. Discovery of
where and why pupils have difficulty in the learning of the elementary school subjects
receives a major emphasis.
Winter

DIVISION OF SOCIAL STUDIES
PROFESSIONAL COURSES

351 THE TEACHING OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-This
course includes a study of the place of social studies in the curriculum, the curriculum
content, methods of teaching social studies, experience in organizing teaching units in
the social studies, and the equipment and materials of instruction. Observation.
2 credits. Winter
351 THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY IN THE ELEMENTARY ScHooL-This course
presents the objectives of- the teaching of geography and geography materials and their
sources. Graduation of subject matter and the technic of the use of visual aids such as
pictures, maps, and graphs are emphasized. Opportunity is provided for the organization of units for teaching in the different grades. Observation.
2 hrs. Disc. 1 hr. Lab. 2 credits. Spring
3 53

THE TEACHING OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL-A sur-

vey of contemporary practices in the teaching of social studies in the secondary schools. .

The course includes a study of curriculum, methods and equipment, measurement and
evaluation.

2 credits.

Fall, Spring

353 THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY IN THE SECONDARY ScHOOL-This course
covers the content of and methods used in the teaching of high school geography. Each
student is given experience in the organization and the presentation of units at the
high school level. Emphasis is placed on the preparation and use of visual aids, such as
maps and graphs. 2 hrs. Disc. 1 hr. Lab.
2 credits. Spring
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362 SOCIAL STUDIES WORKSHOP IN INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS-A study,
through typical workshop procedures, of problems arising from world war and peacetime reconstruction. The work is based upon problems of interest to the student. Study
is carried on individually and through group discussion under direction of the several participating faculty members.
GEOGRAPHY
171 REGIONAL HUMAN GEOGRAPHY-This course is a survey of climatic regions of
the world showing relationships between man's activities and the natural environment
of each climatic type. To insure the understanding of the distribution of climatic
types, sun behavior, winds, ocean currents, and land forms are stressed. This course is
a prerequisite to all other courses in geography.
271 EcONOMIC GEOGRAPHY-This course deals in detail with the relationships between types of human activities (industries) and the natural environment. The leading
products and the important areas of their production together with the commerce of
these commodities with special emphasis on methods and practices are presented in
terms of the environmental complex of the various regions. May be used as an elective
in Economics.
273 GENERAL GEOLOGY-A study of the origin, history, and rock structure of the
earth. The processes and agents at work changing the earth are given special study. An
economic treatment of building stones, iron, coal, and oil is included. The laboratory
work gives an opportunity to become familiar with the common rocks and minerals.
275 GEOGRAPHY OF NORTII AMERICA-The continent is studied according to geographic regions. The dominant economic activity forms the core of organization for the
study of each region. However, all significant activities are treated in an attempt to
give a complete imagery and "feel" of each region included within the continent. Fall
277

GEOGRAPHY OF Soum AMERICA-In this course the major geographic regions

are studied. The core of organization for each region is the leading activity or activities,

and one objective is a better understanding of the point of view of Latin Americans.
Fall
371 GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA-As in all studies of modern geography, emphasis is placed upon relationship between human activities and the natural environment in the major geographic regions. The course aims to help the student interpret the problems of
the United States in its dealings with the East.
Winter
373 CONSERVATION OF WORLD RESOURCES-A study of our natural resources and
the part they play in regional and natural development The wise use of resources is
stressed rather than restriction of all use. Class discussions deal with such topics as soils,
forests, waters, minerals, wild life, recreational resources, and the conservation of man.
375 GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE-This regional treatment of Europe includes a geographic interpretation of the political and economic conditions of the more important
nations of the continent. In so far as possible reasons are given for the present conditions within each geographic region.
Winter ,
3 79 GEOGRAPHY OF MINNESOTA-A study of Minnesota's industries from the
standpoint of land utilization. The principal industries will be studied both in relation
to the environment and the characteristics of the people.
Spring
387 PoLmCAL GEOGRAPHY-The study of the geographic conditions inBuencing
the significant political changes in the world today, especially those in Europe and the
Far East. May be used as an elective in Political Science.
Fall
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389 GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY-This course is essentially human geography from a
global point of view, emphasizing the interrelationship of countries and peoples. Part
I presents the following units: the earth and its planetary relations; map projections
and map reading; climatology. Part II includes economic regions of the world, transportation and trade. Part III is geography's contribution to world peace. Prerequisite:
Geography 171 or consent of instructor.
471 HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY-A study of relationships between natural environment and the history of the United States previous to 1850. The following units are
covered: The influence of the .Appalachian barrier upon colonial history; the westward
movement in relation to the physiology features of the .Appalachian system; geograph
ical environment of the early Trans-Allegheny settlements; the Louisiana Purchase in
the light of geographic conditions. May be used as an elective in History.
Winter
473 METEOROLOGY-CLIMATOLOGY-This course ·deais with the study of the atmosphere, weather, instruments used in gathering climatic data, weather maps, and weather forecasting. Daily observations of weather are made and recorded. Visits to observation stations are provided. Utility value of work of the United States Weather Bureau is presented.
Winter
475 GEOGRAPHY OF .AFRICA-In this course emphasis is placed on the influence of
Middle Latitude direction in the development of various regions of the continent of
.Africa. The value of the possessions to the Mother Countries is studied . .As in all modern geography stress is placed upon relations between man's activities and environmental conditions.
Spring
479 GEOGRAPHY OF THB PACIFIC BASIN-The subject matter of this course deals
with the areas bordering the Pacific Ocean and with the island groups of the Pacific.
The geographic treatment of the basin as a unit gives a basis for understanding the
present conflict and future trends.

HISTORY
131 EUROPEAN BACKGROUND--The development of western European civilization is
traced from the earliest beginning down to 1500 .A.O. Studies are made of the contributions of the most ancient nations of the Near East; the development of Greek and
Roman civilization; the civilization of medieval Europe down to the period when the
transfer of European civilization from the Old World to the New began to take place.
241 .AMERICAN HISTORY-The course is a general survey of the agricultural era,
1492 to 1860. It is a story of the development of a new nation on the .Atlantic seaboard, the expansion of its population westward to the Pacific, and the emergence of
sectionalism which threatens to destroy it.
321 LATIN .AMERICAN HISTORY-This course deals with the colonial and the natural
history of the peoples of Central and South .America, with some attention to the old
world background and to pre-Columbian civilization. Special emphasis is given to
Mexico and Cuba because of the unusually close relationship between these countries
and the United States.
Winter
331 .ANOBNT WORLD-This course discusses the social, cultural, economic and political development of the most ancient nations, Babylonians, Egyptians, Persians, .Assyrians, Hittites, Phoenecians, and Hebrews. .About half the course is given to the
classical civilization of Greece and Rome.
Fall
332 EARLY MODERN HISTORY-1500-1815-This course traces the effects of the
Renaissance and the Reformation from 1°500 to 1648. Next there is a study of absolute
monarchy from 1648 to 1789. In the final period, 1789 to 1815, the beginnings of
Revolution and Democracy are stuqied.
Winter
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333 RECENT WORLD HISTORY-1815-present-This course traces the influence of
nationalism, democracy, and imperialism. The rise of middl~class industrialism, the
First World War, and recent revolutionary tendencies, brings the survey down to the
present.
Spring
335 ENGLISH HISTORY-In this course the evolution of parliament, the progtess of
democracy, the expansion of the British Empire, and lastly, economic, social, and cultural developments are studied.
Spring
340 AMERICAN HISTORY-1801-1865-This course, beginning with Thomas Jeffer,on and ending with Abraham Lincoln, attempts to explain: Jeffersonian Democracy;
the New Nationalism; Jacksonian Democracy; territorial expansion to the Pacific; and
finally, the slavery issue.
Fall
341 AMERICAN HISTORY-1865-1900--This ,course traces the rise and triumph of
the industrial state. Due consideration is given to the problem of reconstruction following the Civil War; the problems of transportation, agriculture, and labor, which
arose from the expansion of industry; and the social and political changes incident to
the growth of industry and population.
Winter
342 RECENT AMERICAN HISTORY-This course presents the United States as a
World Power. The interplay of foreign and domestic policies is emphasized, beginning with the Progressive Movement, continuing through the First World War, and
ending with the Second World War.
343 MINNESOTA HISTORY-This course is a survey of the entire field of Minnesota
History based largely on the publications of the Minnesota Historical Society. Spring
345 AMERICAN EcONOMIC HISTORY-This course traces the economic development
of the United States from the Colonial period (1492-1790), through the Agricultural
era ( 1790-1865) to the present Industrial state (1865-present.) May be used as an
elective in Economics.
Fall
347 FOREIGN RELATIONS OP THE UNITED STATBS--1776-present-This course is
organized as a chronological and topical survey of the evolution of American foreign
policy. Special emphasis is based on fundamental principles. Problems of neutral
rights, the development of the Monroe Doctrine, and the influence of sectional politics
on the foreign policy are among the subjects discussed.
Winter
435 HISTORY OP THE FAR EAST-This course is the story of the origin, deTelopment, and peculiar characteristics of the civilization of the Far East. Particular attention is given to the place in the modern world.
2 credits. Fall
437 CURRENT WORLD HISTORY-This course is a study of the origins and background of the Second World War, including an examination of the role of the United
States in world affairs and a study of the leading proposals for the organization of
• permanent peace.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
273 PRINCIPLES OP EcONOMICS--This is an elementary course dealing with the
structural organization of modern economic society, its functions and practices. Discussion centers around the following topics: production, consumption, exchange, tax•
ation, population, labor, private and public control, agriculture and industry. The
economics of war are given due recognition in all appropriate discussions.
367 OcCUPATIONAL TRENDs--This course is designed to prepare teachers for the
nrious occupational information courses. Special emphasis is placed upon student diagnosis and methods of disseminating occupational information in relation to the per,onal abilities and interests of the indiTidual.
Spring
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-471 MONEY AND BANKING-This is a study of the monetary system of the United
States emphasizing among others such topics as: Inflation and deflation; Central bank
policy; Federal Reserve System; prices in the Business Cycle; International Connection
of Price Movements; Stability of the Price Level Monetary Policies.
Spring
473 LABOR PROBLEMS-A study is made as a factor of production and the demands
for and supply of labor. A detailed study is made of trade and labor unionism with its
attendant effects upon society. Appropriate discussions are held regarding the policies
and position of labor in the United States.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
281 AMERICAN GoVERNMENT-This course deals with the purposes and the organ•
ization of government. The fundamental principles of American government receive
ireat emphasis. The history of our governmental institutions is considered for the
purpose of tracing those changes which have had to do with the extension or curtailment of Democracy. Current problems arc discussed in relation to the strengthening
of Democracy in the United States. Great stress is placed on the study of the emergency program and war time policy and administration.
381

PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION-A study is made of the administra-

tive functions of our Federal and State Governments with special emphasis on Civil
Service procedure under the National, State, and Municipal Governments, and the

problems of finance through the study of budgetry reform.
383

Winter

WORLD GOVERNMENTS-This course is a survey of world governments through

the study of selected types: European, Far Eastern, South American. Special emphasis

on new established governments and new political theories and philosophies.

Spring

481 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION-This course is a study of the history and
development of the community of nation; the organization and authority of the League
of Nations; the League and the intcrrtational crisis; future possibilities of a world
family of nations.
Winter
483 CONSTITUTIONAL LAw-A study is made of Supreme Court decisions as they
pertain to Federal and State Constitutions. Topics include: Relation of the Federal
Government to the States; Civil and Political Rights; Due Process; the Powers of
Legislative, Executive and Judicial Departments; Commerce; Taxation; New Deal
Legislation.
Fall
485 POLITICAL PARTIEs-This course is an analysis of the American party system.
A study is made of the structure, methods, practices, and policies of political parties;
the place of the political party in American life and the significance of the relation•
ship between the individual and the party.
Fall

SOCIOLOGY
261 INTRODUCTION TO SocIOLOGY-This course is a study of inter-human rcla•
tions including : the group, the group and personality, group interaction, the community, culture and social institutions, pathology of the group and social control. It includes a unit dealing with the effects of narcotics and alcoholic liquors on social insti•
tutions. This course meets the requirements of chapter 584 of the Session Laws of
1943.
263 RURAL SOCIOLOGY-A study is made of the behavior of men in rural communities; rural population, rural social institutions, rural standards of living, and rural
10eial and economic problems. Rural and urban social institutions arc contrasted.
Winter
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263a RURAL SOCIOLOGY-This course is a brief survey of Sociology 263 designed
for students on the two-year course. Classes are conducted for six weeks. This course
is not open to degree students.
2 credits
361 CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS-An analysis is made of contemporary social problems and proposed solutions. The following are considered: unemployment, poverty,
crime, family disorganization, poor housing, race problems, and the physically and
mentally handicapped.
Fall
363 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY-This course is a study of community life and the
way it develops personality followed by a consideration of plans for organizing school
activities more like community activities. It is, also, an investigation of plans for promoting contacts between school groups and community groups; and the community
survey and the community coordinating council. May be used as an elective in Education.
Winter
365 CRIMINOLOGY-A study is made of the causes, treatment and prevention of juvenile delinquency and crime. The course also includes an examination of police
methods, methods of probation, imprisonment, parole and social case work.
Spring
367 CULTURAL .ANnmoPOLOGY-.A course dealing with the meaning, analysis,
changes in, and differences of culture, the significance of culture in learning and personality development. Emphasis is given to the basic insights necessary for understanding and appreciation of intercultural relations both domestic and international. The
materials for the course are drawn from both primitive and modern advanced cultures of the world.
461 MARRIAGE AND nrn FAMILY-This course is a study of the effect of the family as a group in the formation of personality; the problems of the selection of mates;
the courtship process; social relationships in marriage; family disorganization and the
conservation of family values.
2 credits. Spring
463 THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT-A study is made of the cooperative movement in theory and practice; the development of the Rochdale principles of cooperation in Europe and the United States; structure and problems of cooperative enter•
prise. Critical analysis. May be used as elective in Economics.
2 credits. Spring
465 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY-An advanced study of the influence of human relations
and culture in contemporary groups upon the development of human personality. A
comparative study is made of the biological, ethnological and cultural approaches to
individual, sex, and racial differences. Consideration is given to the development of
human attitudes and prejudices.
·
GROUP LEADERSHIP
202 PERSONAL AND SOCIAL LlvING--This course aims to give the needs, concepts,
standards and skills :which will result in a personal-social-civic orientation to successful
living. The units of study of demonsuation will include: (1) personal and social situations and how to meet them; (2) knowledge of ways and means to experience pleasant and harmonious personal, social and civic relations in life.
1 credit
205 JUNIOR RED CROSS-This course deals with the work sponsored by the Junior
Red Cross program. The general aim is to give uaining which will make possible the
promotion of social service, good citizenship, world understanding through civic, na•
tional and international activities.
1 credit
210 GIRL SCOUT AND CAMPFIRE GIRL LEADERSHIP-An introduction to the practical work of Girl Scout and Camp Fire Girl Leadership. Girl Scouting is given one
year and Camp Fire Girl Leadership the next.
1 credit
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211 ELEMENTS OP SCOUT LEADERSHIP-An introduction to the principles and practices of scouting. The course covers the psychological and sociological principles of
Scout leadership and is so organized that actual practice in Scout activities becomes a
part of the course. The use of scouting as an agency for the development of personality is stressed.
1 credit
212 TROOP CAMPING--Principles and practices in camping. The course stresses
camp organization, sanitation, balanced rations, and a full camping program of out•
door play and work activities designed · to develop personality through the camping
experience.
1 credit
215 4-H CLUB ORGANIZATIONS AND LEADERSHIP-This course includes a study of
the group organizations in rural communities. An application of the concepts of sociology and the principles of psychology. How the Oub work may utilize the formal
education of the school in carrying out a home or community project. Prerequisite:
Sociology 263.
2 credits
217 RECREATION LEADERSHIP COURSE-A course to give an overview of camping
in private and organizational camps presented by specialists in the various phases of
camp life, with much actual experience in living out of doors.
Summer
302 COUNSELING--This course is designated to train teachers in counseling technics
The course combines actual experience with classroom instruction. Enrollment limited
to selection by the administration.
2 credits. Fall
310 GROUP LEADERSHIP-This course reviews the principles and practices of group
leadership and applies them to school clubs, home room activities, extra-curricular activities in general, and community organizations. Actual supervised practice in leadership is part of the course. May be used as an elective in sociology.
Fall
320 THE PARENT-TEACHER MOVEMENT-This course gives definite knowledge of
the objectives, principles, procedure, and publications of the parent-teacher movement
in the United States. The teacher's part in organizing and in carrying on the work of
an effective association is emphasized.
1 credit
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SUMMER SESSIONS
1946
JUNE 10 to JULY 19
JULY 22 to AUGUST 24
In ever increasing numbers those who are engaged in teaching are spending a part of
their summers in the extension of scholarship and in the acquisition of greater profes•
sional skill. Teachers attend the summer session at a teachers college to get renewed
inspiration and new viewpoints in theory and practice and to acquire additional skill
in classroom technic.
St.Cloud, a city of about 25,000, is well located to serve teachers. Two uansconti•
nental lines, the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific, pass through the city. A
line from Duluth to the southwestern part of the state makes St.Cloud easily and
quickly accessible to scores of cities and towns. Buses operating over splendid state
highways also furnish convenient transportation facilities. Located within a radius of
a few miles are several beautiful lakes of central Minnesota.
WHAT DOES THE ST.CLOUD TEACHERS
COLLEGE OFFER?
The courses offered during the summer sessions are planned to meet the needs of four
groups:
1. The undergraduate students who desire to reduce the time necessary for graduation by attending summer sessions. Credits earned during the summer session may be
applied toward the diploma and the degree.
2. Those who wish to earn professional and academic credits for certificates or for
renewal of certificates. During the summer sessions special emphasis is placed upon
certificate courses.
3. Graduates of the two-year curricula who wish to obtain additional credits to be
applied toward a degree. A number of courses planned for this group will be offered
during the summer sessions of 1946.

4. Those who wish to improve their general scholarship and skill.

Teachers and
those who are preparing for supervisory positions will be especially interested.

REGISTRATION AND CL.ASS SESSIONS
FmsT SESSION: Students may register between 8:30 .A.M. and 5:00 P.M. Monday,
June 10. Class work will begin Tuesday morning, June 11. Ssessions will be held five
days each week.
SECOND SESSION: Students may register between 8:30 .A ..M. and 5:00 P.M. Saturday,
July 20. Class work will begin Monday morning, July 22. Sessions will be held six
days each week.
Students will not be permitted to enroll later than Tuesday morning of each session
except by specia! pre-arrangement with the President. Credits will not be given for
less than the full session of six weeks.
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ST.CLOUD, MINNESOTA
EXPENSES
There is a tuition charge of ten dollars, each session, for students who are residents of
Minnesota. Non-resident students pay a tuition charge of fifteen dollars for each summer session.
A fee of one dollar is paid by students who enroll in a physical education course. An
additional charge of fifty cents is made for the use of the locker, which is refunded
at the dose of the summer session.

.

The term fee for each summer session is five dollars .
The IMm fee musl be paid be/Me one is mrolled in ""1 cl,m.

No refund of tuition or of term fee is made to a student who cancels registration after
Wednesday, June 12 or July 24.
P11ymH1ls of all colkge d&counls should be mtlde ;,, Clish during 1he summH session.
Checks will be accepted al the business office of lhe college for colleclion only.

LIVING ACCOMMODATIONS
accommodate about two hundred fifty
young women at the rate of $8.00 per week for board and room. These residence
halls are well equipped and beautifully located. Bills for board and room are payable for the entire summer session before Wednesday noon of the first week.

SHOEMAKER HALL AND LAWllBNCE HALL

ALICE M. EASTMAN HOME AND CAROL HALL are cooperative residence halls and accommodate about thirty young women and directors who have the opportunity to reduce their living expenses by furnishing and preparing their food and doing some
of the housework. The residents pay for the electricity and gas and $6.00 per month.
Regulations in regard to making reservations and payment of room rent are the same
as those that apply to Shoemaker hall.

A money order for $5.00 should be sent with each application for a room reservation. Make money orders payable to Srate Teachers College. This amount is refunded
to the depositor if she is in attendance during the entire summer session. No refund
is made to those who leave before the dose of the session.
PRIVATE HOMES have rooms for rent for $8.00 to $10.00 a month per student. Board
costs from $6.50 to $7.50 a week. A list of approved boarding and rooming places
will be found at the offices of the Deans of the college. Students should not engage
board and room at places not on the approved list. A faculty committee assists students to secure desirable boarding and rooming accommodations. Students should
plan to arrive in St.Cloud during the day and should report immediately at the college.

A special bulletin outlining courses offered during the summer sessions will be sent
upon request. For further info~mation address,

THE REGISTRAR,
State Teachers College,
St.Cloud, Minn.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION
1945-1946
Men Women
Aitkin
6
Anolc:a
1
6
Becker
1
Beltrami
1
Benton
44
13
Big Stone
13
Blue Earth
1
1
Brown ________
1
Carlton
1
Carver
1
8
Cass
1
6
Chippewa
1
23
Clearwater ___
1
Cottonwood
5
Crow Wing
1
22
Dakota
3
Dodge
2
Douglas
45
6
Faribault
4
Goodhue,
1
4
Grant
1
1
Hennepin
12
40
Hubbard
1
Isanti
18
Itasca
2
4
Jackson
5
Kanabec
2
24
Kandiyohi
2
28
Kittson
3
Koochiching
1
2
Lac Qui Parle
1
8
Lake
1
1
Lake of the Woods ____
1
Lincoln
4
Lyon
6
Mahnomen
1
1
Marshall
1
Martin
4
McLeod
1
19
Meeker
2
21
Mille Lacs
4
30
Morrison
6
34
Mower
1
Nicollet
1
Nobles
1
Norman
1
Olmsted
2
Ottertail
18
Pennington
2
Pine
1
9
Pipestone
4
Pope
1
13
Ramsey
4
13

Red Lake
Redwood
Renville
Rice
Roseau
St. Louis
Scott
Sherburne
Sibley
Stearns
Steele
Stevens
Swift ____
Todd
Traverse
Wabasha
Wadena
Washington
Watonwan
Wilkin
Wright
Yellow Medicine
Total

Men Women
2
1
5
4
16
3
1
11
11
4
19
9
1
2
140
70
1
1
3
38
10
56
1
2
2
10
1
4
2
2
1
7
45
2
16
191

898

OUT OF STATE
California
Illinois
Iowa
Michigan
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Jersey
New York
North Dakota
Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total
Total

Grand Total

94

3
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
5
1
1
2
1
4
1
2
l
2
1

10
201

22
920

1121

ST.CLOUD, MINNESOTA

SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT
Summer Session and Year of 1945-1946
DEGREE SnrDENTS
Men
86
27
35

Secondary
Freshman Class
Sophomore Class
Junior aass
Senior Oass

25

Total of Secondary Students
Elementary
Freshman Class
Sophomore Oass
Junior Class
Senior aass
Total of Elementary Students
Total of Degree Students
Two-Ycar Students
Freshman Oass
Sophomore Oass

Women Total
159
73
65
38
48
83
61
36

173

195

368

0
0
1
2

10
4
84

10
4
85

55

57

176

1

Post-Graduate Students
Special Students
Unclassified Students

524

348

228
312

5

Total of Two-Year Students

156

153

3

229
317
540

6

546

8
10
1

7
1
24

25

201

920

1121

Total-On-Campus
Total-Off-Cainpus

196

5

729
191

925
196

Total

201

920

1121

GRAND TOTAL (COMBINED)

95

15
11
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PREPARATORY CURRICULUMS

In order to contribute its share in attempting to meet the ·demand
for pre-professional and pre-vocational education, as well as
general college education, created by the influx of veterans, the
St. Ooud State Teachers College is now prepared to offer opportunity for preparation in these areas. Fourteen curriculums have
been arranged and have been approved by the University of Minnes ota as being comparable to those offered at the university.
Programs of study may also be adapted for certain other areas.
Students may enroll in any one of these areas with the assurance
that they may transfer later without loss of credit. The curriculums and advisers ther.efor follow:
General Education ... Miss Budge Journalism · ········-·····Miss Budge
Agriculture ................. .Dr. Croxton Law ··-································Mr. Riggs
Business
............... Mr. Daggett Library Service ...... Miss Budge
Dentistry .................... .Dr. Brainard Medicine* ...............Dr. Brainard
Engineering ............ Mr. Bemis Nursing ..................... Dr. Brainard
Forestry ....................... .Dr. Croxton Pharmacy ........... .Dr. Brundage
Home Economics .. .Dr. Croxton Social Work .................. Mr. Riggs
*Includes Medical and X-ray Technology
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS AND

MINORS

(Replacing Science majors and minors, page 43, Catal og )
Science Major-60 Quarter Hours
Biology 141, 142, 143 General College Biology ............... 12
Chemistry 221, 222 Inorganic Chemistry ................................. 8
Chemistry 223 Qualitative 1nalysis ................................................ 4
Physics 3 31 Mechanics .......................................................................... 4
Physics 3 3 2 Magnetism and Electricity ....................................... 4
Physics 3 3 3 Heat, Light and Sound ................................................ 4
Geography 273 General Geology ................................................... 4
Electives in science .................................................................................... 12
Science 453 The T eaching of Science ····················-···················· -1
Teaching
················································································-·············· 4
Bioiogy Major-4 8 Quarter Hours
Biology 131, 132, 133 General Botany ....................................... 12
Biology 231, 232, 233 General Zoology .............. .... _.............. 12
Electives in biology ··························-········•·······························-·············· 16
Science 453 The Teaching of Science ··•········-····························· 4
Teaching ............................................................................................................ 4

CORRECTION:
Tuition for students residing in Minnesota is $15.00 per quarter for
freshmen and sophomore• and $20.00 per quarter For juniors and Hniors.
For non-residents the charge is $20.00 per quarter for freshmen and sophomoHs and $25.00 per quarter For juniors and Hniors.

Physical Science Major-48 Quarter Hours
Chemistry 221, 222, 223 ··-··········-------··········-··t2
Physics 231, 232, 233 ··································-········-··---··-t2
Electives in chemistry and physics ········-···
16
Science 45 3 The Teaching of Science ······-·······-·····-----·· 4
Teaching ................................................
4
Biology Minor-26 Quarter Hours
Bio1ogy 141, 14 2, 14 3 ·····························-···················-·························· 1 2
Electiv,es in biology ......................................................... _ _ _ _ 8
Science 453 The Teaching- of Science ···········-··········--- 4
Teaching ·················•.•················•··········-·······-··················· - - - - · · · 2
Physics Minor-26 Quarter Hours
Physics 3 3 1, 3 3 2, 3 3 3 ···································-·························-··········· 1 2
El ectives in physics ················································································-- 8
Science 453 The Teaching of Science······································-····· 4
TP.aching ······································-····································........- ...- - - 2
Chemistry Minor-26 Quarter Hours
Chemistry 2 2 1, 2 2 2, 2 2 3 ·····-·············-···················-····-·················-··· 12
Electives in chemistry ··················································-·························· 8
Science 453 The Teaching of Science ···········-········--- 4
Teaching
······························································-·············---··-········ 2
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

(Not in 1946-1947 Catalog)
Division of Languages and Literature

German 131, 13 2, 13 3-Elementary German-The elements of German grammar and pronunciation, together with
easy re ading materials dealing with life and thought in
Germany. A continuous year of work is required for credit.
German 2 31, 232, 233-lntermediate German-A continuation of the elementary course including a more thorough
study of grammar and diction as well as the intensive and '
extensive reading of 5elective works in the fields of both
literature and science.
Division of Mathematics and Science

Biology
131, 132, 133 General Botany-A study of the plant kingdom
and the principles of plant lif.e. Required of students majoring
in biology. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Field and Lab.

The cost of room and board at the
dornitories has been changed to
$10.10 per week.

231, 232 , 233 General Zoology-A study of the animal kingdom
and the principles of animal life, with emphasis on understanding
ourselves. Required of students m ajoring in biology. 2 hrs. Disc.,
4 hrs. Field and Lab.
Chemistry
3 21 Organic Chemistry-The chemistry of the more important
alipathic compounds-hydrocarbons, alcohols, acids and their
deriv atives, together with amines and carbohydrates. Prerequisite, Chemistry 222. 2 hrs. Disc., 4 hrs. Lab.
3 2 2 O rganic Chemistry-A continuation of Chemistry 3 21 into
aro matic com pounds, amino acids and proteins, and some heterocyclic coumpounds. Prerequisite, Chemistry 321. 2 hrs. Disc.,
4 hrs. Lab.
Division of Professional Studies

Education
400 Reading and Co nference-Indi vidual readings and confer,ences with staff members. Subject matter to be determined by
the student's needs. Terms and hours to be arranged.
Division of Social Studies

Economics
274 Economic Problems-This course is a continuation of Economics 27 3 to provide a furth er study of modern economic instituti ons and pro blems.
275-473 Labor Problems (Chang,e in number only)
Political Science
282 State and Local G overnment-A study of th e organization
and funct ioning of state and local govern ments with special reference to the development of the ability of the student to take part
more effectively in local political life.
Sociol ogy
362 -4 6 1 Marriage and the Family (Change in number only)

